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A
s manifestações dos “coletes amarelos” em

Paris (com pequenas réplicas noutros países)

fizeram ressuscitar o imaginário de outros mo-

vimentos de contestação, como o encetado pelos

estudantes, na mesma cidade francesa e que pas-

sou à história como o “maio de 68”. O fenómeno

dos movimentos sociais é uma das áreas de estudo

da Ciência Política e o assunto é um dos temas

tratados neste número da Perspectivas, no artigo

“Story-Building for Revolution: Post-Marxist and

Neo-Nationalist Perspectives on the Yellow Vests

Movement”.

O comportamento dos eleitores no processo

democrático é influenciando por diversos fatores

que têm merecido a atenção dos politólogos. Com

o apagamento das ideologias tradicionais e o en-

fraquecimento dos “partidos de massas” que as

ostentavam, a disputa política é cada vez mais

personalizada e o comportamento dos eleitores

tende a julgar os protagonistas e a transformar

os atos eleitorais em plebiscito aos governantes,

em prejuízo das alternativas oferecidas. Esta pro-

blemática é analisada no artigo “On the electoral

punishment/rewarding of the incumbent: Can vo-

ters do it?”

A descentralização do poder nos Estados é

também um assunto recorrente nos estudos de

politologia. O caso português é analisado neste nú-

mero da Perspetivas, mediante um exame ao pe-

ríodo pós-2015, intitulado “Decentralization and

(De)politization in Portugal”. Recorde-se que na

sequência de um referendo realizado em 1998 foi

rejeitada a criação de regiões administrativas no

continente, processo que poderá ser reaberto num

próximo quadro legislativo.

O funcionamento da justiça é outro domínio

fundamental tanto no plano dos direitos dos cida-

dãos como da competitividade dos Estados, por

exemplo na atração de investimento estrangeiro.

O tema é aqui tratado numa perspetiva muito

específica, com o autor a efetuar “Considerações

sobre gestão, eficiência e mobilidade de oficiais de

justiça”.

É este leque de assuntos que o leitor pode

desfrutar no número 20 da Perspectivas que se

apresenta com um novo visual, na sua capa, com

um propósito de modernidade que procuramos

seja consentâneo com os conteúdos que são abor-

dados pelos seus articulistas.

The editorial team.
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Story-Building for Revolution: Post-Marxist and

Neo-Nationalist Perspectives on the Yellow Vests

Movement

O ’Story Building’ de uma Revolução: Perspetivas

Pós-Marxistas e Neonacionalistas sobre o Movimento

Coletes Amarelos

Rodrigo Almeida Sousa
CITCEM, University of Porto

Abstract—On 17 November 2018, hundreds of thousands of French joined in protest against the ecological tax rise on

hydrocarbons announced by Emmanuel Macron. The Yellow Vests phenomenon had been born. Since then, it has been

active for several months and there seems to be no end in sight. As the movement began to get organized, it created

websites and pages on social media, producing a challenging storytelling based on more than 40 demands and 25 proposals

for the crisis. Thus it gave voice to the middle and middle-lower classes, which are deeply dissatisfied with their present

socioeconomic conditions. Naturally, this narrative appealed to the extremist parties, from Mélenchon’s radical left to

Marine Le Pen’s neo-nationalist right, as they immediately declared their support for the cause. Shortly afterwards, it was

time for the intellectuals to manifest their views. On one hand, post-Marxists such as Slavoj éiûek and Antonio Negri wrote

their articles on the subject. On the other, Russian nationalists, from leftist Boris Kagarlitsky to traditionalist Aleksandr

Dugin, did not hide their enthusiasm about the movement either. For, in fact, all these intellectuals have something in

common: they all are story-building for revolution.

Keywords—Mass protests, Far-left, Far-right, Post-Marxism, Neo-nationalism.

Resumo—A 17 Novembro 2018, centenas de milhares de franceses aderiram ao protesto contra a subida da taxa ecológica

sobre os hidrocarbonetos anunciada por Emmanuel Macron. Nascia, assim, o fenómeno dos coletes amarelos, o qual

tem perdurado ao longo de vários meses e parece não ter fim à vista. À medida que o movimento se foi organizando,

criou websites e páginas em redes sociais, produzindo um ‘storytelling’ de carácter reivindicativo com base em mais

de 40 exigências e 25 propostas para a crise; o qual dava voz a um clima de profunda insatisfação quanto à situação

socioeconómica em que vivem as classes média e média-baixa. Claro está que esta narrativa agradou aos partidos

extremistas, desde a esquerda radical de Mélenchon à direita neonacionalista de Marine Le Pen, que imediatamente

declararam o seu apoio à causa. Pouco depois, era a vez dos intelectuais se manifestarem. De um lado, destacaram-se

os artigos dos pós-marxistas Slavoj éiûek e Antonio Negri. Do outro, os nacionalistas russos, desde o esquerdista Boris

Kagarlitsky ao tradicionalista Aleksandr Dugin, tampouco esconderam o seu entusiasmo quanto ao movimento. Com

efeito, todos estes intelectuais têm algo em comum, já que todos contribuem para um ‘story-building’ de cariz revolucionário.

Palavras-Chave—Protestos em massa, Extrema-esquerda, Extrema-direita, Pós-marxismo, Neonacionalismo.

Submitted—28-12-2018. Accepted—21-04-2019.
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1 Introduction

Having emerged in November 2018, the Yel-
low Vests movement has been one of the

major sociocultural phenomena of recent decades,
to the point of being compared to the events of
May 1968 by many authors (éiûek 2018a; Negri
2018a). Lasting for several months and with no
apparent end in sight, it has spread throughout
France and could potentially disseminate across
Europe; for, even though we cannot yet fully
understand its political consequences, we can see
how the movement has been organizing itself as
an autonomous social agent, which seems to ef-
fectively promote a politically attractive cross-
media narrative (on TV, blogs, digital newspa-
pers, websites and social networks), based on
anti-establishment claims. The Yellow Vests have,
therefore, represented with relative success the
feeling of dissatisfaction shared by a great many
French citizens, which, of course, has earned them
the enthusiastic support of both far-left and far-
right parties, politicians and intellectuals. In this
context, particularly regarding the latter, some
questions arise: Who are these intellectuals, what
do they openly think about the Yellow Vests, and
for what reasons do they support them? In which
discursive currents do they fit and how have they
been contributing to the narrative body of this
phenomenon? In other words, from their point
of view, what is the conceptual and dialectical
nature behind the whole yellow vest cross-media
storytelling and subsequent story-building?

2 Methodology

In order to address these questions, we have used a
hermeneutical, critical and comparative approach
on the narrative body produced around the Yellow
Vests, according to the following steps:

After a brief review of the situation, and
considering that this movement has been en-
couraged by the most radical political-ideological

• Rodrigo Almeida Sousa, Integrated Researcher of
Transdisciplinary Research Centre ‘Culture, Space and
Memory’ (CITCEM), of University of Porto.
E-mail: mail_rodrigo@hotmail.com

DOI:http://dx.doi.org/10 .21814/perspectivas.329

spectra, we start by critically analyzing two em-
blematic far-left post-Marxist intellectuals who
reacted promptly to the phenomenon when it first
emerged, immediately declaring themselves as yel-
low vest supporters: Antonio Negri and Slavoj
éiûek. Hence, we have primarily focused on their
recent articles, and then related them with some
of their most representative works – in the case of
Negri, Empire (2001) and Multitude (2004), both
co-authored with Michael Hardt. As for éiûek,
we looked at First as Tragedy, Then as Farce
(2009) and Violence (2008). We then established
a comparative balance between the two authors,
since they diverge in their prospects and proposed
resolutions;

As far as the comparative approach is con-
cerned, it has mainly been applied to alternative
sociopolitical narratives, particularly considering
their background and present context, from neo-
nationalism to the far-right/alt-right movements.
In this way, we sought to bring to light a heuristic
exercise common to Kagarlitsky, Jean-Marie Le
Pen, Marine Le Pen and traditionalists such as
Aleksandr Dugin: the apparent rejection of the
left–right spectrum accompanied by the paradox-
ical adoption of its most extreme elements and
values. In this case, our comparative analysis was
not limited to intellectuals, since both Kagarlitsky
and Dugin are not mere scientific observers, for
they take an active part in the political dynamics
of Putin’s regime.

Finally, as a hermeneutic object in the context
of cross-media, we designate by ‘storytelling’ all
the discursive action (stories, news, posts, tweets,
memes, etc.), whose storyline directs the receiver
from one medium to another (Antikainen et al.
2004, 7). Thus, we might call storytellers not
only the original content producers/narrators (in
this case, the Yellow Vests themselves), but also
all interactive co-producers/co-narrators (e.g. in-
tellectuals, political agents, journalists, common
citizens/internet users), who contribute to such
action. As for the term ‘story-building’, it signifies
the narrative body of the phenomenon as a whole,
which results from a potentially infinite discursive
activity/interactivity and is always under con-
struction.
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3 Origin and status of the Yellow

Vests phenomenon

On 17 November 2018, approximately 280,000
people gathered in protest against the rise of
fuel prices all over France, from the most distant
provinces to the Élysée Palace in Paris (BBC
2018). The Yellow Vests movement was born.
The impact was immediate and conclusive, with
one dead, 227 injured and 52 arrests (ibid.). The
country was blocked, came to a standstill and
the whole of Europe stopped to watch. However,
given the size of the crowd, we can consider the
demonstrations to have been relatively peaceful,
having occurred almost without incident in most
areas (ibid.).

During the 12 months prior to the demon-
strations, the price of diesel, the most commonly
used fuel in France, rose by 23%, to an average
of 1.51 per liter, the highest it had been since
the beginning of the 21st century. Even though
there was a slight fall in international oil prices at
the end of the year, Macron decided to increase
the rate on hydrocarbons by 7.6 cents/liter on
diesel and 3.9 on gasoline. With the polls showing
levels of public discontent reaching 70% (ibid.),
this measure provoked a chain reaction on social
media, and it was the last straw for outraged
citizens, who put on their yellow vests and took
over the streets. Indeed, it was consensual in
the media coverage that this movement was born
spontaneously, standing out as a protest of multi-
tudes, without political or partisan intermediation
(Negri 2018a).

However, the reaction from the parties did
not take long. From the Republicans, Laurent
Wauqiez appealed to Macron to postpone the
controversial tax. As for the Socialists, after the
humiliating results in the 2017 election, their new
leader found himself in a delicate position, so
he was subtle and ambiguous. On the one hand,
Olivier Faure had to react with the appropriate
moderation of a Social Democrat. On the other, he
could not counteract such a multitude, whose dis-
content represented more than two-thirds of the
French people. In a remarkable gesture of rhetoric
juggling, Faure was able to simultaneously em-
phasize the non-partisanship of the movement,
point to the need for the political class to listen

to the people, and recognize the protesters’ right
to fight for the improvement of their purchasing
power and tax justice (BBC 2018) – all without
committing to anything or anyone.

The explicit support for the Yellow Vests came
from the extreme political spectra. The President
of the National Rally, Marine Le Pen, was one
of the most outspoken personalities, not only
approving but also encouraging the protesters to
express their anger in a peaceful way. However,
without a doubt, the most e�usive support came
from the left. The day after the protests, Jean-Luc
Mélenchon (2018), gave an enthusiastic speech
about the new France that was emerging; and
since then, via his blog (L’Ére du Peuple), the
leader of Unsubmissive France has been following
the protesters step by step and is full of praise
for them. Indeed, the agreement shown by the
more extreme political factions in relation to the
Yellow Vests is a sign that citizens’ discontent
goes far beyond a mere disagreement over the
price of fuel or the ecological tax that has caused
it. For what really is at stake is the distancing
of the dominant political class, which Macron
represents, to the real problems that the middle
and lower classes face daily, particularly in rural
France (BBC 2018). In fact, this is why the ‘yellow
vest’ has become a symbol for the movement, since
it is precisely this prop that the common driver
uses to draw attention in case of emergency or
road accident.

Meanwhile, it has been a few months since
the movement began and, naturally, its narrative
has gained consistency, mobilizing the citizens and
arousing in them the will to fight for their interests
(not only bureaucratic rights), and completely
change the society they live in. The issues have
multiplied. Today, the Yellow Vests are struggling
for over 40 issues accompanied by 25 proposals
(Bleu 2018). Moreover, they have clearly improved
their coordination and strategic communication.
Based on a very appealing concept (’by the people
and for the people’), and inspired by the principles
of participatory democracy, the movement has
been successfully spreading its message through
a network of online platforms (websites, applica-
tions, podcasts), combined with a well-designed
and articulated structure of influence, both na-
tionally and internationally (Gilets Jaunes 2019).
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What we may call the yellow vest cross-media
storytelling has been developing notoriously well,
generating a remarkable involvement of their in-
ner circle, political supporters and a significant
part of the French people – all this without al-
tering the basic structure of their primary nar-
rative, essence and authenticity. Hence, it be-
comes inevitable to ask: what really constitutes
this essence? On one hand, since the movement
remains true to its origins, it is only by answering
this question that we can actually understand it.
On the other, however, this implies broadening
our focus of analysis, projecting it beyond the
subjective narrative provided by the Yellow Vests’
institutional storytelling. That is to say, we have
to take into account the whole story-building
that, since November 2018, has been constructed
around this phenomenon, in order to select the
most defining characteristics. Therefore, we will
focus particularly on what has been said and
written by the intellectuals, from both extreme
political spectra, who expressed their explicit sup-
port for the movement; beginning with the post-
Marxists, Antonio Negri and Slavoj éiûek.

4 Antonio Negri and the ‘dual power’

of the ‘multitude’

In his article published on the Euronomade
website, on 4 December 2018, Antonio Negri
begins his reasoning by bringing us into the social
context leading up to the protests. Contrary to
what socialist leader Olivier Faure had suggested,
the Yellow Vests are not merely a movement of
dissatisfied citizens complaining about bourgeois
whims, such as lack of purchasing power or tax
injustice (BBC 2018). If this were so, far from
being superficial, the proposal of Republican
Laurent Wauqiez would have made perfect sense
to them. Consequently, simply postponing the
new hydrocarbons tax (ibid.) would have been
more than enough for all those demonstrators to
immediately put away their vests and return to
their homes. But the early reactions of the French
moderate parties only confirmed the criticism
and blame they share with Macron for the gap
between the rhetoric of the political classes and
citizens’ real problems. After all, one can only find
70% discontent in a society whose lower middle

class is already learning what misery, precarity
and desperation are about when paying the bills
at the end of the month:

Certainly, in France there

is now a multitude that violently arises against the new

misery (. . . ) the reduction of the labor force to precarity

(. . . ) insu�cient public services (...) savage taxation of

social services (. . . ) the coming attacks on the retirement

regime and the financing of national education. In France,

therefore, there is something that violently arises against

this misery, and which is followed by the cry ‘Macron,

démission’ (Negri 2018a)

There is a clear di�erence between the Yellow
Vests’ protests and those of May 1968. What was
at stake in 1968 was a global transformation of
culture, as well as the position of a generation
regarding its place in history and the role it
intended to play in the contemporary world.
According to Alex Callinicos, this resulted in
a social-democratic synthesis, that is to say
the tacit agreement between the revolutionary
intellectuals and the ruling class (Callinicos
1989). In fact, this was the generation which
gave rise to the new class of white-collar workers
with increasingly specialized formal education
(Drucker 2001), which has prospered both in
financial terms and in quality of life, although
it has not ceased to be subjected to global
capitalism and consumer alienation (Callinicos
1989, 162-171). As for the Yellow Vests, they
are in the opposite situation, precisely because
they are losing everything that their predecessors
had conquered, to the point where they now find
themselves struggling against labor shortages
and a kind of instability that for decades would
have been unthinkable in the West. From Negri’s
perspective, there is something very peculiar
about this movement’s struggle, which not only
di�erentiates it from May 1968 but also from
any other precedent: ‘It has a desperate face... it
resembles a prison uprising rather than the mass
workers’ joy in sabotaging (the system).’ (Negri
2018a).

As for the main target, it is Macron, of course.
From the protesters’ point of view, the French
president symbolizes banking, global capitalism
and the international financial system, which, to-
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gether with the parties of the regime, constitute
what we may call the ‘establishment’. And it has
been precisely this establishment that the French
have been trying most to get rid of, election after
election, as long as they do not yield to the temp-
tation of extremism. Nonetheless, their struggle
has been inglorious and exhausting, especially af-
ter the Francois Hollande fiasco, whom in the final
stage of his presidency could not even surpass 4%
of popularity (Berdah 2016). The Yellow Vests are
driven by a deep discontent with the system itself,
as a whole. This peculiarly brings them very close
to Antonio Negri’s thoughts, for they are similar
to what the author designates as a ‘multitude’,
i.e. the living alternative that grows within the
‘empire’, against which it stands (Negri and Hardt
2001, xiii).

According to Negri we have, on the one hand,
the empire of global capitalism, which di�uses its
network of hierarchies and divisions, maintaining
order through new mechanisms of control and
constant conflicts (ibid.). Note, for example, the
interminable military action ranging from Iraq
to Afghanistan, which is only comprehensible in
the light of the strategic, economic and political
interests of a ruling class that stands above and
acts transversally to the nation-states. In other
words, a power superstructure composed of finan-
cial leaders, the military and energy oligopolies,
among others, exercising its dominance through
a web of political movements and circles, which
interconnect on a global level. In e�ect, to some
extent we all participate in the indomitable dy-
namics of this empire through our consumption,
savings and investments (Savitz 2011). But of
course, it is simply a statement of fact that wealth,
economic and financial power have been concen-
trated in recent decades around a select group of
multinationals and investment funds (Upbin 2011,
Co�ey 2011).

On the other hand, we have the ‘multitude’
which, according to the post-Marxist thinking of
Negri and Hardt, transcends the ‘working class’
itself, and includes the poor in the widest sense,
i.e. all those who do not belong to the ruling class,
which is the reason why they are progressively
becoming impoverished and losing their rights.
Fortunately, in the West, we do not have millions
of famine victims or ‘damnés de la terre’ (as the

International Anthem says). But there are cer-
tainly too many victims of globalization, several
million poor whose socioeconomic condition has
worsened day by day while they see their demo-
cratic power fleeing from their hands. Since power
has increasingly been centralized in international
decision-making poles, far from popular scrutiny
and under the dominance of political-financial
circles which lack transparency. As a result of this
widespread discontent, spontaneous transnational
movements emerge, assembling ’new circuits of
cooperation and collaboration that extend across
nations and continents and allow an unlimited
number of encounters’ (Negri and Hardt 2004,
xiii). The protests of the multitude are thus the
only current expression of authentic democracy,
since it comes from the ’common’ – the morpho-
logical and e�ective root of communism (Negri
2012), which peculiarly contrasts with the manip-
ulative usage of the term ‘democracy’, adopted
by the dominant classes as a rhetorical means to
achieve their political and strategic ends (ibid.).

Notwithstanding, Negri tries to avoid exces-
sive or premature optimism for the Yellow Vests,
for there is something in this movement that still
remains indecipherable (Negri 2018a). It lacks
more coordination, more uniformity in its dis-
course and action. If the democratic expression
of the multitude is not to be fragmented, or to
become an instrument of the establishment itself,
it must necessarily transform itself into an organi-
zation (ibid.). Preferably without forming a party,
for the more independent the movement is, the
more it can function as the organized dynamic of
the multitude which, instead of holding power, im-
poses itself as counter power. In this manner, the
Italian thinker particularly emphasizes what some
post-Marxist theorists (Tronti, Hardt and Negri
himself) designate as ‘Autonomism’ – a political-
philosophical current that analyzes precisely how
self-organized social forces emerge and how they
struggle against the ruling class. However, to ef-
fectively become an autonomous movement the
Yellow Vests cannot limit their struggle to the
demand for labor rights and purchasing power, as
that would result once again in the same social-
democratic synthesis which only perpetuates the
existing system. For Negri, it is only when the
immense diversity of the excluded converge in
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the self-organized movement of the ‘common’ that
it can truly constitute itself as ’multitude’, con-
sequently transforming the existing system by
imposing itself as an active structural dynamic
that we would call ’dual power’ or ’power against
power’ (Negri 2018a, Negri 2018b). According to
the author, the Yellow Vests movement is pre-
cisely at this stage, still indecipherable. For the
time being, no paradigm revolution can be ex-
pected in the Western system, only the possibility
of transforming its dialectical process through the
emergence, structuring and consolidation of an
e�ective counter-power made up of the multitude
of the common.

5 Slavoj éiûek and the paradigm rev-

olution

The way the Yellow Vests should organize
themselves is a fundamental issue both for Negri
and éiûek. If they line up with any of the political
parties that support them, they will lose their
independence (Negri 2018a) and the autonomy
indispensable to self-organization – these qualities
were actually emphasized by Mélanchon (2018)
in his reaction to November 17. After all, the idea
of a multitude that stands by itself against the
whole system is typical of revolutionary glamour,
both in its symbolic and psychosocial dimension,
especially in France, the country of May 1968.
Nonetheless, according to Slavoj éiûek (2018a),
not only are the Yellow Vests indecipherable but
they are still too inconsistent and contradictory
to achieve e�ective self-organization, as is
particularly evident in their proposals:

They o�er an exemplary case of the leftist populism,

of the explosion of people’s wrath in all its inconsistency:

lower taxes and more money for education and health

care, cheaper petrol and ecological struggle. . . (éiûek 2018a)

More specifically, the movement proposes,
on the one hand, to establish a maximum
constitutional limit of 25% on tax collection and
other contributions. But, on the other hand, it
calls for a 40% increase in basic pensions and
social benefits, a significant increase in public
employment and the massive construction of 5
million homes for the homeless, as well as severe

punishments for municipalities where there are
people sleeping on the streets (Bleu 2018). As
for the environment, the Yellow Vests demand
pollution control and at the same time the
reinforcement of reindustrialization. Moreover,
in terms of international politics and defense,
they propose nothing less than the exit from
NATO and the FREXIT, beginning with the
renunciation of the Treaty of Lisbon (ibid.):

The demands of the protesters aren’t

possible to implement within the current capitalist system

– and they aren’t ambitious enough to provoke a change to

a more egalitarian, ecologically sustainable system either.

(éiûek 2018a)

As might be expected, the contradictory and
unrealistic nature of the Yellow Vests’ demands,
just as in most mass movements, mainly expresses
tensions intrinsic to the multitude itself. But what
can be stronger than all these di�ering tensions,
to the point of aggregating the masses and leading
them onto the streets, knowing that they will face
police repression? Only a tremendous discontent,
of course, accompanied with a sense of saturation
with the current system as well as its cultural
and socio-political patterns. In this manner, it is
significant for éiûek that the protests have risen
against the government’s most politically correct
measure – the ecological tax on hydrocarbons,
i.e., a measure against global warming and
climate change (éiûek 2018a). In other words, we
are witnessing a profound dissatisfaction among
the deep France, shared by 70% of the population,
and which is leading peasants, rural workers and
people from all over the provinces to invade the
big cities.

Interestingly, éiûek has drawn attention to the
inevitable emergence of phenomena such as these
for many years. From the philosopher’s point of
view, at least since the crisis of 2007-2008, the
flagrant irrationality of global capitalism (éiûek
2009, 81) can no longer disguise its ideological and
illusory character (ibid. 9-77). The concentration
of economic and financial power in the high-
est social spheres has created extremely serious
and insurmountable divisions, especially between
those who still have the capacity to enter (or
remain) in the cycle of wealth and those who have
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simply been excluded from it and stand hardly
any chance of being part of it again. This gap
between the dominant minority on the one hand
and the excluded multitude on the other has given
rise to new forms of apartheid (ibid. 91), which
are not restricted to the lower classes but are
increasingly extending to the middle class itself
(often designated as the white working class).
Given this context, éiûek also shares Negri and
Hardt’s view on the current role of the ’common’
(ibid. 86-94) as he calls for a new radical notion
of the proletarian subject (ibid. 92). In addition,
the ‘rage potential’ (ibid. 89) of these protesters
should not be disregarded either, for they could
feel justified to respond with subjective violence
to the objective violence (éiûek 2008) perpetrated
against them by a corrupt establishment that is
constantly deceiving them with false rhetoric and
failing them with fake solutions. After Hollande’s
resounding failure, the political banker Macron
apparently symbolizes the last resource of this
obsolete system and probably the best it has to
give (éiûek 2018a, 2018b) – but of course, when
the best seems not to be enough, the only true so-
lution has to be radical, it must imply a paradigm
shift. In e�ect, it is exactly at this point that
the Slovenian philosopher diverges from Negri,
for not only does he believe in the radicalism of
this change but he is also firmly convinced that
we already live in favourable circumstances to
start implementing it. In this way, éiûek adds
new possibilities to the ongoing story-building
produced around the Yellow Vests phenomenon.
More specifically, he provides us with two possible
scenarios. In the first, the agents and structures
of established power would be forced to negotiate.
In the second and most unlikely set of events, the
Yellow Vests themselves would take power.

As regards the first scenario, let us imagine
that the EU would establish a historic agreement
with a movement of this nature, that is, an
e�cient self-organized entity representing the
multitude. In this case, the demands of the
movement would have to be so radical that they
would by themselves imply a paradigm revolution.
To that end, they should focus exclusively on the
e�ective resolution of ’primary contradictions’ –
exactly in the sense in which Mao Tse-tung (1990,
154-229) used this expression – and simply put

aside our ’secondary’ divergences (ibid.). This is
the heuristic exercise that éiûek (2018a, 2018b)
suggests by recurring to the well-known Maoist
distinction (primary vs secondary contradictions),
for it is crucial to give up our contingent goals
in exchange for surgical measures which are so
substantial in nature that, at the instant they are
implemented, will subvert the foundations of the
system as we know it:

(Examples) What about the overhaul

of our entire financial system, which would a�ect the rules

of how credit and investments work? What about imposing

new regulations which would prevent the exploitation of the

third world countries from which refugees come? (éiûek

2018a)

As for the second scenario, the day a mass
movement came to power, how could we deal
with the chaos that would ensue? Faced with
this possibility, éiûek rea�rms its radicalism once
again. He argues that he is not afraid to give us a
solution that is perhaps too similar to what we
saw in the last century: the rise of an enlight-
ened and regulating elite, implementing a kind of
bureaucratic socialism (Kagarlitsky 2018) – the
philosopher does not clarify whether this solution
would be temporary or indefinite.

6 The other side: Alternative narra-

tives on the Yellow Vests

Both Negri and éiûek view the issue of organiza-
tion as central, for the success of the Yellow Vests
depends on how capable they are of organizing
themselves. On the one hand, it is only through
self-organization that they can reach the levels of
autonomy and independence that are necessary
to attract multitudes of discontented people, so as
to convert their ’secondary contradictions’ into a
single ‘primary’ goal (generic): change the status
quo. On the other, however, self-organization can
also have its disadvantages. If a self-organized
movement is not solid enough, with regard to its
strategy and pragmatics, as well as to its national
and international dynamics and networks, it may
become impotent (Negri 2018a) and be easily
neutralized and/or absorbed by the established
political system. There is, nonetheless, a question
that Negri and éiûek seem to be avoiding: To what
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extent can we consider the Yellow Vests to be
truly independent or politically disconnected (to
the point of fearing their neutralization), if they
have the explicit support of such relevant parties
and personalities in French politics?

Based on the 2017 electoral results (Ministère
de l’Intérieur), Le Pen’s votes (21.3%), added to
those of Mélenchon (19.5%), amount to no less
than a 41% impact on the French electorate.
These figures show us the huge influence of both
far-right and far-left parties, cultures and net-
works in today’s France, as well as the potential
impact they might convey to any social-political
movement once they publicly endorse it. In e�ect,
whenever a political current explicitly supports a
given cause, all those who sympathize or are some-
how a�liated with that current (philosophers,
academics, artists, journalists, opinion makers, in-
fluencers, associations, lobbies, NGOs, etc.), tend
to directly or indirectly promote that cause and
contribute to its political success.

In this way, the case of Portugal is particularly
interesting, for it could serve as a hypothetical
reference, in the near future, regarding the pos-
sible correlation between explicit party support
and subsequent vitality of movements such as the
Yellow Vests. Indeed, in Portugal we have, on the
one hand, an almost irrelevant far-right and, on
the other hand, a mildly influential Communist
Party, which is supporting the parliamentary ma-
jority of the current Government. Can this be part
of the reason why the Portuguese Yellow Vests
have been a real failure (Pena et al. 2018) so
far? What would happen if a populist or extreme
right party, such as the CHEGA or the PNR,
achieved an excellent result in the 2019 legislative
elections? Or, perhaps a more realistic scenario,
what could happen if the PCP were left out of the
next majority? The Yellow Vests’ struggle is ready
and waiting to be used as a political instrument.
In other words, should any of these scenarios hap-
pen, could this movement finally gain the explicit
support of a relevant anti-establishment party in
Portugal? And would this support then coincide
with a sudden and supposedly unexpected rise of
the Portuguese Yellow Vests?

The fact that French extremist parties are
taking the protesters’ side should not, therefore,
be ignored or devalued. In addition to organized

means and resources, political parties and cur-
rents are mainly sustained by a wider social and
cultural discourse, which, of course, cannot be
fully controlled by any particular institution or
organization. Notwithstanding, there is an objec-
tive storyline to every sociopolitical phenomenon
which can be deduced by analyzing its ongoing
cross-media story-building. In this way, having al-
ready analyzed the contribution of Western post-
Marxists such as Negri and éiûek, we will now
focus on the other side of the narrative. That is,
on other intellectual agents who also support the
Yellow Vests, not only including European far-
right populists but also Russian post-Marxists,
neo-nationalists and traditionalists who allegedly
maintain a privileged connection with Putin’s
regime, namely Boris Kagarlitsky and Aleksandr
Dugin.

6.1 Kagarlitsky’s critical review on Slavoj

éiûek

Beginning with Boris Kagarlitsky (2018), his ar-
ticle on the spontaneous politics of the masses is,
first of all, a criticism of Slavoj éiûek. In his per-
spective, the Slovenian philosopher is a paradig-
matic example of European leftist intellectuals
who were apparently astonished by the shock-
ing emergence of the Yellow Vests phenomenon
(ibid). In addition, the Russian author contra-
dicts éiûek’s (2018a) main argument by stating
that the Yellow Vests’ demands could actually
be met within the present system; for most of
these claims fall perfectly within the history of
Western capitalism, especially in the European
social model, and have already been fulfilled in
the past (Kagarlitsky 2018). The problem is that
all these social advances were abolished with the
victory of neoliberalism (ibid.). Thus, only with
the pressure of the masses on the dominant elites,
who will repeatedly have to make concessions to
popular discontent, can any social progress be
achieved (ibid.), though always within the ex-
isting system and without the need to abolish
capitalism (ibid.). Nonetheless, it is precisely at
the heart of Kagarlitsky’s critique of éiûek that
we can recognize a curious detail: He seems to
agree with the need for a constant and structural
pressure on the elites by the discontent masses,
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assigning them a relatively similar role to what
Negri (2018a, 2018b) designates as ’dual power’
or ’power against power’.

However, the aforementioned agreement with
Negri turns out to be only apparent, since,
unlike the Italian philosopher, Kagarlitsky (2018)
believes that we are dealing with what Leon
Trotsky called a ’transition program’. In this
respect, éiûek would be correct in stating that the
Western economic and socio-political system has
reached a critical point, although the solutions
would not have to be so incisive or radical:

One can create e�ective

state enterprises and use the profits for social needs. One

can increase taxes on large corporations, or at least take

away some of the tax benefits the transnationals enjoyed

in almost all countries in the last decade. (. . . ) One can

stimulate economic growth and increase the wages (. . . )

One may even finance social programs at the expense of

budget deficit. (Kagarlitsky 2018)

In words other than those of the Russian au-
thor, we could therefore maintain certain capital-
ist pragmatics, as long as we altered the whole
logic of prevailing Western capitalism and instead,
perhaps, adopt some measures of the Russian
model (e.g. large companies under state control).
Now, what is this but a paradigm shift and an au-
thentic revolution in the system? Kagarlitsky ap-
pears to be in complete disagreement with éiûek
only to propose another radical transfiguration of
the Western model - and precisely in accordance
with a ’transition program’, which seems not to be
very di�erent from the resolution of ’primary con-
tradictions’ – as opposed to ’secondary’ ones (Tsé-
Tung 1990, 154-229) – proposed by the Slovenian
philosopher (éiûek 2018a, 2018b).

Let us not, however, discard the figure of
Kagarlitsky, the ’Red Putinist’ (Zadyraka 2015).
Though his article turns out to be somehow inco-
herent and might cause some perplexity in West-
ern left-wing philosophers, it engages in a kind of
dialectic thinking which is quite characteristic of
many present-day Russian intellectuals. Having a
theoretical Marxist basis, Kagarlitsky integrates
the dynamics and components of Marxism into
the idiosyncratic capitalism of Putin’s regime. In

this way, he conciliates elements which, ideolog-
ically, can be situated both on the far-right and
the far-left. And this, of course, is a very peculiar
heuristic exercise to which we must give careful
attention.

6.2 From Le Pen to Dugin: Beyond left and

right but against the center

The combination of far-right and far-left elements
is not new, neither in Russia nor in France, as far
as political thinking and subsequent pragmatics
are concerned. Since its beginning, this trend has
been grounded in the profound rejection of both
ideological spectra in its moderate version. More
precisely, it started in the French sociopolitical
context of the 1990s with the National Front’s
slogan ’Ni droite, ni gauche - Francais’, inspired
by a book with the same title written by Samuel
Maréchal (1996), a prominent member of the
party and Jean-Marie Le Pen’s son-in-law. At
the time when all those old guard nationalistic
fantasies artificially constructed by European fas-
cist and para-fascist regimes had become obsolete,
new figures such as Le Pen began to re-clothe
national sentiment in a more up-to-date and ap-
pealing way to discontented citizens. By the end
of the decade, the National Front narrative was
already well adapted to the growing process of the
implementation of worldwide information tech-
nologies and what would become the global capi-
talism of the 21st century. Thus, just as multiple
radical left movements began to rebel against the
emerging global capitalism, so right-wing radicals
saw this same phenomenon as an opportunity
to reconquer their electorate, or perhaps, even
expand their influence by persuading undecided
voters and taking advantage of high abstention
levels (IDEA 2019). In this way, they focused on
capturing the interest of those dissatisfied with
the status quo and, in particular, the working
class, who, in the circumstances (e.g. lack of pur-
chasing power or unstable employment), usually
tends to fear immigration, openness to global mar-
kets and competition from countries with cheaper
labor. The new far-right narrative was therefore
addressed to all those who might be drawn to
the idea that national sovereignties need to be
vigorously defended and felt they could benefit
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from such policies, irrespective of their ideological
spectrum. In the words of Maréchal, ‘Instead of
the interests of the left or the right, we prefer to
fight for the interests of the French’ (1996, 37).
In the 21st century, it was Marine Le Pen who
followed up on this strategy, developing it further
and introducing the question of patriotism versus
globalism:

We have entered a new bipartisanism. Bipartisanism

between two mutually exclusive concepts that, from now

on, will structure our political life. The cleavage no longer

separates left and right, but globalists and patriots. (Le Pen

2015)

Nevertheless, among right-wing yellow vest
supporters, Marine Le Pen is no longer the only
party leader adopting this narrative. Today,
as we are witnessing a rise of European neo-
nationalism, many other populist leaders and
related personalities are also calling for the
rejection of right and left, while simultaneously
appropriating the most extreme features of both
political spectra. Thus, if on the one hand we
have Negri and éiûek’s post-Marxist left trying
to capture the hope of the multitude, on the
other hand, we are faced with an alternative
sociopolitical culture which is far less known
to the Western mainstream, but is equally
emblematic of the times we are living in. As
we gather together all the extremist narrative
one can find, it becomes apparent that this very
peculiar culture and political network has been
mobilizing, since the early 2000’s, adherents to all
kinds of doctrines and ideologies, with a view to
conquering those who are profoundly discontent
with the current European ideals, society and
political system:

New Resistance is an international network founded

in North America, of National Revolutionaries, Patriotic

Socialists, Populist Nationalists, National Bolsheviks, Left-

Nationalists, Right-Wing Anti-Capitalists, Eurasianists,

Fourth Political Theorists (. . . ). We are a nascent radical

movement, a revolutionary nucleus. We look to Europe as

the fount of our particular culture while respecting at the

same time other nations, cultures and civilizations.

((Open Revolt n.d.)

In this way, all the mentioned narratives –
from the Le Pen of the 1990s to Marine Le Pen,

European populists, and the radical alternative
movements – have a specific parameter in
common, which we can express in the following
proposition: ’Beyond left and right but against
the center ’(4pt). And where does this sentence
come from? It is nothing less than the signature
of The Fourth Political Theory o�cial website
(4pt), dedicated to the philosophical and political
thinking of Aleksandr Dugin – the controversial
Russian nationalist intellectual, former professor
at Moscow State University and a former adviser
to the Kremlin for more than 10 years. Often
known as Putin’s brain or Putin’s Rasputin
(Steinmann 2018), his real influence over the
President of Russia is disputed by some analysts,
including radical nationalists such as Anatoly
Karlin (2017). However, what really matters in
this case is not whether Dugin’s influence has
increased or diminished as far as institutional
politics is concerned, but the actual e�ects that
his philosophical thinking and cultural pragmatics
have on European populism and worldwide far-
right/far-left neo-nationalist sociopolitical
networks. Together with Eduard Limonov, Dugin
was one of the creators of National Bolshevism, an
ideology with a distinctive mark of its own, and
which is typical of the new alternative nationalist
culture he also helped creating, as it synthesizes
the two major references for political extremism:
Bolshevik communism and national-socialism.

Nowadays, Aleksandr Dugin (2013) is best
known for his work, The Fourth Political Theory,
and as a major figure of the Eurasian movement.
As far as this theory is concerned, Dugin intends
to implement nationalism against what he calls
globalism, that is, the liberal democratic world
order led and imposed by the United States. He
defends a new order based on racial realism, for
although no human race is superior to another,
they all have fundamental and objective di�er-
ences. As a geopolitical alternative to Western
Unipolarism, he then proposes Multipolarism – a
world organized in large spaces (Eurasia, China,
North America, Europe, etc.), each one united by
racial and cultural a�nities. Moreover, Dugin pro-
fesses freedom as an expression intrinsically linked
to the collectivity, opposing it to individualism or
mere individual freedom, for true freedom must be
in part a collective phenomenon. With respect to
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our perception of time, he suggests going back to
the cyclical timeframe or the eternal return, rather
than perpetuating human submission to modern
chronology and its ideology of progress. Finally,
the pillars of this new world would be grounded in
national sovereignty, traditional values and social
justice.

Based on The Fourth Political Theory, Dugin’s
Eurasian movement is, therefore, the pragmatic
extension of these radical ideals and one of the
most relevant intellectual and sociopolitical net-
works behind the new alternative neo-nationalist
culture of the 21st century. In short, this is the rev-
olution that Putin’s former advisor wants to carry
out around the globe. And to do so, one must seize
all radical doctrines, all the discontentment with
globalization, and recruit all extremist right/left
cultures and sociopolitical forces so as to destroy
the center, that is, the western axiological, po-
litical and ideological modern consensus (human
rights, democratic liberalism and individual free-
doms). In this way, Dugin’s (2018) fervent support
for the Yellow Vests’ cause does not come as a
surprise. Once again, we are faced with the same
recurrent paradigm: Both far-left post-Marxists
and far-right neo-nationalist/populist intellectu-
als, together with all the a�liated ideological,
cultural and sociopolitical networks on which they
have an impact, have been contributing to the
whole yellow vest story-building with a kind of
narrative which is intrinsically and explicitly rev-
olutionary.

7 Conclusions

Considering our analysis of the narratives pro-
duced by both post-Marxist and neo-nationalist
intellectuals regarding the Yellow Vests phe-
nomenon, we can draw the following conclusions:

Beginning with the contributions of post-
Marxists who support the movement, Antonio
Negri’s perspective clearly fits into the works he
wrote with Michael Hardt and their notions of
‘empire’ and ‘multitude’. The Italian philosopher
sustains that if the Yellow Vests turn out to be
an e�cient self-organization, they might become
a revolutionary structure, which he designates as
’dual power’ or ’power against power’. Although

the movement has not yet been structurally or-
ganized as such, it is in a good position to do
so, and thus gather the multitude with a view
to radically transforming the existing dialectic of
power. In other words, by replacing the current
pseudo-revolutionary dynamics (based on the ne-
gotiation of mutual bourgeois interests through
social concertation), with an active, solid and
e�ective counter-structure, a movement such as
the Yellow Vests could, sometime in the future,
make way for an unprecedented synthesis: The
overthrow of the present ‘empire’ by the ‘multi-
tude’, followed by the institutionalization of the
‘common’. Not unexpectedly, though, this new
synthesis does somehow resemble the old Marxist
one, i.e., the dictatorship of the proletariat with a
view to utopia – which, of course, would certainly
change the system as we know it;

Still within the post-Marxist writers, éiûek di-
verges from Negri insofar as the Slovenian believes
in the almost immediate possibility and feasibility
of radically transforming the socio-economic and
political paradigm in which we live, for capital-
ism is coming to an end. éiûek provides us with
two possible scenarios. In the first, an organized
movement such as the Yellow Vests could suc-
ceed if it were able to nullify all the secondary
contradictions inherent in the multitude, in the
status quo and in the dialectic of power itself,
and instead focus exclusively on surgical primary
changes (e.g. changing the financial system). This,
of course, would subvert and bring down the
Western capitalist paradigm as we know it. In
the second scenario, if a mass movement of this
kind simply took over power (for instance, in a
country such as France, and with systemic ef-
fects on the entire West), chaos would probably
ensue. However, the Slovenian philosopher seems
not to be too concerned about this possible con-
text, since this same chaos could be solved by
implementing a bureaucratic socialism – we do
not know whether provisionally or definitively. In
this way, despite criticizing inconsistencies in the
Yellow Vests’ institutional narrative, éiûek sug-
gests that by the social impact and corresponding
media storytelling they generate, movements such
as the Yellow Vests may eventually result in a
radical, systemic and imminent transformation
of Western societies. In fact, from éiûek’s per-
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spective, global capitalism is already provoking
a generalized socio-economic collapse – e.g., the
emergence of new forms of apartheid (2009, 91),
the increasing of ‘rage potential’ and subjective
violence as a reaction to the system’s objective
violence (2008)– which favors the sudden outbreak
of movements with the eventual ability to, at any
moment, fulfill a paradigmatic revolution.

With respect to the leftist nationalist Kagarl-
itsky, his criticism seems to contradict the radical
tendency of his fellow post-Marxists, Negri and
éiûek (particularly the latter). However, in an
e�ort to reconcile the Yellow Vests’ demands with
the capitalist system, the Russian author proposes
a ’transition program’ that ends up having some
a�nity with the resolution of ’primary contra-
dictions’ suggested by the Slovenian philosopher.
After all, Kagarlitsky is by no means a herald of
liberal capitalism. Instead, he suggests a fusion
of socialist and capitalist characteristics under a
kind of state intervention clearly more compatible
with the Putin regime than with the West. Indeed,
the implementation of anything like this in the
West would also be the equivalent of a paradig-
matic revolution, certainly as drastic as the first
scenario proposed by éiûek. Notwithstanding, the
attempt to reconcile opposing ideological elements
(e.g. left/right, socialism/capitalism), is not ex-
clusive to this particular neo-nationalist and post-
Marxist Russian author, but is part of a broader
alternative political culture.

As far as the far-right support for the Yellow
Vests, it is mainly an extension of a narrative
already used by the National Front in the 1990s.
Rejecting both left and right, Jean-Marie Le Pen’s
rhetoric brought together extreme characteristics
of both political spectra, turning them into polit-
ical and ideological instruments at the service of
nationalism. Following her father’s steps, Marine
Le Pen also puts French patriotism above any
other ideological or political value, opposing it
to globalism. Finally, among the most fervent
supporters of the Yellow Vests, we come across
Russian neo-nationalist intellectuals such as Alek-
sandr Dugin. As the basis of an entire alternative
culture in vogue in Europe and the United States,
the ideological project of Putin’s former advisor
is so radical that it involves nothing less than the
end of the world as we know it. It is the most pro-

found geopolitical revolution of our times, which
seeks the global implementation of The Fourth Po-
litical Theory, based on the principles of national
sovereignty and axiological traditionalism. Should
the Yellow Vests suddenly begin to promote anti-
emigration measures or to defend any kind of
racial supremacy, this could mean that at least
one or more of these neo-nationalist political cur-
rents and socio-cultural networks have a greater
influence on them than one might think.

Thus, we may finally conclude that all the
above-mentioned intellectuals, as well as the ide-
ological, socio-cultural and political currents to
which they are a�liated, highlight and praise
the revolutionary potential of the Yellow Vests.
In e�ect, these same intellectuals and political
actors also play a major role in contributing to
the story that is being told and is being built
around the movement, precisely reinforcing its
radical, insurrectionary and potentially transfor-
mative character. In other words, all those who
prominently develop or narratively interact with
this phenomenon appear to be story-building for a
revolution, or for what they believe to be a better
world. This is exactly why, even if this specific
movement disappears, another can fill its place,
providing once again a voice to all the extremist
currents and subversive cultural networks that
aspire to the transfiguration of the West.
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1 Introduction

The electoral business cycles literature gener-
ally concludes that the short-run electorally-

induced fluctuations are harmful to the social
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welfare (in the long-run).1 As a matter of fact,
because the electoral results depend on voters’
evaluation, it can be said that the electorate is
also responsible for existence of electoral business
cycles as, through ignorance or for some other

1. In spite of the eminently theoretical content of the article,
it is fair to refer to the vast amount of empirical studies that
dealt with the verification of empirical support for the various
models of electoral cycles: political or partisan; retrospective or
rational. With regard to Portugal, Veiga and Veiga (2004) and
Veiga and Veiga (2007) are two references of obvious interest.
Eventually, Caleiro and Guerreiro (2004) is another, which
shows that, in these matters, the use of spatial econometrics
techniques is generally recommended.
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reason, allow them to exist.
A possible debate is then the one about the

voters’ rationality. What characteristics would
distinguish rational from non-rational voters?
These two types of voters should possess di�er-
ing sets of knowledge and information concerning
the workings of the economy. As their knowl-
edge grows through learning, voters may approach
full rationality. Consequently, the learning process
voters go through should be of great importance.
Given that, even with rational voters, electoral
cycles can still exist, one should study the cir-
cumstances under which it would be desirable for
a government to be facing fast-learning sophis-
ticated voters, i.e. those voters who understand
the constraints under which the government op-
erates and thus will form their opinion on the
basis of how closely actual performance adheres
to the best within the possible. A competent
but unfortunate government facing a particularly
unpleasant evolution of exogenous conditions, for
example, would be glad if voters learn quickly
enough to distinguish between policy errors and
simple bad luck.

Being even more impressive, in fact, an incum-
bent can be electorally punished by voters if it
adopts socially optimal economic policies (Caleiro
2001). In this sense, if the objective is to remain in
power to play the role of social welfare maximizer,
the incumbent may face a dilemma: either it im-
plements measures that are socially optimal and
risk losing elections, or implements opportunist
policies that are ultimately electorally awarded.
Of course, this dilemma is sometimes exploited
by incumbents whose (unique) aim is indeed to
remain in power only to achieve private objectives.
It is precisely these, and only these, incumbents
who should be prevented from creating business
cycles for electoral purposes (Caleiro 2018b).

This point introduces a well-known problem of
electorally-induced behavior punishment.2 In fact,
since McRae (1977) the possibility of a strategic
voting on the part of the electorate was admitted,
which would be to change, appropriately, the elec-
toral preferences so that the incumbent is forced

2. Somehow related is the practice of monitoring the behavior
of the incumbent throughout the mandate by the electorate. In
reality, it seems that a constant monitoring of the incumbent
seems not to be considered a crucial practice by the electorate.

to implement the socially optimal economic poli-
cies, being rewarded, electorally by such. In other
words, elections can in fact turn voters into the
principal who has all the incentives to motivate
the government, as the agent, to use the socially
optimal policies (Caleiro 2004).

Elections are thus the appropriate mechanism
(or moment in time) to punish or to reward the
past behavior of the incumbent. That being true,
it still remains the problem of being possible
by the electorate to distinguish an opportunistic
behavior from a benevolent one. This possibility,
in turn, depends upon the information that is
available and how it is processed by voters.

As is well-known, the first strand of electoral
cycles models, considered adaptive expectations
and retrospective voters (Nordhaus 1975; Hibbs
1977). The second generation of those models
considered rational expectations as well as ratio-
nal voters (Alesina 1987, 1988; Rogo� and Sib-
ert 1988).3 Assuming this perspective, Minford
(1995) is of relevance in the determination of those
electoral punishment strategies.

Assuming rational expectations, in a situa-
tion where there are some stochastic shocks, it
is optimal to let the government react to those
shocks. But the allowance to use some discretion
may not be used to try to exploit the Phillips
curve, as (even the government should know) this
attempt only results in unnecessary inflation. As
Minford (1995) shows, there is the possibility of
considering a discretionary electoral punishment
large enough (that is an electoral defeat) to deter
any attempt to exploit the Phillips curve, but
no punishment at all for the correct response to
shocks.

This absolute need to react only to shocks
constitutes then a constraint in the government’s
optimization programme. This is so because it is
in the government’s own interest that the pre-
commitment policy is shown to be computed in
that way. Only in that circumstances the pre-
commitment policies will be expected and e�ec-
tively chosen because they are optimal. In this
way, the government, by truly punishing itself if
required to do so, will achieve a better outcome.

3. For an up-to-date review of the most recent developments
in the electoral cycle literature, one may see Caleiro (2018a).
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See also Minford (1990).
As it is apparent that voters have good rea-

sons for motivating the incumbent government,
is it rational to expect that, despite the initial
problems of making the punishment promises
acquire credibility, these punishment strategies
make sense? The infinite repetition of the gains
from those strategies will plausibly overcome the
costs. This is true in a rational expectations world,
but we conjecture that it may be extrapolated to
a bounded rationality world where, despite their
limitations, voters that engage in a classification
task, as illustrated in this chapter, can (may be
not in a so fast or secure way than in the case just
discussed) also motivate governments to act as a
benevolent social-planner.4

In reality, it seems that voters often cannot
truly judge/classify if an observed state/policy is
the result of a self-interested/opportunistic gov-
ernment or, on the contrary, results as a social-
planner outcome, simply because voters do not
know the structure/model/transmission mecha-
nism connecting policy values to state values. In
other words, it may be considered that voters are
characterized by a bounded rationality.

The existence of bounded rationality in polit-
ical matters, in general, and in electoral matters
in particular, seems, in fact, to form the basis of
a third generation of models. To prove this fact,
Ashworth et al. (2018), Bendor (2010), Lee et al.
(2016), Ogaki and Tanaka (2017) and Reed et al.
(2018), are (quite) recent references of undeniable
interest, which support this.

Bounded rationality voters were already con-
sidered in Caleiro (2001, 2013), performing a clas-
sification task by the use of a neural network.5
As was clear, neural networks performed the clas-
sification task, i.e. made the ‘division’ between
opportunistic and benevolent policies, learning
the relationships between the relevant variables in
a model-free way.6

4. As is well known, the bounded rationality approach is
immediately associated with the works of Herbert Simon. See,
for instance, Simon (1982). See also Wall (1993).

5. See for a general approach on how neural networks can be
applied see Swingler (1996).

6. This model-free approach gives enough flexibility to obtain
good performances at finding relationships in an input-output
space even, if the space is complex and the patterns between
inputs and outputs are ill defined.

A possible shortcoming of Caleiro (2001, 2013)
is, indeed, the lack of uncertainty that is con-
sidered when the classification task is being per-
formed. Naturally, when some ‘noise’ is present,
the classification task becomes more di�cult. In
this article we thus want to extend the previous
analysis by the consideration of uncertainty.

That being said, the remainder of the article
is structured as follows: Section 2 o�ers a general
discussion of bounded rationality (voters); Section
3 considers this kind of voters whose objective
is to compute the benevolent component in the
economic policy of the incumbent (in order to
punish or reward, at the elections the incumbent);
Section 4 concludes.

2 On Bounded Rationality Voters

“In the
spirit of the bounded rationality research program, which
is really to put the economist and the agents in his model
on an equal behavioral footing, we expect that, in searching
these literatures for ways to model our agents, we shall find
ways to improve ourselves.” in Sargent (1993, 33)

2.1 A technical note

In methodological terms, this section considers
a bounded rationality approach, where the dif-
ferences between di�erent types of learning (for
instance, adaptive or procedural) must be taken
into account.

Generally speaking, learning models have been
developed as a reasonable alternative to the unre-
alistic informational assumption of rational expec-
tations models. Moreover, through learning mod-
els it is possible to study the dynamics of adjust-
ment between equilibria which, in most rational
expectations models, is ignored. In fact, rational
expectations hypotheses are, in some sense and
with some exceptions, a limiting property of a
dynamic system which evolves from one equilib-
rium to another, this being possible because it
is assumed that agents know the true model of
the economy and use it to form their expectations
which, in turn, implies that agents are also able to
solve the model.

Interestingly, learning models also deal with
another di�culty of rational expectations models,
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namely the existence of multiple equilibria.7 It
is well known that for linear models, where only
expectations of current variables are considered,
the rational expectations equilibrium is unique.
On the other hand, when expectations about the
future endogenous variables are required, multiple
rational expectations equilibria can occur. More-
over, this is also a common feature of stochastic
control/decision problems. In this case, the lack of
equilibrium uniqueness arises from an imperfectly
specified intertemporal decision problem under
uncertainty.

The analysis of learning processes can, in fact,
provide a way of selecting the ‘reasonable’ equilib-
rium or sub-set of equilibria. On the one hand, if
the learning mechanism is chosen optimally, then
a desirable rational equilibrium is selected from
the set of the rational expectations equilibria;
see Marcet and Sargent (1988, 1989a, 1989b).
On the other hand, if the learning mechanism is
viewed under an adaptive approach, in particular
in expectational stability models, it can also act
as a selection criterion in multiple equilibria mod-
els involving ‘bubbles’ and ‘sunspots’; see Evans
(1986), Evans and Guesnerie (1992), Evans and
Honkapohja (1990, 1992, 1999). To sum up, learn-
ing mechanisms, whether optimally or adaptively
chosen, ‘select’ the particular steady state as, in
some sense, terminal conditions do (Minford et al.
1979).

Through this last point, one can already antic-
ipate the usual distinction between learning mech-
anisms. Although a number of di�erent studies
modelling learning have been presented, two main
classes of models can be distinguished: rational
learning and boundedly rational learning models.8
In rational learning models, it is assumed that
agents know the true structural form of the model
generating the economy, but not some of the
parameters of that model. In boundedly rational
learning models, it is assumed that agents, while

7. For a seminal approach on sunspots and multiple equilibria
see Farmer (1999).

8. Westaway (1992) prefers to distinguish closed-loop learn-
ing, where agents learn about the parameters of the decision
rule, from open-loop learning, where agents form an expectation
of the path for a particular variable which they sequentially
update. As is pointed out, closed-loop learning will be virtu-
ally identical to the parameter updating scheme using Kalman
filtering.

learning is taking place, use a ‘reasonable’ rule, for
instance, by considering the reduced form of the
model.

Rational learning, which some authors identify
with Bayesian learning, thus assumes that the
model structure is known by the agents while
the learning process is taking place. Given the
di�culties that arise in modelling this kind of
learning, the bounded rationality approach has
the appealing advantage of being (at least) more
tractable. Moreover, the assumption that agents
use a mis-specified model during the learning
process makes the bounded rationality approach
less controversial.

Obviously, the use of a mis-specified model
during learning has its consequences on the forma-
tion of expectations. In fact, under the bounded
rationality approach, agents are modelled as using
an ‘incorrect’ rule, derived from backward-looking
reduced form equations, to generate expectations
while they are learning about the true structural
form.

In the bounded rationality approach, var-
ious notions of expectational stability and of
econometric learning procedures have been the
main formulations. Interestingly, the distinction
between these two main procedures has to do
with the ‘notion’ of time where learning takes
place. While the expectational stability principle
assumes that learning takes place in ‘notional’,
‘virtual’ or meta-time, econometric learning pro-
cedures assume real-time learning.

The expectational stability approach considers
the influence of – and thus the distinction between
– perceived laws on actual laws of motion of
the economic system. The actual law of motion
results from the substitution of the perceived law
of motion in the structural equations of the true
model. It is then possible to obtain a mapping
L(�) from the perceived to the actual law of
motion, where � denotes the set of parameters.
Rational expectations solutions �̄ are then the
fixed points of L(�).
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Finally, a given rational expectations solution
�̄ is said to be expectationally-stable if the di�er-
ential equation

is locally asymptotically stable at �̄, where ·
denotes meta-time.

In adaptive real-time learning, agents are as-
sumed to use an econometric procedure for esti-
mating the perceived law of motion. Least-squares
learning is widely used in this formulation in spite
of its apparent drawbacks; see Salmon (1995) for
a criticism of this issue. A more sophisticated
application of these econometric procedures is the
consideration of the Kalman filter which, as is well
known, nests least squares learning and recursive
least squares.9

2.2 On learning voters

The biggest lesson to be drawn from the previous
subsection is that whatever the form of learning
(on the part of the voters), their behavior will
always be di�erent from that assumed, whether
they be retrospective or rational. This di�erence
is fundamental and must be taken into account
by the incumbent, who may naturally wish to be
electorally rewarded or, in other words, not to be
electorally penalized. In addition, voter learning
is also critical to the incumbent’s acquisition of
credibility or reputation throughout the mandate.

Although the analysis of credibility and rep-
utation does not relate directly to the idea
of electorally-induced policy decisions, there are
close associations to the implications of a bounded
rationality electorate. If voters do have rational
expectations, then they will be aware of the time-
inconsistency problem and ‘punish’ the govern-
ment by withdrawing belief in policy announce-
ments and/or electoral support for a government
who is trying to obtain short-run benefits from
time inconsistent announcements.

9. If agents never discount past information, then Kalman
filtering can be seen as a rolling least-squares regression with an
increasing sample. On the contrary, if past information becomes
less important, then a ‘forgetting factor’ can be included which
gives a rolling window, or more precisely a form of weighted
least squares.

To clarify the connection between these last
two issues, one should refer to Barro and Gor-
don (1983). These authors identify two particular
problems with the analysis of time consistent poli-
cies and reputational equilibria. Firstly, that the
equilibrium is not unique. The second problem is
that policy-makers are assumed to have an infinite
time horizon. It is obviously hard to accept an
infinite horizon assumption when policy-makers
are periodically subject to elections.10 A method
of tackling this problem was introduced by au-
thors like Backus and Dri�ll (1985a,1985b), i.e, to
suppose that economic agents are unsure of what
the actual objectives of the policy-maker are. The
introduction of uncertainty about policy-makers’
objectives leads to some confusion about what
policymakers are trying to achieve, and hence
agents (voters) have to learn about policy-makers’
intentions.

Given the above discussion we can then ques-
tion, as Westaway (1992) clearly and naturally
points out: “How do policymakers react to the fact
that the private sector is learning?”.

Paradoxically, this pertinent question has been
almost ignored. In fact, the analysis of the impli-
cations of learning mechanisms in policy-making
is far from being complete, still nowadays. Some
exceptions are Barrell et al. (1992), Basar and
Salmon (1990a, 1990b), Cripps (1991), Evans and
Honkapohja (1993), Fuhrer and Hooker (1993),
Marimon and Sunder (1993, 1994), Salmon (1995)
and Westaway (1992).

Salmon (1995) is, to the best of my knowl-
edge, the only reference where an innovative
bounded rationality approach such as neural net-
works learning has been applied in a policy-
making problem.11 We propose to use this ap-
proach within an electoral business cycles con-
text.12

10. However, as Persson and Tabellini (1990, 42) argue, an
infinite horizon is acceptable when the final period of the game
is random and/or players are viewed as collective bodies of
overlapping generations’ individuals.

11. See White (1989) for an analysis of some asymptotic
results for learning in single hidden-layer feedforward network
models

12. In Caleiro (2001, 2013) it was already considered that
bounded rationality voters have to (crisply) classify economic
policies as coming from opportunistic or benevolent government
behavior.
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That said, the following section will consider
that bounded rationality voters have to (crisply)
classify economic policies as coming from oppor-
tunistic or benevolent government behavior.

2.3 An Approximation of Economic Policies

Example

This section will consider a signal extraction prob-
lem faced by the public. Others have treated
this problem before; see, in particular, Basar and
Salmon (1990b) and Cripps (1991) following the
initial study of Cukierman and Meltzer (1986).13.
The novelty considered in our case is, naturally,
the use of neural networks.

Most of the electoral cycle literature on these
matters discusses the situation where there is
absolutely no uncertainty. If this is the case, then
in some sense, the strategic voting, as described
for instance in MacRae (1977), can be more safely
or more fairly performed. To be clearer, this is to
say that, because there are no stochastic elements
‘contaminating’ the e�ects of economic policies
on economic outcomes, then punishing ‘wrong’
outcomes should be as easy, or as fair, as punish-
ing ‘wrong’ policies. Alternatively, the motivation
needed to obtain ‘good’ outcomes may be as well
be done at the economic policy level. Obviously,
when the results of the economic policies also
depend upon the realization of, say, stochastic
shocks, a sophisticated electorate may want to
consider it safer or fairer to punish or monitor
policies rather than outcomes.

Let us then consider that the incumbent uses
some policy instrument, ‰, to influence the be-
havior of some state variable, y, which voters
consider to be decisive for their voting decisions.14

Furthermore, the state variable y is also influenced
by some random shocks, s as follows:

13. In these papers it is considered that the government has a
noisy control of the money supply growth given that the planned
money supply growth, mp

t , in the role of policy instrument, is
a�ected by a (normally distributed) random shock Át, such that
the actual rate of money supply growth, mt, is given by mt =
mp

t + Át

14. To keep the approach as general as possible, we prefer
not to restrict ourselves to a specific control variable ‰ and/or
a specific state variable y. In this sense, the model considered
in Caleiro (2001) can, after some simple transformations, be
viewed as a particular case of this general model.

where � is some distortion factor and s
N(s̄, ‡2

s).

The information that y is influenced by x and
s is assumed to be available to both incumbent
and voters, but an asymmetry of information is
considered in the sense that, while the incumbent
knows the value of the distortion factor �, this
does not happen with voters. Moreover, it is as-
sumed that shocks are observed, by voters and
by the incumbent, only after the policy has been
implemented.

The programme for the incumbent is, then, to
determine its policy in order to

where ỹ is the first-best value for voters.
The solution of (2) subject to (1) is, as the

certainty equivalence principle would prescribe:

Voters face a di�erent problem. They consider
it important to know in what proportion the
evolution of relevant variables can be attributed
to the incumbent’s economic policy itself. In
fact, and for instance, a ‘negative’ evolution of
the economy can be ‘excused’ by voters if they
perceive this evolution as being essentially the
result of a bad conjugation of shocks. In this
case, the incumbent would certainly benefit from
sophisticated voters, i.e. those who try, through
a learning process, to understand the constraints
under which incumbent acts.15

To sum up, the electorate will judge incum-
bent’s performance after taking into account, i.e.,
subtracting the e�ect of shocks, s, on the state
variable y. Because voters do not know the way
shocks a�ect the state variable, that is, ignore the

15. On the other hand, (incompetent) incumbents can, of
course, take benefit from the ignorance of voters.
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value of �, they cannot themselves determine the
solution (3).

For the above problem, a special kind of neural
network is appropriated. These are usually known
as adaptive neural networks. This kind of neural
network contrasts with that considered in Caleiro
(2001), because while perceptron training mech-
anism adjusts weights and bias in each epoch,16

based on all training elements at once, in adaptive
neural networks, learning is done on a continuous
basis of time, which agrees more with this partic-
ular problem that has to be solved by voters.17

To recapitulate, voters observe the input s and
the output y and have to extract from y the
contribution that is due to the economic policy,
that is, x. This can be done by the analysis of
the error committed by the adaptive network.
Because the neural network output signal will
match y as best as it can, then, considering s as
the only input, the neural network will determine
the optimal prediction ypr = �prs. The neural
network error will then be y - ypr, that being
exactly the estimated value of x.

Let us consider a simple example.18 From (3)
we obtain that, for an optimal state value ỹ =
0.75, a distortion factor of ◊ = 1.5 and the mean
value of shocks s̄ = 0.1, the optimal policy will
be x̃ = 0.6. Considering a random sample for the
shocks, as the input, and the mentioned value for
x, we can then obtain the actual output y from
(1). The adaptive neural network estimates, from
these inputs and outputs, the contribution of the
policy to be as depicted in Figure 1.

16. An epoch is the unit of time where learning takes place.
Hence, a new epoch corresponds to an update of the parameters.

17. This means that we can consider that both dimensions of
time can be present and therefore both kind of learning can be
considered.

18. This task was performed using the neural networks tool-
box in MATLAB.

From an inspection to Figure 1, it is clear
that, after some adjustment period, the optimal
performance of the network gives us a perfect
match between actual and estimated outputs. As
explained before, this result will mean that the
constant policy x = 0.6 e�ect is totally ‘absorbed’
by an over-estimation of the distortion factor ◊.
To sum up, voters would consider that incumbent
did not contribute at all to the actual evolution of
the state variable.19

What if the incumbent follows the policy rule
(3), but the actual policy is disturbed by some
random shock such that x = xp + Á where xp

is given by (3) and Á is a (normally distributed)
random shock, as is considered in Cukierman and
Meltzer (1986), Basar and Salmon (1990b) and
Cripps (1991)? The results change as Figure 2
illustrates.

The network still makes an error as concerns
the contribution of the economic policy, but it
no longer assumes a zero contribution of policy
– after the adjustment period – although on aver-
age this is true. As Figure 2 shows, on average
the error concerning the contribution of policy
is 0.6, exactly the value that the incumbent is
implementing. Hence, in some sense, when the
policy is disturbed by some shock, that provides
information allowing a di�erent judgement to be
made of its contribution to the evolution of y.

To end up, one can be curious about the
performance of the network when the incum-
bent implements a completely random policy.

19. A neural network without the additive bias was also
considered. The results did not change in a significant way.
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At first sight, this seems to be the most di�-
cult/challenging situation to be handled by vot-
ers. In fact, it is not. The variation in x provides
enough information to better estimate the contri-
bution of the economic policy, and the absence
of constant behavior invalidates its absorption by
the contribution of shocks. Consider, then that x
is just a drawing of a normal distribution. The
results are shown in Figure 3.

Plainly, although not in a perfect way, vot-
ers would, on average, approximate the economic
policy x contribution to the evolution of their
relevant state variable y.

3 Conclusion

The question of an electoral cycle created
by the incumbents is often associated with

democracy. This debate motivates an interest in
the relationship between economic policy and
political or electoral issues. In particular, the
following conjectures have been central to the
debate:

1) Greater evidence of an electoral cycle is
usually drawn from observing stable govern-
ments which ‘benefit’ from ruling throughout
su�ciently long mandates;

2) The commitment implicit in the coordination
of policies which results from economic inte-
gration creates substantial di�culties for the
manipulation of economic policy for electoral
purposes;

3) The more information that is available to the
electorate the harder it becomes to manipu-
late economic policy for electoral purposes.

Since the very first studies on electoral cycles,
some authors o�ered suggestions as to what
should be done against this electorally-induced
instability. In fact, a good alternative to the
proposal to increase the electoral period length20

is to consider that voters stop being passively
naive and, instead, are willing to learn about
incumbent’s intentions. This is the suggestion
of some authors such as Nordhaus (1975), Frey
(1978), Neck (1991), and Detken and Gärtner
(1992).

Plainly, to verify the robustness of this pre-
sumption is of relevance. In fact, the economics
literature has so far not paid the deserved at-
tention to the importance of voters’ behavior at
the polls in what concerns punishment/rewarding
strategies, and, to the best of my knowledge,
almost no research has been done on boundedly
rational voters.

Therefore in this article it was called attention
to the importance that voters have in the possi-
bility of creating a business cycle intended (only)
to make the party in power win the forthcoming
election. A priori, one may think as Rogo� and
Sibert (1988, 1), pointed out that:

20. There is, in fact, some empirical evidence showing that
the longer the electoral term, the less likely it is for the political
business cycle to occur; see Soh (1986). Yet, Paldam (1979)’s
results are, in a sense, contrary to this empirical evidence.
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“As long as private agents (such as wage
setters) understand the government’s incentives,
one would not expect to observe any systematic
rise in employment prior to the elections. But
the objections to conventional political business
cycle models go beyond their Phillips curve for-
mulation, and apply to any model in which the
government takes artificial measures to make itself
look good.”

It is then apparent that it remains in the hands
of voters to prevent governments having incentives
to take those kinds of artificial measures. To put it
di�erently, voters indeed should motivate the gov-
ernment to choose policies that are optimal from
the society’s point of view instead of those that
simply maximize popularity or that, for example,
try to exploit the Phillips curve. That objective
seems di�cult to achieve when voters do not
engage in a constant monitoring of government
actions. If so, voters can signal their discontent-
ment on the election day. An eventual punishment
is then only given on that day. In fact, as Minford
(1995) points out, the elections are an excellent
mechanism to punish any attempt to, using the
same example, exploit the Phillips curve. Rational
voters can in this way motivate the government to
choose the right policies.

Given the obvious importance of electoral pun-
ishment/rewarding strategies for the inexistence
(existence) of electoral cycles, the article explored
the implications of these strategies as sensible
motivation for incumbents to choose the optimal
(social) economic policies. To do this, the usual
assumption of totally rational voters was aban-
doned and substituted by bounded rationality
voters, which seems to be more reasonable. In
particular, these voters were supposed to use a
neural network reasoning to decide whether to
reward or to punish the economic policies of the
incumbent. As it was shown, being bounded in its
rationality, that does not prevent the electorate
from performing this task without bias, which
should serve as an obligation to use the elections
to e�ectively penalize or reward the incumbent
and/or not elect those who do not deserve it.

Admittedly, the neural network application
was not the result of camouflaging di�culties.
Although the performance of neural networks as
a bounded rationality way of learning was not

completely satisfactory, this must be viewed as
an incentive to continue and not to give up. As
previously pointed out, although it seems impor-
tant or crucial to consider the e�ects of learning
on voters’ behavior, the fact is that this issue has
been largely ignored in the literature.

The great flexibility of neural networks some-
times poses the problem of their being used as
‘black-boxes’. In fact, one might be interested in
conditioning how neural network decisions/results
are derived and, in particular, interested in being
able to ‘interfere’ in those results. An alternative
is provided by fuzzy logic, because it allows for
the inclusion of rules provided by agents and is
capable of explaining the decisions obtained.

Interestingly, one can consider that agents
using fuzzy logic reasoning also see their ratio-
nality bounded. In this sense, there are close
relations between neural networks and fuzzy logic;
see, among others, Deboeck (1994) and/or Chen
(1996). From a formal point of view, this close
connection is supposed to be a promising basis for
future research.

Other avenues for further research may as
well be to: a) consider heterogeneous agents (with
bounded rationality), following the approach of
Rios-Rull (1997), by generalizing the, so called
Harmington aggregator procedure; b) consider
ergodicity across time, allowing for the deter-
mination of fixed points with homogenous and
heterogeneous agents with and without bounded
rationality; c) bridging the approach to irrational
behavior and herding in finance (Shiller 2003).
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1 Introduction

Many were the philosophers through the
Modern Age who defended a centralized

state apparatus. This can be seen in the work
of Thomas Hobbes with is classical “Leviathan”,
Jean Bodin’s “The Six books of the Republic” or
even Jean Jacques Rousseau’s “Social Contract”.
On the other hand, there were those who stood for
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a less hegemonic state power, whether in powers
divided institutionally as Montesquieu wrote in
“The Spirit of Laws”, or in the figure of the people,
the true sovereigns, as in the work of John Locke’s
“Second Treatise of Government”.

During the historical process of state forma-
tion, the centralism of competences in the state
accompanied and shaped it. The social commu-
nity started as being the family and, in the course
of time, because of their great number, they
evolved its organization into a local community
vested with hierarchies and power. Later on, as a
consequence of feudalism and war, the state power
arises and the Leviathan awakens. The political
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entities increased their power and progressively, in
a matter of time and circumstances, concentrate
the powers that were scattered in the society:
military, economic, cultural, political and social
power. In the same sense of proliferation of politi-
cal entities - States and Nations - the international
institutions began to emerge in the nineteenth and
twentieth century. The state ceases to be the only
actor in international relations and begins to share
his place with institutions and organizations from
multiple fields. Progressively the state loses its
hegemonic power status in the internal context
and globalization penetrates its borders. From
then on, the holders of international power in a
global era begin to define the traits that the world
will follow: economic interdependence, suprana-
tional institutions that control the national en-
tities, and territorial decentralization at the local
level that enables the governance of populations.
New types of governance arise. In the aftermath
of the 1960s, states began a process of political
decentralization, that is, they entrusted their local
governments with some responsibilities that had
previously been concentrated in central power.
These new powers come as a measure of greater
e�ciency of the state, in a more rational way,
throughout the national territory, however, aside
from this normative interpretation of a "good"
thing, decentralization has also been discussed in
the academic field as a tactic of depoliticization
(Chrisgtensen and Laegrid 2006; Buller et al.
2019) in a contemporary society dominated by
governmentality (Foucalt 1979).

Portugal is one of the most centralized coun-
tries in Europe. Nevertheless, the portuguese gov-
ernment has, in recent years, carried out decen-
tralization of competences to local authorities,
gradually delegating responsibilities that were
previously responsibility of the state, through a
rule-based depolitization (Christensen and Lae-
grid 2006).

Especially since 1974, as the first wave of
decentralization, and more recently since 2015
with the minister Miguel Poiares Maduro (XIX
Constitutional Government), and later with min-
ister Pedro Siza Vieira (XXI Constitutional Gov-
ernment), the country has followed the lines of
political-territorial management that are recom-
mended by the major international institutions

(World Bank and United Nations). However, it
is only from 2018, with the law no50/2018, that
in the national territory begins to transfer compe-
tences, trying to reach the international parame-
ters of other european countries. What happened
then was the transition of many of these com-
petences into the jurisdiction of the local power
but with the fiscal power in the hands of the
state, which raises many questions that are tried
to be answered in this article. Questions like these:
Why has the State decided to decentralize power?
Does this decentralization of competences for mu-
nicipalities in Portugal also entail attributes of
political responsibility? Is the Government de-
centralizing to depoliticize on some public policy
issues?

The Portugal government is doing a political-
territorial transition common to all countries in
the world, with some unique features. With no
democratic administrative regions, and with local
power concentrated in the municipalities, Portu-
gal has progressively increased the competencies
of the municipalities, however, without transfer-
ring the necessary financial and fiscal resources
that remain concentrated on state power. What
I argue is that Portugal is not doing a “true
decentralization” because did not entail a mixture
of three features: democratic, fiscal and adminis-
trative decentralization. I also argue in this paper
for a double blame-shifting that a�ects the be-
havior of government with all political entities:
European Union, External donors, local power
and the citizens. A double blame-shifting focus
on removing the image of a politically responsible
central political power. A strategy made by blam-
ing external actors and at the same time blaming
the local powers that has the competences to do
so.

2 Decentralization and
(De)Politization
After six years of war (1939-45) which came to
encompass, directly or indirectly, all countries in
the world, the governments went through a period
of reconstruction of their societies and economies.
Since 1945, the states took upon themselves the
responsibility of a variety of industries, national-
izing them. With these actions, the governments
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performed a movement of politization, broadening
their political, social and economic responsibil-
ities (Burnham 2001). Progressively the “New
World Order” transformed the international poli-
tics into a neoliberal system. What in the begin-
ning started to be a utopian ideology, soon became
the dominant ideology for globalization and state
reform (Perk and Tickel 2002), penetrating in all
aspects of society and politics (Buller et al. 2019).
People started to care less “how things are done”
and more about the “results”, in other words,
giving more importance to outputs rather than
in inputs, and this transformed how politics are
done. The post-political moment we live in can
be defined as a time were the citizens prefer the
apolitical and the “experts” rather than political
decisions, and, due to this, countries all over the
world observed a phenomenon: loss of partisan
a�liates, loss of political trust and the retreat of
the political (Crozier, Huntington, and Watanuki
1995; Putnam and Pharr 2000; Buller et al. 2019),
the consequence was a progressive deconstruction
of the state in an action of “integration" and
“decentralization" (Tommasi and Weinschelbaum,
2007; Bartling and Fischbacher 2012; World Bank
2000). In the words of Escobar-Lemmon (2006,
255) these actions were “driven by an elite real-
ization that the political system was in danger of
collapse”.

The movement of “integration” refers to the
actions of international players (international
institutions and transnational companies) on
imposition of policies through the most varied
mechanisms (especially legal) in the governments
of the most economically advanced countries,
hollowing out the state (Bourdie 2002; Stoker
2007; Samo� 1990). In the other hand, the
“decentralization” refers to the movement
towards a devolution of power and responsibilities
over policies to the local governments (Escobar-
Lemmon 2006; Michiel 2000). Thus, states assign
competencies in two ways: by assigning functions
to an international regime that defines rules,
trying to build “automacity" in the system
and thereby formally limiting the action of
governments but also, by assigning functions to
a national body to whom is given a defined role
in a statute, and, therefore, greater independence
from the government. These are actions that

depoliticize policy-making and therefore act as
a shield for governments in terms of political
consequences (Bieler et al. 2006), bringing with it
“a new hierarchy of spaces" (Frey 2000), a change
in power relations and a “dominant tendency
towards the depolitization of governance in the
modern era” (Buller et al. 2019). These new
forms of politics reformulate their conception
and the way they are perceived by citizens.
Governance is therefore di�erent today, showing
a metamorphosis of the state and a di�erent
relation between governors and governed. The
citizens are a mere plaything in the hands of
the politicians in the process of ensuring the
stability of the society and the continuation of the
neoliberal project. For this, World Bank (2000)
and the United Nations have endeavored to carry
forward their dominant depoliticized narratives
as a “central aspect of building state capacity
and market confidence” (Christensen and Laegrid
2006). A strategy of government that until today
is being successful. Politicians are achieving
this by turning the process of accountability a
confused and unclear one, and, by telling that the
“fault lies elsewhere with impersonal (invisible)
structural forces beyond anyone’s control” (Buller
et al. 2019; Christensen and Laegrid 2006). In
this line of thought Michel Foucault is an author
to consider:

“At every moment are the tactics of government that
allow us to define what is the competence of the state and
what remains outside it, what is public and what is private,
what is state and what is non-state. Thus (...) it is only
possible to understand the survival and limits of the state
taking into account the general tactics of governmentality”
(Foucalt 1979, 112)

In this sense Foucault (1979) defined this as an
era that surpassed the sovereign and disciplinary
power, the era of Governmentality. This modern
power that, according to Foucault, emerged in
the eighteenth century, is an “ensemble formed by
institutions, procedures, analyses and reflections,
calculations, and tactics that allow the exercise of
this very specific, albeit very complex, power that
has the population as its target (. . . )” (Foucault
2009, 285). According to Foucault (1979), one
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of the purposes of governmentality is to manage
the population, not only in general but manage
them in “depth, minutely, in detail". The neolib-
eral governmentality created individualized citi-
zens and apolitical consumers, “easily controlled
and manipulated by the dominant depoliticized
narratives” (Buller et al. 2019, 28). But what
is depoliticization? This can be described as a
government strategy in which public o�cials or
state managers “remove the political character
of decision-making” (Burnham 2001; Vries 2000).
More and more countries are doing it, and nowa-
days “it’s widely accepted that depoliticization
has become a popular mode of governance in
the twenty-first century” uniting “left and right,
east and west, north and south” (Buller et al.
2019, 237). Alongside with the idea of democ-
racy, free markets and rule of law, “decentralized
governments have come to be seen as a cure for
a remarkable range of political and social ills”
(Buller et al. 2019, 237). This (re)politization of
the local governments challenges the exclusionary
monopolization of state power and presents with
it an alternative way of conducting (Buller et
al. 2019), a government strategy proven to be a
pendular movement between decentralization and
centralization (Fresler 1965) in which “trends and
taking sides in discussion succeed one another
continuously” (Vries 2000, 194). The contempo-
rary thought on the matter advocate a gain of
importance of cities around the globe in such a
way that urban politics are being shaped by the
depoliticization e�ects of global change (Buller et
al. 2019).

Decentralization tendency was initiated in the
recent decades, more precisely, in the 60’s and
70’s with the emergence of a mixed style of gov-
ernance supported by a neoliberal ideology and
the globalized movement of reform of the state,
the New Public Management. According to Khan
(2008, 509) “(. . . ) the system of local government
has been radically reformed both structurally and
functionally and substantial resources transferred
to local councils in almost all the developing and
developed countries”. This characterizes a new
type of hierarchical command and mechanism
of power emerged as a new governance strategy
(Stoker 2007). Some academics (see, for exam-
ple, Burki et al. 1999, Ballesteros et al. 2013;

Rodriguez-Pose and Vassilis 2019) believe that
these new powers come as a measure of greater
e�ciency of the state, more rational and close
choices of local needs and greater democrati-
zation and citizen participation, however, aside
from this normative interpretation of a “positive
thing”, decentralization has also been discussed
in the academic field as a tactic of depoliticiza-
tion (Christensen and Laegrid 2006; Buller et al.
2019; Stoker 2007; Samo� 1990, Escobar-Lemmon
2006). Besides this, if a state pursues the maxi-
mization of power, how can it freely give up power
and undo the centralist tradition? The answer
seems to be a government strategy that aims to
appear that it is no longer being responsible for
outcomes (Buller et al. 2019) and uses other (po-
litical) actors to deflect blame (Mortensen 2013).
We have to take into account that politicians are
driven by ideological motives and that the state is
nowadays structurally dependent of capital and
so this can be “seen as a strategy to maintain
political [and economic] stability” (World Bank
2000; see also Burnham 2001). So, what seemed
to be a simple process of decentralization is more
than that. The depoliticization of policies to the
local governments do not represent a retreat form
the political, in fact, it remains highly political.
Depoliticization denies politics, don’t remove it,
in other words, depoliticization “remakes politics
rather than annihilating” (Buller et al. 2019, 134).
Acting this way “politicians (. . . ) benefit from
the appearance of no longer being responsible
for outcomes, while (. . . ) maintain[ing] influence
covertly behind the scenes” (Buller et al. 2019,
10). It is important not to forget that the gov-
ernment has not yet lost its greatest power: to
have the “competence of the competences” and to
determine the power it delegates to other actors
(Zippelius 1997, 77) and so it has the “right to
reverse such delegation and to overrule decisions
its agents make” (Treisman 2007, 23).

3 Decentralization in Portugal
Since the formation of Portugal as an independent
political entity, the monarchy was always “very
keen to centralize political authority” (Magone
2010, 2; Schewinowitz 1993), however, this was
only possible in the 15th and 16th century, on
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the age of maritime expansion, when all the pow-
ers have been concentrated in Lisbon, the future
capital of the empire. The political centralization
was exacerbated with the Napoleonic wars and
its influence in the administrative management
of the state. Despite this centralization, the state
had central government representatives running
national provinces (Entre-Douro-e-Minho; Trás-
os-Montes; Beira; Estremadura; Alentejo e Al-
garve) and municipalities. This type of territorial
organization continued until the implantation of
the Republic, on October 5, 1910, which gave rise
to a new territorial structure divided into: dis-
tricts (distritos); municipalities (concelhos) and
parishes (freguesias) (Magone 2010). Neverthe-
less, the state continued to have the centralization
of power concentrated in itself 1. This reality
reached its peak with the authoritarian regime:
Estado Novo (Scheinowitz 1993, 353). During the
Estado Novo, the political-administrative pow-
ers were concentrated in the central government.
Laws and decisions were emanated directly from
the national decision-making center, and munici-
palities became "administrative bodies completely
dependent on the central government (...)" either
politically or financially (Almeida 2013, 25).

From 1974, with the introduction of the demo-
cratic regime, a process of administrative decen-
tralization and local empowerment began, which
became part of the general trend of Western coun-
tries in the 1960s and 1970s. With this new regime
the local power establishes itself as fundamental.
This fact is proven by the presence of this power
in the Constitution of the Portuguese Republic,
in title VIII and composed by 19 articles (from
article 235 to 354), dividing the local government
with three tiers: administrative regions (Azores
and Madeira), which has not been implemented
yet in mainland Portugal, “municipalities (308)
and parishes (4208) – all of them with directly
elected bodies and with politico-administrative
and financial autonomy” (Silva 2017, 10). This
decentralization of power represents a diversifica-
tion of the centers of national power. According
to Maria Almeida (2007, 5) “the goal of the new

1. According to Barreto (1984, 194) Centralism in Portugal
has five factors: “cultural and geographical order; historical tra-
dition; political and social nature; economic order and cultural
and ideological nature.”

legislators was to create a safety net of several lay-
ers of government in order to protect the citizens
from the return of another potentially authoritar-
ian regime” and because of it “[t]he decision to
decentralise and strengthen local government at
the municipal level was quite easily accepted by
all political forces at the time”. Nevertheless, there
was no radical change in the political-territorial
governance, and centralism remained dominant.
What dominated during the post-April 25 revo-
lutionary process was deconcentration, in the Re-
gional Planning Committees (Comissões Region-

ais de Planeamento), later Regional Coordination
Committees (Comissões de Coordenação Region-

ais), being these organs directly dependent on
the state. So, decentralization programs acted in
the opposite direction (Scheinowitz 1993; Barreto
1984). This can be explained as Barreto (1984,
212) argues that the continuing centralization
was due to, on the one hand, “the strength of
traditions and the socio-economic system”, and
on the other hand, “the political circumstances of
the revolution and the genetic characteristics of
the parties and the new political system”.

In the 1980s, the membership of the Euro-
pean Economic Community (now called European
Union) was crucial for decentralization in Portu-
gal. European Structural Funds as well as Euro-
pean Urban Pilot Projects and Community Inni-
ciatives were “privileged tools for di�using this
model [of decentralization] across Europe (. . . ),
representing a privileged instrument for the in-
troduction of institutional innovations” (Oliveira
and Breda-Vásquez 2012, 92) and regional de-
velopment. During this decade, local governance,
centered primarily on municipal power, had built
government capacity and institutional and pop-
ular trust as a result of local development from
European funds. Even with the successive broad-
ening of competences and greater autonomy, the
lack of technical, human and financial resources
made it impossible for local authorities to act as
a truly decentralized power (Oliveira and Breda-
Vásquez 2012).

In the 1990s, the Portuguese government, led
by Anibal Cavaco Silva, undertook "important
and continuous" programs of privatization of pub-
lic sectors (Ballesteros, Sánchez, and Lorenzo
2013), while other countries in the european con-
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text continued its institutional reform of the state,
progressively decentralizing it. However, after 10
years of neoliberal governance and privatization of
the public sectors (1985-1995), a socialist execu-
tive led by António Guterres starts a new attempt
on decentralization and initiates a referendum on
the creation of administrative regions, approved
by a 1991 framework law. A commission (Comis-

são de Apoio à Reestruturação do Equipamento

e da Administração do Território) dedicated to
this issue publishes in 1998 a paper on decen-
tralization, regionalization and state reform in
which it advocates that a european democracy
requires a reform of the public administration,
which makes public policies more e�cient, and
abandon the excessive political-territorial central-
ism. This reform was to be embodied in a three-
level governance: central, regional and local. For
the commission, this represents an “unavoidable
challenge at this turn of the century” (See Comis-
são de Apoio à Reestruturação do Equipamento
e da Administração do Território 1998). Besides
what was written and said, the fact is that the
political power lacked political will to carry out
regional decentralization, and due to criticism
exploited mainly by the political power, resulted
in the rejection by referendum. The narrative that
continued to predominate was a decentralization
centered on the municipalities.

After the decentralization proposal was re-
jected Portugal ceased to do it until it reaches
the 21st century as "the most centralized country
in Europe” (Oliveira and Breda-Vásquez 2012;
Carrapato 1979; Fernandes 2006; Direcção-Geral
do Ordenamento do Território 1990).

In the recent decades, “Portuguese territo-
rial governance has been subject to considerable
pressure for change” (Oliveira and Breda-Vásquez
2011), the truth is that in other southern european
countries there has been “considerable changes”,
but, however, in Portugal it occurred “only to
a limited extent” (Oliveira and Breda-Vásquez
2011). Thus, the Portuguese territory remained
“deeply centralized and put[ting] strong emphasis
on formal procedures [and] the use of abstract
rules (. . . )” (Oliveira and Breda-Vásquez 2011)
and for this reason remained a system strongly
hierarchical. Besides this, since the 70’s govern-
ment institutions in many western countries “have

been changing their structures, systems of op-
eration, political practice and modes of service
delivery” (Stoker 2007, 1). In this sense, in an era
of multi-level governance (Stoker 2007), despite
the limited reforms done by Portugal, there was
a greater movement towards decentralization ev-
erywhere (World Bank 2000, 107; Sorens 2009).
In the European context Portugal is a country of
exceptionality, as its local power is concentrated
in the municipalities and has no administrative
regions, which accentuates the state’s territorial
exercise of its powers, revealing the strong cen-
tralism and a lack of spatial coordination. In
the beginning of the new century, in 2003, the
Secretary of State Miguel Relvas implemented a
new idea for decentralizing governance. He cre-
ated the model of Great Urban Areas (in Lis-
bon and Porto), Urban Communities, and Inter-
municipal Communities (Silva 2017) to address
the lack of intermediate levels of governance. De-
spite the intentions of these measures they gen-
erated a poor result and the Prime Minister José
Sócrates, in response, promised a new referendum
on regionalization which it did not meet as it
had more urgent challenges to respond with the
beginning of the Portuguese economic recession
period. Overall, the government of Sócrates in-
terrupted a process that was already starting to
have some dynamism (See RTP 2011). The eco-
nomic crisis begins in Portugal and Pedro Pas-
sos Coelho takes o�ce as Prime Minister, but,
unlike the previous government, it addresses the
issue of local government. Passos Coelho had to
implement measures negotiated with the Troika
(European Commission, European Central Bank
and the International Monetary Fund) and as
a result the parishes saw their number decrease
from 4259 to 3091 in the 2013 parish merger
reform. Later, in 2015, The Deputy Minister of
Regional Development, Miguel Poiares Maduro,
said in a parliamentary debate that “the weight
of local government in total public spending is 10
points below the European average.” (Sol 2015)
justifying the law-decree 30/2015 approved by the
government that establishes the system "of power
delegation in municipalities and inter-municipal
entities in the field of social functions" through
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"inter-administrative contracts" (Sol 2015)2. Dur-
ing this executive (2011-2015) according to Silva
and Teles (2019, 78) “On the one hand, local
governments experienced a significant expansion
and diversification of municipal functions, and
power has been devolved to intermediate gover-
nance arrangements, through intermunicipal as-
sociations. On the other hand, local authorities’
activities were kept tightly under the radar of cen-
tral government. As such, the political discourse
favouring the decentralization and reinforcement
of local autonomy was detached from the concrete
outcomes of the multiple reforms made in the local
government system”. So, it was not a true decen-
tralization because it did not increase the powers
of local authorities, what it did was increase the
responsibilities of local governments, yet, depriv-
ing them of financial transfers from the central
government. Thus, the Prime Minister of Portugal
“undermined local governments’ achievements of
previous decades.” (Silva and Teles 2019).

The 2015 elections were marked by a new
political cycle that united all leftist parties in
a governing solution led by the Socialist Party,
but also highlighted a new stimulus for political
o�ce holders in the face of decentralization. In a
new governmental o�ensive, a set of new respon-
sibilities were transferred from the central state
to the municipalities. In the words of the o�ce
of the secretary of state of local authorities this
decentralization “consists on a transfer of compe-
tences that until now have always been exercised
by the central administration and which now are
exercised or ensured by the local administration”.
Negotiated at the Palace of Queluz, the Sintra
Summit (Cimeira de Sintra) was initiated to dis-
cuss and analyze about the decentralization and
the realities of the municipalities, with the main
objective of collecting proposals and contributions
to improve the policy and respond more closely to
the intentions of the mayors and the government.
According to some interviews to the portuguese
press (Diário de Notícias 2018) the “intention was
to reform the state”, others said that this would
allow “the recognition of local power as a full
partner in the management of public services”;

2. Back in the time the communist party accused the govern-
ment of reconfigure the role of the State and to intend an action
of depoliticization.

a “greater responsibility of local politicians”; or
even that this would bring "a greater responsibil-
ity for the intervention of citizens and communi-
ties, strengthening democratic participation".

Later, in April 2018, the Government and
the National Association of Portuguese Munici-
palities (Associação Nacional de Municipios Por-

tugueses) have consensualised the framework law
of decentralization, and at the same time the
Socialist Party (Partido Socialista) and the So-
cial Democrat Party (Partido Social Democrata)
reached an agreement on the guidelines for this
process. In the parliament vote, this agreement
did not count with the parties that support
António Costa and his government. Left Bloc
(Bloco de Esquerda), the Portuguese Communist
Party (Partido Comunista Português), and the
Greens (Os Verdes) voted against this bill, and
PAN (People-Animals-Nature – Pessoas-Animais-

Natureza) did so too. Social and Democrat Center
– People’s Party (Partido Popular), the fourth
force in parliament, abstained. With the votes
of the two major parties (Social and Democrat
Party – PSD – and Socialist Party - PS) the
law 50/2018 was approved, creating the necessary
conditions for a progressive decentralization and
an independent commission which mission is to
“carry out a thorough independent evaluation of
the organization and functions of the State” and
“it should also evaluate and propose a program to
deconcentrate the location of public entities and
services, ensuring consistency in the presence of
the State in the territory.” The areas of gover-
nance to be locally administrated are: education
(art. 11o); social action (art. 12o); health (art.
13o); civil protection (art. 14o); culture (art. 15o);
heritage (art. 16o); housing (art. 17o); port areas,
touristic and economic urban development areas
non-related to port activity (art. 18o); Sea, river
and lake beaches (art. 19o); Cadastral informa-
tion, forest management and protected areas (art.
20o); Transport and communication (art. 21o);
structures for citizen service (art. 22o); proximity
policing (art. 23o); animal protection and health
(art. 24o); food security (art. 25o); public park-
ing (art. 27) and games of fortune and chance
(art. 28o). The process was initiated in 2019 and
it will be accomplished progressively, “implying
the transfer of "human, patrimonial and financial
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resources" (Observador 2018). The municipalities
who do not want these responsibilities have to
communicate the information to the government,
but, until 2021 every municipality must accept
the new rules of local governance as presented in
the law decree, under article 3. According to the
Prime Minister António Costa, this government
legislature “should be marked by the significant
advance in the decentralization of competencies”
for the local power, in a “major decentraliza-
tion process that has taken place since 1976”
(República Portuguesa 2019a). This accomplishes
the Washington Consensus translating into a pol-
icy of “inspiring and imposing far-reaching pro-
grams of state restructuring and rescaling across
a wide range of national and local context” (Perk
and Tickell 2002, 380).

As said in an interview by the secretary of
state of the local municipalities “the Socialist
Party and the Social Democratic Party reached
an agreement on the guidelines for the whole
process.” The objective was “to make the public
administration of the State (...) less central and
more local”, thus, “a public administration more
e�cient, more agile and more scrutinized”. How-
ever, “the decision to decentralize a polity (. . . )
is inherently political, commonly involving such
diverse interests as national leaders, rival national
politicians, central bureaucrats, local leaders, and
external donors” (Hutchcroft 2001, 42). The in-
terest in decentralizing in Portugal seems to be a
policy that interests much to the Socialist Party
and the Social and Democratic Party, the “rival
national politicians” that Hutchcroft approached.
This rival national politicians are the parties that
since 1974 usually occupy power in Portugal and
seems that this process could be a means of
“masking less altruistic objectives; politicians and
their parties might use decentralization processes
to their own benefit” (Ballesteros, Sánchez, and
Lorenzo 2013).

In the interview with an autarch of Almada,
belonging to the Socialist Party, it is stated
that “there is here, from the point of view of
the current cabinet executive, the idea that a
power of proximity administrates better than
a distant power” and therefore “we welcome
the decentralization of competencies for local
authorities (...)”. The autarch says too that “has

an ideological view on these matters” and “does
not see decentralization as a blame shifting”.
On the other hand, the Oporto’s Mayor, Rui
Moreira (elected as an independent) claims in
some interviews that “the political parties live in
the interdependence with the upper management
of public administration” (ECO 2019) and also
that “what the government intends to do is not
a reform of the public administration” (Porto
Canal 2019; RTP 2018), he believes, “but to make
municipalities "regional directorates" (Câmara
Municipal do Porto 2017) or even pieceworkers
of functions that should be the central state
responsibility (Porto Canal 2019). In the words of
Baguenard:

“[L]a décentralisation du pouvoir suppose l’existence
d’une pluralité de centres autonomes de décision. Elle exige
que des organes locaux aient la maîtrise juridique de leur
activité, c’est-à-dire qu’ils soient libres de prendre, dans
le respect des lois et règlement, la décision qu’ils veulent.
Telle est la véritable décentralisation” (Baguenard 1980,
10)

In the case of Portugal this is not what’s
happening. The Government is decentralizing a
set of services and it is not a true (political)
decentralization. This action consists in
the transfer of responsibilities to local
governments, politicizing them, and this transfer
of responsibilities is only administrative. Political
and financial control remains in the central
government, allowing it to “retain control over
how subnational governments provided the
services” (Escobar-Lemmon 2006, 247). I identify
the type of decentralization occurring in Portugal
in the last years as a “fictional decentralization”
as theorized by João Ferrão (Silveira 1997, 21).
The fictional decentralization consists in:

“(. . . ) discourses that advocate
decentralization processes based on the direct transfer of
functions from the central level to the lower local levels.
Marked by the refusal to institutionalize intermediate
levels of regulation and decision, and often by the lack of
awareness of the transferred functions and the necessary
resources to execute them, these discourses stimulate, in
practice, the consolidation of situations centered at the
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top and atomized at the bottom. This perspective, which
defends a misleading vision of subsidiarity insofar as it
invokes not to decentralize but rather to atomize, to better
reign (...)”.

I also argue that this process of decentral-
ization in Portugal entails a process of double
blame shifting, in one hand, blaming external im-
positions through narratives that justify action as
inevitable but at the same time a long-desired gov-
ernment action (See Moury and Standring 2017),
and, in other hand, transferring more compe-
tences (and with this accountability) to lower tiers
of government not giving them resources to realize
them and like this, they defect blame. So, with
this, by decentralizing and retaining the power
resources the governments creates the perception
of not being responsible and with this avoiding
and deflecting the blame. Thus, the process of
accountability shifts from the central government
to local constituents (World Bank 2000). Political
power lies in multiple tiers of governance, and, for
that reason, “political actors have incentives to
deflect blame to actors at other levels” (Mortensen
2013, 164). Political power lies in multiple tiers of
governance, and, for that reason, “political actors
have incentives to deflect blame to actors at other
levels” (Mortensen 2013, 164). This process that
has less altruistic objectives does not seem to have
great opposition on the part of the municipalities,
being certain that the majority is controlled by the
parties that negotiated the diploma of decentral-
ization. According to the government (República
Portuguesa 2019b), two-thirds (2/3) of the mu-
nicipalities have already joined this reform. This
allows me to conclude that in Portugal the process
evidenced here follows what other countries are
doing, which in the near future will change the
governance relationship between governors and
governed, but also the way we understand who
has political responsibilities.

4 Conclusion
This era of neoliberal governmentality (Foucault
1979) transformed the state into a materialized
Leviathan. With many powers and technics at its
disposal, the government control his people by an

ideologic state apparatus and the market ideology
that today shapes the “hearts and minds” of the
citizens.

So many powers in the state gives it the possi-
bility to decide the fate of the people, and so, with
an ideologic support of the international institu-
tions, governments all over the world are placing is
power in an international regime (supranational)
and in its lower tiers of jurisdiction (subnational),
however, keeping the “competence of competen-
cies” (Zippelius 1997, 77). These actions create
a complex governance system in which lines of
accountability become confused, at the same time
politicians claim that decisions are no longer their
responsibility (Christensen and Laegrid 2006).
“As the work of Mou�e, Bogggs, Rancière and
Habermas (. . . ) emphasize, the adoption of a tac-
tic or tactics that seeks to downplay or diminish
the role and responsibilities of elected politicians
clearly raises far reaching questions about the util-
ity and traditional frameworks of representative
democracy” (Christensen and Laegrid 2006, 70).
It is clear that a new relation between govern and
governed are emerging progressively.

There is academic literature that sees the
transfer of competencies as a positive action, but,
nevertheless remains some literature that analyses
the theme as a strategy of government in blame
shifting. The fact is that “issues once politized
have since been variously parlayed into techno-
cratic structures and routinized conventions, ab-
sorbed by transnational agencies and metaregu-
latory frameworks” (Perk 2002, 391) and more
recently into the local power. In Portugal, since
the end of Estado Novo the country is delivering
power to supranational institutions, however, was
always sceptic and reluctant doing the decen-
tralization. The present government “should be
marked by the significant advance in the decen-
tralization of competencies”, said the prime min-
ister (República Portuguesa 2019a), a fact that
is happening more dramatically since 2015. “The
decision to decentralize a polity (. . . ) is inherently
political, commonly involving such diverse inter-
ests as national leaders, rival national politicians,
central bureaucrats, local leaders, and external
donors” (Hutchcroft 2001, 42). The interest in
decentralizing in Portugal seems to be a policy
that interests much to the Socialist Party and the
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Social and Democratic Party, the “rival national
politicians” that Hutchcroft approached. This ri-
val national politicians are the parties that since
1974 usually occupy power in Portugal and seems
that this process could be a means of “masking
less altruistic objectives; politicians and their par-
ties might use decentralization processes to their
own benefit” (Ballesteros, Sánchez, and Lorenzo
2013).

Until 2021 the municipalities have, mandato-
rily, to accept the new competences that were pre-
viously responsibility of the central state. What
is happening in Portugal is not a true decentral-
ization (Baguenard 1980) because the government
maintains the political, economic and financial
instruments that does not permit the local powers
to act as they want or need to, and so, the
government continues to have the (true) decisional
power in its hands. By decentralizing and retain-
ing the power resources the governments creates
the perception of not being responsible and with
this avoiding and deflecting the blame.

It seems to be a government movement of
reform that is happening all over the world, and
so in a middle of a dynamic of change that has
not come to a conclusion. Like said by Gerry
Stoker (Stoker 2007, 193): “We are in an era of
governance without government”.
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Resumo—The management model implemented in September 2014 in the justice department, favours the mobility of baili�s,
highlighting its potential of this factor in the flexible management intended for the entire judicial system. This article performs
a brief reflexion about the association between the organizational management and the imperious human resources’ flexibility
and mobility, through mobility instruments’ analyzes, of which the baili�s are bounded, in the justice department. Analysing
the legislation that supports the mobility and flexible management of baili�s inherent to the new management model,
we relate the concepts of management and mobility, which are essential for improved performance of the judicial organisation.
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1 Introdução

O sistema judicial não tem disponibilizado ao
cidadão a extensão, a capacidade e a men-

suração do seu desempenho. Recursos humanos
(RH), resultados e gestão necessitam de uma
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análise e estudo holístico, de forma a se per-
ceber se estas dimensões potenciam a máxima
eficiência organizacional. A relação entre os re-
sultados alcançados e os oficiais de justiça (OJ)
em exercício de funções no sector judicial permite
entender a capacidade gestionária das entidades
responsáveis. O fundamento para a utilização de
instrumentos de gestão, como a flexibilidade e a
mobilidade de RH, está na concretização e na
apresentação de resultados que traduzirão uma
melhor eficiência da organização.

A reorganização judiciária de Setembro/2014
assume-se como a reforma de fundo na área da
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justiça, inserindo novas formas de controlo auto-
nómico nas comarcas e assentando em três pilares:
na especialização processual, numa nova estrutura
organizacional e, principalmente, num novo mo-
delo de gestão – a Nova Gestão Pública (NGP).
Este relaciona-se com o paradigma da gestão
empresarial, tendo sido, paulatinamente, introdu-
zido e implementado no sector público, impondo
aos gestores públicos métodos e instrumentos de
gestão privada. Pettigrew (1997) assume que a
NGP promove, como uma das suas característi-
cas importantes, a mobilidade e a flexibilidade
no mercado de trabalho, defendendo organizações
públicas mais flexíveis, com uma estrutura de pes-
soal aligeirada e com novas formas de organização
e de autonomia. Hood (1991) acrescenta que as
estruturas organizacionais públicas só conseguem
reduzir os seus custos se a sua dimensão e padro-
nização diminuir, se achatar a sua composição e
se apresentar índices de maior flexibilidade dos
seus recursos. Garoupa (2014) afirma que a re-
forma do sistema judiciário - na sua organização,
estrutura, modelo de gestão e responsabilização - é
essencial e fundamental para a justiça portuguesa.
A questão numérica e funcional dos RH no seio
das organizações bem como os custos que estas
têm com aqueles, são temas que, no âmbito das
reformas e/ou mudanças que se pretendam im-
plementar, andam sempre acompanhados, dada
a sua complexidade (Pollitt e Bouckaert 2000).
Para enfrentar ambientes complexos e dinâmicos
as organizações necessitam de agilidade e flexibi-
lidade, principalmente de RH e de coordenação
desses recursos, para se adaptarem a mudanças
constantes (Snell, Shadur, e Wright 2000).

Este artigo reflecte sobre o relacionamento
existente entre a gestão da organização judiciá-
ria e a mobilidade dos OJ. Efectua uma análise
documental, nomeadamente aos diplomas legais
que definem a responsabilidade sobre a gestão
dos OJ e os critérios que balizam a mobilidade
destes. Começa por explorar a flexibilidade e
mobilidade dos RH em ambiente organizacional,
como um dos segmentos importantes na concre-
tização e sedimentação da NGP no interior das
organizações. Clarifica, de seguida, a responsabi-
lidade da direcção-geral da administração da jus-
tiça (DGAJ) e do administrador judiciário (AJ)
sobre a flexibilidade a que estão sujeitos os OJ,

pondo em evidência a adequabilidade da gestão
dos instrumentos de mobilidade actualmente exis-
tentes nos tribunais judiciais de primeira instân-
cia. Conclui-se esta reflexão com a necessidade
premente de se perceber se a utilização dos meca-
nismos de agilidade, flexibilidade e mobilidade dos
OJ beneficiaram o sistema judicial, melhorando o
desempenho e a eficiência deste.

2 Nova Gestão Pública
2.1 Potencialidades e Dificuldades
A NGP surge como um modelo de gestão profissio-
nal impulsionador da reforma da AP, direccionado
para as mudanças nos valores e práticas do serviço
público, encerrando aquelas uma racionalização
de meios e de processos, que influenciam e afec-
tam o funcionamento da organização (Guimarães
et al. 2011). A NGP alicerça-se, por um lado,
em temas como a dimensão e a despesa do Es-
tado, os constrangimentos financeiros dos gover-
nos, o elevado nível de gasto público, os cortes
orçamentais, o nível de investimento público, o
funcionamento dos próprios serviços e a relação
entre gestão eficiente e economia nacional (Hughes
2003; Denhardt e Denhardt 2000). Por outro lado,
constatando que o Welfare State transformou a
administração pública (AP) numa estrutura gi-
gante, ineficiente, ineficaz, burocratizada e que
uma sociedade em constante mudança requer uma
administração moderna, flexível, dinâmica e com
uma gestão profissional acompanhada de elevados
padrões de desempenho (Pollitt e Bouckaert 2000;
Peters e Pierre 1998; Hughes 2003). Hood (1995)
e Hughes (2003) referem que a NGP assenta em
três pilares: i) na organização do Estado e da AP,
definindo as funções que o Estado deve exercer,
ii) em liderança e responsabilização, através da
implementação da gestão por objectivos com o
enfoque especial nos resultados alcançados e iii)
no mérito e na qualificação, com a imposição
de uma nova cultura organizacional nos serviços
públicos. Pettigrew (1997) resume que a NGP
defende para o sector público uma estrutura de
pessoal aligeirada, tanto na base como no topo,
além de uma maior standardização e flexibilidade,
oferecendo, dessa forma, uma maior variedade.
Concluindo Hood (1991) que a NGP representa
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uma mudança drástica relativamente à adminis-
tração tradicional e deve-se guiar pelas seguintes
premissas: responsabilização dos gestores; tornar
a organização, os RH e o emprego mais flexível;
gerir por objectivos individuais e organizacionais;
e ter uma preocupação permanente com os três
E’s: economia, eficiência e eficácia.

As orientações estratégicas da NGP baseadas
em mecanismos de mercado, nos stakeholders, em
clientes, na eficiência e nos custos, sendo projec-
tadas através de conceitos como a medição de de-
sempenho e a responsabilização, mudaram defini-
tivamente a própria compreensão dos serviços pú-
blicos (Diefenbach 2009). Embora seja inequívoco
que a aplicação deste modelo de gestão trouxe
importantes melhorias ao nível dos serviços públi-
cos, importa, contudo, reconhecer que nem tudo
foi positivo, sendo, eventualmente, justificadas al-
gumas alterações e/ou correcções. Pollitt (2001)
afirma que as reformas gestionárias da NGP têm
sido frequentemente perseguidas pela ausência de
qualquer evidência real de análise sobre ganhos
de eficiência. Mudança de governo implica novas
políticas assente no mesmo paradigma de gestão
sem se ter percebido o alcance das transforma-
ções anteriores, redundando, assim, numa falta de
avaliação séria aos resultados obtidos (Carneiro e
Menicucci 2013; Pollitt e Bouckaert 2002). Car-
neiro e Menicucci (2013) e Broucker, DeWit e
Verhoeven (2018) enfatizam que a reforma apre-
senta défices democráticos e de accountability e
que não se produziram os resultados que se apre-
goavam relacionados com a eficiência, flexibilidade
ou qualidade dos serviços públicos. Diefenbach
(2009) refere que a gestão é estabelecida como
uma forte ideologia e que a orientação para custos
se resume à redução de custos, serviços, RH e na
qualidade do próprio serviço público. Este autor e
Pollitt e Bouckaert (2000) concluem realçando as
incongruências, contradições, dilemas, paradoxos
e trade-o�s que a NGP apresenta na sua dinâmica
de se enraizar e desenvolver no serviço público,
alertando e destacando as seguintes: i) a insti-
tucionalização da ideia de mudança através da
capacidade organizacional em contraponto com a
padronização e a formalização dos processos es-
tratégicos e operacionais da gestão; ii) promove a
flexibilidade e a inovação, por um lado, e pretende
aumentar a confiança dos cidadãos e, dessa forma,

a legitimidade governamental, por outro lado; e
iii) motiva os colaboradores e promove a mudança
da cultura organizacional em contraponto com o
enfraquecimento da estabilidade no emprego, a re-
dução da estrutura organizacional e a consequente
diminuição de postos de trabalho.

2.2 Gestão e Mobilidade
A AP procura efectuar reformas gestionárias base-
adas nos procedimentos de mercado. As reformas
conducentes à modernização do sector público
focam-se na transformação estrutural das suas
organizações (Hammerschmid et al. 2019). O fio
condutor dessas reformas está alicerçado numa
abordagem de public value e de responsabilidade
pública. Essa abordagem inclui eficiência, desem-
penho, concretização de objectivos - sustentados
nos mecanismos de mercado - e o cumprimento
dos valores democráticos - como equidade e trans-
parência -, enquadrados no espírito e na forma
da lei. Segundo Christensen, Goerdel e Nicholson-
Crotty (2011) existe uma tensão entre gestão1

e administração2 e essa tensão foi crescendo à
medida que a NGP foi favorecendo a eficiência e
o desempenho em desfavor dos processos legais e
democráticos. Moe e Gilmour (1995) defendem,
assim, uma abordagem integrativa entre adminis-
tração e gestão que, sendo o esvaziar das tensões
existentes, poderá acomodar e desenvolver uma
visão mais expansiva que possa legitimar de forma
evidente e clara toda a AP.

Valores essenciais de serviço público3 marcam
presença quando se pretende abordar a mudança,
promovendo a adaptabilidade e mobilidade do
mercado de trabalho a uma maior flexibilidade
do emprego, tendo em vista objectivos de de-
sempenho pessoal e organizacional (Wilthagen e
Tros 2004). Gorg, Hornock, Montagna e Onword
(2018) constatam que políticas de flexibilidade no
emprego e de mobilidade de RH são relevantes na
dinâmica económica dos países. Farazmand (1999)

1. Baseada na inovação de processos, procedimentos e tec-
nologia e na eficiência e eficácia, para a concretização dos
objectivos planeados e assumidos pela organização, sustentada
na produtividade e no desempenho de todos os colaboradores
da instituição.

2. Balizada por conceitos como, entre outros, legalidade, res-
ponsabilidade, igualdade e transparência.

3. Como a integridade, legalidade, transparência, eficiência,
igualdade, responsabilidade e justiça.
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refere que a globalização teve consequências signi-
ficativas para toda a sociedade e, por extensão,
para o Estado e para a sua AP. Esta foi forçada a
fazer mais com o mesmo ou o mesmo com menos.
Cox (1989) refere que o conceito de flexibilidade
é, talvez, a mais importante medida de eficiência e
em qualquer processo de produção, mudança, ino-
vação ou alteração será implementada. Segundo
Gerwin (1993), flexibilidade traduz-se em objec-
tivos de desempenho e na medição dos resulta-
dos obtidos, que corresponderão assertivamente
aos métodos utilizados. A motivação dos traba-
lhadores, aquisição de novos conhecimentos e a
partilha destes são alguns dos atributos que uma
adequada e equilibrada gestão da flexibilidade dos
RH poderá trazer para as organizações públicas
(Tuan 2019). Sanchez (1995) define flexibilidade
como um conjunto de procedimentos, práticas e
competências da organização, para dar resposta a
novas situações surgidas pela dinâmica de ambien-
tes competitivos. Wright e Snell (1998) defendem
a adequação4 dos RH às necessidades estraté-
gicas organizacionais, de modo a permitir uma
resposta flexível a uma variedade de requisitos e
competências ao longo do tempo. A estratégia de
gestão de RH e a integração estratégica de capital
humano nas organizações, além de se comple-
mentarem, tornam estas mais robustas e capazes
de responder com maior eficiência e eficácia aos
desafios actuais das sociedades (Boon, Eckardt,
Lepak, e Boselie 2018). Ou, nas palavras de Olian
e Rynes (1984, 171), “(. . . ) estratégias diferentes
exigem tipos diferentes de pessoas (...) para um
desempenho eficaz”. As práticas de gestão de RH
que induzem a novos desempenhos, por exemplo,
através da gestão por objectivos, influenciam o
comportamento no recurso a práticas de flexibi-
lidade organizacional. A flexibilidade do compor-
tamento do capital humano fornece um fortíssimo
indicador da flexibilidade da instituição (Wright e
Snell 1998).

Como refere Madureira (2011), desde a década
de 90 do século XX que várias organizações in-
ternacionais alertam para a necessidade do sec-
tor público desenvolver-se, fundamentalmente, em
quatro vectores: as competências de dirigentes e

4. Isto é, o meio através do qual a instituição procura adequar
práticas, competências e comportamentos dos colaboradores às
carências competitivas imediatas.

funcionários; a descentralização das cadeias de co-
mando; a simplificação de regras e procedimentos;
e a flexibilização na atitude e no comportamento
de todos os agentes administrativos. Na estratégia
da NGP, no que respeita aos RH, destaca-se,
segundo Rocha (2001), a reforma da cultura orga-
nizacional, através da modificação das referências
ideológicas, substituindo-se valores como serviço
público e interesse geral por eficiência e eficácia
e importando-se práticas e processos de gestão
empresarial como, por exemplo, a flexibilização
nas relações de trabalho. Desafios futuros, como
o envelhecimento da população, as mudanças de-
mográficas, as tendências migratórias ou a escas-
sez de RH em determinados sectores, são opções
estratégicas de longo prazo assumidas pelos go-
vernos e acompanhadas de uma visão de evolu-
ção do mercado de trabalho. Implementação de
abordagens flexíveis no sector público como, por
exemplo, a flexisegurança5, são desafios mais com-
plexos do que no sector privado, devido às estru-
turas, sistemas e valores em que ambos os sectores
se baseiam (Kuperus e Rode 2010; Wilthagen e
Tros, 2004; Kathuria e Partovi 1999). Marinescu
(2018) verifica que é essencial um equilíbrio nas
políticas sustentadas em flexisegurança, que será
alcançado através da interacção de vários factores
que influenciam, de forma diferenciada, o mercado
de trabalho, realçando a redução das discrepân-
cias relativas à protecção dos trabalhadores; a
legislação laboral adequada acompanhada de um
maior diálogo social; e mecanismos adequados de
gestão organizacional. Bredgaard e Madsen (2018)
salientam, contudo, que a complementariedade
institucional entre flexibilidade e segurança pode
ser frágil e, eventualmente, desintegrar-se se as
organizações que promovem políticas baseadas em
flexigurança não tiverem capacidade de as manter
e de as suportar através do equilíbrio entre aqueles
dois conceitos. Na opinião de Kuperus e Rode
(2010), uma estratégia consistente e abrangente
de formação, aprendizagem e conhecimento per-
manentes garantem a adaptabilidade e empre-
gabilidade contínuas dos trabalhadores. Gerven
e Ossewaarde (2018) subscrevendo esta ideia re-

5. Conceito que traduz um nexo de flexibilidade e segurança,
enfatizando e aliando uma maior flexibilidade do mercado de
trabalho a mais segurança para o funcionário, que não se
restringe somente ao emprego.
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conhecem, contudo, que estas políticas baseadas
em aprendizagem e formação contínua sendo es-
senciais têm de ser acompanhadas duma maior
agilização na integração de novos trabalhadores
nas organizações, contribuindo para uma maior
competitividade das mesmas, salvaguardo o equi-
líbrio financeiro delas, principalmente as do sector
público. A flexibilidade a implementar na AP será
mais profícua quanto melhor for acompanhada
da modernização e melhoria das condições de
trabalho e de emprego, não podendo uma maior
flexibilidade para a entidade patronal resultar
numa maior insegurança para os trabalhadores6.
McGaughey (2018) sublinha que uma maior se-
gurança no emprego aliada a uma igualdade de
tratamento e a uma permanente audição dos tra-
balhadores sobre os objectivos traçados para a or-
ganização traduzir-se-á num aumento dos índices
motivacionais e numa maior eficiência e eficácia
organizacional. Espera-se, de acordo com o pensa-
mento de Rodrigues (2005), que a flexibilidade a
introduzir no sector público torne este mais ágil,
com maior capacidade de interagir com o ambi-
ente que o rodeia, que apreenda as oportunidades
que aquele lhe oferece e que as suas organizações
se tornem mais eficientes. Bilhim (2004) defende a
ideia de que a criação de objectivos, a sua medição
através de indicadores, as vias para os atingir,
bem como a avaliação, satisfação, remuneração,
formação e qualificação dos funcionários públicos,
são factores importantes para a motivação e o
empenho constante, tendo em vista alcançar o
essencial: a prossecução do interesse público.

3 Contexto dos Tribunais
A reorganização judiciária e o modelo de gestão
implementado em Setembro/2014, no sistema ju-
dicial português, trouxeram a mudança e a inova-
ção ao sector da justiça, constituindo uma emble-
mática e importante política pública nesta área.
Nos tribunais coexistem várias sub-estruturas, o
que torna complexa a organização sistematizada
em termos de gestão transversal de todos os secto-
res. A nível da estrutura da organização judiciária

6. Principalmente após a crise económica de 2007/2008, o
conceito de flexigurança foi revitalizado dando maior ênfase
ao trabalhador, tentando abranger mais preocupações sociais
(Bekker 2018; Bekker e Mailand 2018).

a alteração havida reflectiu-se, sobretudo, nos tri-
bunais de primeira instância7, com modificações
substantivas na área das competências, quer ma-
terial, quer territorial - lei no. 62/13, de 26/88.
Essa alteração, ao nível do novo modelo de gestão,
está consubstanciada no preâmbulo do decreto-
lei9 que regulamenta a LOSJ, bem explícito no
objectivo que visa atingir com a implementação
da NGP nas respectivas comarcas. Efectivamente,
o legislador assume que, com a introdução deste
modelo de gestão no judiciário, pretende-se real-
çar e aproveitar as potencialidades de uma gestão
integrada e flexível dos RH, autonomizando as es-
truturas de gestão dos tribunais. A criação de um
mapa de pessoal único por secretaria e comarca
permitirá a adequação dessas práticas gestioná-
rias, simplificando-se a afectação e mobilidade
dos OJ. A flexibilidade e a adequabilidade das
medidas gestionárias aliadas a uma mobilidade
dos OJ são essenciais na mudança de processos,
instrumentos e procedimentos que se desejam exe-
cutar na administração da justiça. A portaria no.
161/14, de 21/810 realça as potencialidades dessa
gestão flexível e integrada de OJ na comarca, para
o cumprimento dos objectivos que se pretendem
para o sistema de justiça. Os OJ integram uma
carreira de regime especial, regendo-se por um
estatuto próprio dada a natureza e a especifici-
dade das funções que asseguram e desenvolvem
(artos. 18, no1 e 19 da LOSJ). O preâmbulo do
estatuto dos funcionários de justiça11 (EFJ) refere
a relevância dos requisitos humanos e profissionais
para o desempenho daquelas funções, pois que
cabe aos OJ a execução dos actos dos magis-
trados, a prática de um conjunto alargado de
actos processuais por competência própria, e são
eles que, ao estabelecer o contacto inicial com o
cidadão, transmitem a imagem do serviço judicial.
Como exemplo das competências funcionais dos
OJ, podemos referir a orientação, coordenação,
supervisão e execução das actividades desenvolvi-

7. Em regra, o tribunal judicial da comarca corresponde ao
distrito, sendo composto por núcleos judiciais, correspondendo
estes aos concelhos e as instâncias judiciais/juízos processuais
estão integrados nos núcleos judiciais.

8. Lei de organização do sistema judiciário (LOSJ).
9. Decreto-lei no. 49/14, de 27/3
10. Portaria que aprova o mapa de pessoal das secretarias dos

tribunais judiciais de primeira instância.
11. Decreto-Lei no. 343/99, de 26/8.
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das nos juízos processuais, em conformidade com
as respectivas atribuições (mapa I anexo ao EFJ).

Podemos dividir a gestão dos RH, ao nível dos
OJ, em dois patamares decisórios, de entidades
diferenciadas, relativamente aos instrumentos de
mobilidade a que estes estão sujeitos: um macro,
onde se administram os RH ao nível das comarcas,
da responsabilidade da DGAJ; e um micro, onde
se coordenam os RH entre as várias unidades
orgânicas que compõem a comarca, da respon-
sabilidade do AJ. A estes dois escalões podemos
acrescentar uma responsabilidade partilhada en-
tre aquelas duas entidades, ao nível dos núcleos
judiciais, entre quem coloca (DGAJ) e, eventual-
mente, quem recoloca (AJ).

3.1 Direcção-Geral da Administração da Jus-
tiça
A DGAJ tem por missão assegurar o apoio ao
funcionamento dos tribunais e prossegue, entre
outras, as seguintes atribuições: apoiar a definição
das políticas de organização e gestão dos tribu-
nais; programar e executar as acções relativas à
gestão e administração dos OJ; e dirigir a activi-
dade dos AJ (arto. 2 do decreto-lei no. 165/12, de
31/712). Além disto, compete igualmente à DGAJ
a admissão, a colocação, a transferência e o provi-
mento dos OJ, nos termos do arto. 20 da LOSJ. De
acordo com o EFJ, os instrumentos de mobilidade
específicos na sua aplicação aos OJ e da respon-
sabilidade da DGAJ, são, todos eles à excepção
da afectação, originados por uma vontade indivi-
dual do OJ ou por uma concordância/anuência à
respectiva mobilidade por parte do próprio. Es-
tes instrumentos de mobilidade podem-se dividir
em três grupos. Um inicial, integrando os que
são requeridos pelos OJ e que são considerados
no respectivo movimento anual, ou seja, a pro-
moção/acesso, a transferência e a transição. Um
segundo, com os que são requeridos pelos OJ e que
não são considerados no respectivo movimento
anual, isto é, a permuta. Finalmente, aqueles que
não são requeridos pelos OJ e que também não
são considerados no respectivo movimento anual,
ou seja, a afectação, a comissão de serviço, o
destacamento e o destacamento excepcional. Re-
lativamente ao primeiro grupo, o movimento ordi-

12. Lei orgânica da DGAJ.

nário de OJ é realizado pela DGAJ anualmente,
em Junho, visando o preenchimento de lugares
que se encontrem vagos ou que venham a vagar
no decurso do movimento, sendo publicitado no
website da DGAJ e posteriormente publicado em
diário da república (DR) - arto. 18 do EFJ. As
vagas existentes nas comarcas são publicitadas no
website da DGAJ, por categoria e núcleo judicial.
Os OJ que pretendam apresentar candidatura aos
movimentos, devem-no fazer discriminando a(s)
categoria(s) e os núcleos judiciais em que estão
interessados e para os quais se pretendem candi-
datar (arto. 19 do EFJ). Os OJ que se queiram
candidatar devem reunir os respectivos requisitos
de admissão ao movimento e às categorias para
que concorrem, em consonância com os requisitos
gerais e os factores atendíveis para a concretização
das candidaturas, nos termos dos artos. 9, 13, 14
e 41 do EFJ. Cabe à DGAJ definir os critérios
segundo os quais se realiza o movimento ordinário.
Considerando as diversas medidas de consolidação
orçamental introduzidas pelos diversos Orçamen-
tos de Estado (OE), nomeadamente aquelas que
proíbem as valorizações remuneratórias, e que o
quadro legal de OJ13 não se encontra preenchido,
os critérios gerais14 que balizam o movimento
dos oficiais de justiça e, consequentemente, a
respectiva mobilidade assentam em dois pilares.
Primeiro, na não efectuação de promoções e para
estas serem possíveis é necessário parecer favo-
rável da secretaria de estado da administração e
emprego público, recorrendo-se, então, ao regime
excepcional previsto na lei que aprova o OE, desde
que não haja aumento de encargos e reunidos os
requisitos estatutários exigidos. Segundo, apenas
serão preenchidas as vagas das secretarias dos tri-
bunais judiciais que apresentem um maior défice
de OJ, sempre superior a 15%. As mobilidades
deste primeiro grupo só poderão ser concretizadas
de acordo com a vontade do OJ. Sempre que
se justificar, a DGAJ pode realizar movimentos
extraordinários que devem ser publicitados em
DR (nos. 3 e 4 do arto. 18 do EFJ).

Relativamente ao segundo grupo, é composto
pela mobilidade da permuta, que se traduz numa

13. Fixado pela portaria no. 161/14, de 21/8.
14. Critérios gerais consultados em 01.08.2018, acessíveis a

partir dos ofícios circulares da DGAJ e disponíveis em http:
//www.dgaj.mj.pt/sections/ofcirc
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“troca” de OJ da mesma categoria ou de categoria
para a qual possam transitar. Não havendo, regra
geral, qualquer oposição por parte do AJ, a DGAJ
valida essa vontade expressa por requerimento
conjunto dos dois OJ. O único requisito exigido
legalmente é que os dois candidatos à permuta se
encontrem a mais de três anos do limite mínimo
de idade para a aposentação. Os candidatos à
permuta só podem voltar a ter a faculdade de se
socorrer desta mobilidade decorridos, pelo menos,
dois anos sobre a data da aceitação do lugar
(arto.15 do EFJ). Tal como o grupo anterior,
também para este tipo de mobilidade a DGAJ só a
poderá concretizar se for essa a intenção expressa
dos OJ.

Quanto ao terceiro grupo, é composto por
instrumentos de mobilidade onde, ao contrário
dos anteriores, a DGAJ não se mostra condici-
onada e/ou limitada para os utilizar. Dos três
em que tem de haver a anuência do OJ para se
poder concretizar a mobilidade15, o destacamento
excepcional raras vezes é utilizado. E não o é,
por duas razões: a utilização só é possível se se
mostrar inadequado o recurso ao destacamento
“normal"; e porque onera o orçamento da DGAJ,
pois, de acordo com o arto. 56 do EFJ, têm de
ser abonadas ajudas de custo aos OJ abrangidos
por este instrumento de mobilidade. A mobilidade
em comissão de serviço dos OJ não pode ser
utilizada “em favor"das secretarias dos tribunais
judiciais de primeira instância. Nos termos do
arto. 54 do EFJ, este instrumento retira-lhe OJ
para outras instituições da área da justiça e outros
departamentos do Estado, nomeadamente, o con-
selho superior da magistratura, a procuradoria-
geral da república, o instituto de gestão financeira
e equipamentos da justiça, a própria DGAJ e
outros organismos do ministério da justiça (MJ).
O destacamento, nos termos do arto. 55 do EFJ,
é o verdadeiro instrumento de mobilidade que a
DGAJ tem utilizado para tentar efectuar uma
gestão de maior proximidade dos OJ. Através do
destacamento, a DGAJ coloca os OJ nos núcleos
onde se sente mais a sua necessidade ou cria
equipas especiais de recuperação, com espaço de
trabalho na DGAJ, actuando em diversos nú-

15. Ou seja, a comissão de serviço, o destacamento e o desta-
camento excepcional.

cleos espalhados por todo o país. Tendo de ter
a anuência dos próprios, o procedimento seguido
pela DGAJ consiste na publicitação da intenção
de destacar um determinado número de OJ, para
uma série de tribunais judiciais, disponibilizando-
se os OJ, que pretendam ser destacados, em
requerimento expresso para tal16. Finalmente, a
mobilidade de afectação é utilizada quando um OJ
se encontra em situação de disponibilidade ou de
supranumerário, respectivamente por ter findado
a comissão de serviço onde se encontrava ou por-
que o lugar onde estava colocado foi extinto. Para
efectivar esta mobilidade, a DGAJ não necessita
de requerimento nem de autorização do OJ tem,
contudo, de cumprir um requisito: a colocação não
pode implicar uma deslocação superior a noventa
minutos entre o lugar de residência do OJ e o local
de trabalho, em transporte público regular (artos.
51 e 52 do EFJ).

3.2 Administrador Judiciário
O MJ, através do despacho no. 2486/12, de 6/2
que planificava temporalmente os procedimentos
necessários à implementação da reforma referia
que os projectos de alteração aos estatutos dos
três operadores judiciários17 deviam estar concluí-
dos em 31.07.1218, subentendendo-se do mesmo
que a reforma devia entrar em vigor com as
necessárias alterações aos estatutos dos respecti-
vos operadores judiciários. Efectivamente, o não
alinhamento do EFJ com a nova LOSJ tem tra-
zido algumas condicionantes ao desenvolvimento
efectivo das competências do AJ, principalmente,
no recurso aos seus instrumentos de mobilidade.
A rigidez das competências atribuídas aos OJ19

e o direito ao lugar que estes possuem20, têm-
se mostrado factores de bloqueio, de dificuldade

16. Esta acção da DGAJ apresenta um risco gestionário a
ter em consideração, pela própria organização, na altura de se
concretizar a mobilidade, que é o seguinte: se o OJ destacado
não estava colocado numa comarca também ela exposta a um
défice considerável de OJ. Ou seja, na tradução em linguagem
popular num “puxar a manta para a cabeça destapando os pés”.

17. Os operadores judiciários a que se refere o despacho
mencionado são os magistrados judiciais, os magistrados do
ministério público e os oficiais de justiça.

18. As alterações ao EFJ continuam sem serem efectuadas,
mantendo-se os mesmos “desactualizados” com o que se pre-
tende com a reforma judicial e, principalmente, com o novo
modelo de gestão.

19. Constantes do Mapa I anexo ao EFJ.
20. Consignado no arto. 58 do EFJ.
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acrescida e, em alguns casos, de confronto ju-
rídico entre realidades legislativas antagónicas21.
As competências do AJ ao nível da mobilidade
dos OJ consubstanciam-se, nos termos do arto. 2o

da portaria no. 164/14, de 21/8, em dois grandes
instrumentos: a distribuição e a recolocação tran-
sitória.

Uma vez colocados os OJ22, cabe ao AJ, numa
primeira linha de decisão, proceder à sua distri-
buição por todas as unidades orgânicas23. Essa
distribuição, de acordo com o arto. 48, no. 2 do
decreto-lei 49/14, de 27/3, é efectuada, após audi-
ção dos OJ em questão, numa lógica de correcção
de desequilíbrios decorrentes da escassez de OJ ou
que possam resultar da concentração, volume ou
complexidade processual. Acrescenta o no. 3 da-
quele normativo legal que aquela decisão de distri-
buição de OJ é sempre fundamentada, de acordo
com critérios objectivos, quantitativos, gerais e
específicos, definidos pela portaria no. 164/14,
de 21/8. Destes critérios, salienta-se em primeiro
lugar o equilíbrio na distribuição de RH por todas
as unidades orgânicas, atendendo aos factores de
antiguidade e experiência. De seguida, a proba-
bilidade de integração na equipa de destino, con-
sideradas as características dessa equipa e as do
OJ, nomeadamente as respectivas competências,
afinidades e a recíproca complementariedade. E
finalmente, a experiência profissional anterior, na
perspectiva de afinidade com as funções a serem
cometidas no lugar de destino.

Numa segunda linha decisória, se se mostrar
necessário24, o AJ pode proceder à recolocação
transitória dos OJ dentro da mesma comarca,
isto é, este instrumento de mobilidade só pode
ser utilizado entre núcleos municipais da mesma
comarca e nunca entre núcleos de comarcas dife-
rentes. Contudo, importa esclarecer que o recurso
a este tipo de mobilidade só poderá acontecer
em situações temporalmente delimitadas, quando

21. Na realidade, têm obstaculizado a gestão flexível e por
objectivos do AJ.

22. A seu pedido ou com a sua anuência, num determinado
núcleo da comarca pela DGAJ.

23. Unidades centrais e processuais (juízos centrais e locais,
tribunais de competência alargada instalados em determinados
núcleos, banco nacional de arrendamento e banco nacional de
injunções).

24. Na prossecução de uma gestão de RH coerente e eficaz,
visando uma promoção da simplificação da afectação e mobili-
dade dos OJ e uma autonomia da gestão de topo dos tribunais.

se mostre inviável o recurso a OJ em situações
de disponibilidade25 e nos limites legalmente de-
finidos26. A decisão fundamentada do AJ para
utilizar este instrumento gestionário, além de pre-
cedida de audição dos próprios, não altera a titu-
laridade do lugar do OJ no mapa de pessoal a que
pertence27 e terá de atender aos critérios referidos
atrás.

Tendo em conta o não preenchimento do qua-
dro legal dos OJ em praticamente todas as comar-
cas, o AJ tem utilizado com regularidade os “seus”
instrumentos de mobilidade, implementando, re-
activa e temporalmente, algumas medidas28, como
sejam a colocação, pontualmente, de OJ a dividi-
rem e/ou acumularem o tempo de trabalho entre
diferentes núcleos e, dentro do mesmo núcleo, em
diferentes juízos processuais; a colocação de OJ
da carreira judicial a desempenhar funções nos
serviços do ministério público e vice-versa; com o
acordo prévio dos OJ, adiar as suas transferências
e efectuar recolocações provisórias; nomear OJ em
lugares de chefia, em regime de substituição; a
criação de uma “bolsa” de OJ, com a anuência
destes, para colmatarem as necessidades premen-
tes e urgentes sentidas em todos os núcleos da
comarca; e a concretização, porque aceite e de-
ferida pela DGAJ, da criação de equipas de OJ
incumbidas de recuperar atrasos, em regime de
trabalho suplementar, nos termos do disposto nos
artos. 162 e 163 da lei 35/14, de 20/6. Importa,
contudo, sublinhar as dificuldades e as limitações
com que se depara o AJ para se socorrer deste
tipo de mobilidades, as quais podem-se dividir
em dois grupos: por um lado, na inexistência de
uma rede de transportes públicos eficaz que aliada
a uma grande amplitude de algumas comarcas,
não permitem recolocar transitóriamente os OJ,
por violação do disposto nos artos. 51 e 52 do
EFJ; por outro lado, os destacamentos promovi-
dos pela DGAJ, com conhecimento intermitente

25. Preâmbulo da portaria no.164/14, de 21/8.
26. A mobilidade não pode implicar para o OJ uma desloca-

ção superior a noventa minutos entre a residência e o local de
trabalho, em transporte público regular – artos. 51 e 52 do EFJ.

27. O arto. 58 do EFJ refere que a perda de titularidade
do lugar só pode acontecer a pedido do próprio, por motivo
disciplinar ou extinção do lugar.

28. Que são transversais a todos os tribunais judiciais de
primeira instância e relatadas em quase todos os relatórios da
comarca.
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por parte dos AJ, dificultam e criam barreiras,
quer no planeamento estratégico elaborado pela
gestão de topo do tribunal, quer na concretização
dos objectivos previamente definidos.

4 Conclusão
O pilar mais importante da reorganização judiciá-
ria de Setembro/2014 é o novo modelo de gestão
que foi introduzido no sector judicial português.
Uma das características relevantes da NGP é a
mobilidade e flexibilidade dos RH como factor
essencial duma boa gestão e como instrumento
primordial para um melhor desempenho da or-
ganização, sendo a mobilidade dos OJ elemento
importante para a melhoria desse desempenho.
A dimensão e a eventual limitação da comple-
mentariedade associada à responsabilidade e às
competências pela colocação de OJ, por parte da
DGAJ e do AJ, reflecte-se no desempenho da or-
ganização, sendo que a boa gestão e a mobilidade
dos OJ aliada a esta é essencial para a melhoria
daquele desempenho.

Em trabalhos futuros é importante perceber a
dimensão, extensão e quantificação de putativos
benefícios que a introdução da NGP no sector
judicial, através dos seus mecanismos de agilidade,
flexibilidade e mobilidade dos OJ, trouxe a este,
nomeadamente, ajudando a diminuir a pendência
processual, melhorando a produtividade e a efici-
ência organizacional. Em última análise se visou
concretizar o propósito central da política pública
em causa: através de um melhor desempenho
judicial, alcançar-se uma prestação de justiça de
qualidade, proporcionando uma resposta judicial
mais flexível, célere e próxima dos cidadãos.

Abreviaturas e Siglas

AJ – Administrador Judiciário
AP – Administração Pública
DGAJ – Direcção-Geral da Administração da Justiça
DR – Diário da República
EFJ – Estatuto dos Funcionários de Justiça
LOSJ – Lei de Organização do Sistema Judiciário
MJ – Ministério da Justiça
NGP – Nova Gestão Pública
OE – Orçamento do Estado
OJ – Oficiais de Justiça
RH – Recursos Humanos

Nota dos Autores
O presente trabalho foi elaborado de acordo com
a antiga grafia.
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`½Q b2` +QMbB/2`�/Qb 2t+2+BQM�HK2Mi2 T2H� S2`bT2+iBp�b- /2b/2 [m2 Qb �miQ`2b /2+H�`2K
+H�`�K2Mi2 MQ 7Q`KmH�`BQ /2 bm#KBbb½Q [m2 Q �`iB;Q M½Q û Q`B;BM�H 2 +QKT`Qp2K i2`
T2`KBbb½Q T�`� `2T`Q/mxB` K�i2`B�H T`Qi2;B/Q TQ` /B`2BiQb /2 �miQ`X

6SHFLDO LVVXHV

� 1[mBT� 1/BiQ`B�H /� S2`bT2+iBp�b 2bi� /BbTQMőp2H T�`� �+2Bi�` T`QTQbi�b T�`� aT2+B�H
Abbm2bX �b T`QTQbi�b T�`� � Q`;�MBx�Ï½Q /2 aT2+B�H Abbm2b /2p2`½Q b2` 2MpB�/�b T�`� Q
2M/2`2ÏQ 2K�BH BM7Q!T2`bT2+iBp�bDQm`M�HX+QKX

%RRN UHYLHZV

"QQF `2pB2rb TQ/2`½Q b2` bm#K2iB/�b � [m�H[m2` �Him`�X .2p2`½Q b2` +QKTQbi�b TQ` mK
K�tBKQ /2 RXyyy T�H�p`�b 2 2bi�` 2K +QM7Q`KB/�/2 +QK Q 2biBHQ 2/BiQ`B�H /� `2pBbi�X

info@perspectivasjournal.com


6XEPLVVLRQ 5HTXLUHPHQWV

*XLGHOLQHV IRU 6XEPLVVLRQV

�mi?Q`b Kmbi bm#KBi i?2B` K�Mmb+`BTib QMHBM2 �i S2`bT2+iBp�bǶ r2#T�;2 UrrrXT2`bT2+iBp�bDQm`M�HX+QKVX
�HH K�Mmb+`BTib Kmbi #2 bm#KBii2/ BM SQ`im;m2b2 Q` BM 1M;HBb?- ?Qr2p2`- K�Mmb+`BTib
bm#KBii2/ BM SQ`im;m2b2 Kmbi T`QpB/2 Bib �#bi`�+i BM 1M;HBb? �b r2HHX h?2 CQm`M�H
/Q2b MQi T`QpB/2 i`�MbH�iBQM b2`pB+2b- #mi Bi K�v 2t+2TiBQM�HHv i`�MbH�i2 �#bi`�+ib �i
�mi?Q`bǶ `2[m2biX

�HH �`iB+H2b Kmbi BM+Hm/2 �M �#bi`�+i MQi 2t+22/BM; k8y rQ`/b- 7QHHQr2/ #v � K�tB@
KmK Q7 }p2 F2vrQ`/bX �`iB+H2b +�M MQi 2t+22/ 3yyy rQ`/b BM H2M;i?- BM+Hm/BM; 7QQiMQi2b-
#B#HBQ;`�T?B+ `272`2M+2b- i�#H2b- ;`�T?B+b �M/ };m`2bX

"QQF `2pB2rb /Q MQi `2[mB`2 �M �#bi`�+i �M/ Kmbi MQi 2t+22/ Ryyy rQ`/b BM H2M;i?X
�HH K�Mmb+`BTib b?QmH/ #2 T`QpB/2/ BM 2/Bi�#H2 7Q`K�ib UMQi S.6V �M/ Kmbi #2 7`22

7`QK D�`;QM- #B�b2/ �M/ Qz2MbBp2 H�M;m�;2X �mi?Q`b �`2 `2bTQMbB#H2 7Q` 2Mbm`BM; i?�i
i?2B` K�Mmb+`BTib �`2 BM �++Q`/�M+2 iQ i?2 CQm`M�H bivH2X

.2i�BHb �#Qmi i?2 �mi?Q`UbV �M/fQ` �+�/2KB+fT`Q72bbBQM�H �{HB�iBQMb Kmbi #2 T`Q@
pB/2/ QMHv r?2`2 `2[m2bi2/ /m`BM; i?2 QM@HBM2 bm#KBbbBQM T`Q+2bb �b iQ 2Mbm`2 i?2
�MQMvKBiv Q7 i?2 bm#KBbbBQMX

5HYLVHG DUWLFOHV

q?2M bm#KBiiBM; `2pBb2/ �`iB+H2b- �mi?Q`b Kmbi bB;M�H /B`2+iHv BM i?2 i2ti �HH `2pBbBQMb
K�/2X �mi?Q`b K�v �HbQ b2M/ � }H2 rBi? � /B`2+i `2bTQMb2 iQ i?2 `2pB2r2`b +QKK2Mib-
rBi? MQ `272`2M+2 iQ +QMi�+ib- M�K2b Q` BMbiBimiBQM�H �{HB�iBQMbX h?Bb }H2 rBHH #2 b2Mi iQ
`2pB2r2`b- ?2M+2 i?2 BKTQ`i�M+2 Q7 F22TBM; �MQMvKBivX �Mbr2`b �M/ `2pBbBQMb b?QmH/
�Hr�vb #2 �b M2�i �M/ /2i�BH2/ �b TQbbB#H2 �b iQ �pQB/ �Mv KBbBMi2`T`2i�iBQMbX h?2
`2pBb2/ �`iB+H2b �M/ �Mv Qi?2` }H2b b?QmH/ #2 b2Mi iQ i?2 CQm`M�H mbBM; i?2 �mi?Q`Ƕb
HQ;BM �`2�- �M/ 7QHHQrBM; i?2 �`iB+H2bǶb B/2MiB}+�iBQM T`QpB/2/ #v i?2 CQm`M�HX

&RS\ULJKW 1RWLFH

�mi?Q`b Kmbi #2 bm`2 i?�i i?2v ?�p2 T2`KBbbBQM iQ `2T`Q/m+2 +QTv`B;?i K�i2`B�H- T`BQ`
iQ bm#KBiiBM; i?2B` �`iB+H2b iQ i?Bb CQm`M�HX �mi?Q`b Kmbi b2+m`2 T2`KBbbBQM B7 i?2v
?�p2 T2`KBbbBQM iQ `2T`Q/m+2 };m`2b- i�#H2b- Q` �Mv 2ti`�+i 7`QK i?2 i2ti Q7 �MQi?2`
bQm`+2X h?Bb �TTHB2b iQ /B`2+i `2T`Q/m+iBQM �b r2HH �b iQ �Mv /2`Bp�iBp2 `2T`Q/m+iBQMX

AM �bbB;MBM; +QTv`B;?i- �mi?Q`b `2i�BM i?2B` `B;?i iQ mb2 i?2B` QrM K�i2`B�H 2Hb2r?2`2-
T`QpB/2/ i?�i i?2 CQm`M�H Bb �+FMQrH2/;2/ �b i?2 Q`B;BM�H TH�+2 Q7 Tm#HB+�iBQM- �M/ i?2
1/BiQ`B�H h2�K Bb MQiB}2/ BM r`BiBM; BM �/p�M+2X

6m`i?2` BM7Q`K�iBQM QM +QTv`B;?i TQHB+v TH2�b2 pBbBi S2`bT2+iBp�bǶ r2#bBi2X



5HTXLVLWRV SDUD 6XEPLVVmR GH 0DQXVFULWRV

2ULHQWDo}HV SDUD 6XEPLVVmR GH 0DQXVFULWRV

Pb �miQ`2b /2p2K bm#K2i2` Qb b2mb K�Mmb+`BiQb QMHBM2 �i`�pûb /� T�;BM� /� S2`b@
T2+iBp�b 2K rrrXT2`bT2+iBp�bDQm`M�HX+QKX hQ/Qb Qb K�Mmb+`BiQb /2p2K b2` bm#K2iB/Qb
2K TQ`im;māb Qm 2K BM;Hāb- MQ 2Mi�MiQ- Qb K�Mmb+`BiQb bm#K2iB/Qb 2K TQ`im;māb /2p2K
i�K#ûK 7Q`M2+2` mK� i`�/mÏ½Q /Q `2bmKQ 2K 2K BM;HābX � _2pBbi� M½Q 7Q`M2+2 b2`pBÏQb
/2 i`�/mÏ½Q- K�b TQ/2`� 2t+2+BQM�HK2Mi2 i`�/mxB` `2bmKQb � T2/B/Q /Qb �miQ`2bX

hQ/Qb Qb �`iB;Qb /2p2K BM+HmB` mK `2bmKQ +QK MQ K�tBKQ k8y T�H�p`�b- b2;mB/Q /2
mK K�tBKQ /2 +BM+Q T�H�p`�b@+?�p2X Pb �`iB;Qb M½Q TQ/2K 2t+2/2` �b 3yyy T�H�p`�b-
BM+HmBM/Q MQi�b /2 `Q/�Tû- `272`āM+B�b #B#HBQ;`�}+�b- i�#2H�b- ;`�}+Qb 2 };m`�bX

"QQF _2pB2rb M½Q `2[m2`2K mK `2bmKQ 2 M½Q /2p2K 2t+2/2` Ryyy T�H�p`�bX
hQ/Qb Qb K�Mmb+`BiQb /2p2K b2` bm#K2iB/Qb 2K 7Q`K�iQb 2/Bi�p2Bb UM½Q 2K S.6V

2 /2p2K 2bi�` HBp`2b /2 D�`;Ǥ2b- HBM;m�;2K i2M/2M+BQb� 2 Q72MbBp�X Pb �miQ`2b b½Q `2b@
TQMb�p2Bb TQ` ;�`�MiB` [m2 Qb b2mb K�Mmb+`BiQb 2bi½Q /2 �+Q`/Q +QK Q 2biBHQ /� `2pBbi�X

.2i�H?2b bQ#`2 Qf�UbV �miQ`U2f�bV 2fQm �}HB�ÏǤ2b �+�/ûKB+�bfT`Q}bbBQM�Bb /2p2K
b2` 7Q`M2+B/Qb bQK2Mi2 [m�M/Q bQHB+Bi�/Qb /m`�Mi2 Q T`Q+2bbQ /2 bm#KBbb½Q QMHBM2- �
}K /2 ;�`�MiB` Q �MQMBK�iQ /Q 2MpBQX

6XEPLVVmR GH 0DQXVFULWRV 5HYLVWRV

�Q bm#K2i2` K�Mmb+`BiQb `2pBbiQb- Qb �miQ`2b /2p2K bBM�HBx�` /B`2i�K2Mi2 MQ i2tiQ
iQ/�b �b `2pBbǤ2b 72Bi�bX Pb �miQ`2b TQ/2K i�K#ûK bm#K2i2` mK �`[mBpQ /2 `2bTQbi�
/B`2i� �Qb +QK2Mi�`BQb /Qb `2pBbQ`2b- b2K `272`āM+B� � +QMi�iQb- MQK2b Qm �}HB�ÏǤ2b
BMbiBim+BQM�BbX 1bi2 �`[mBpQ b2`� 2MpB�/Q �Qb `2pBbQ`2bX �b `2bTQbi�b 2 �b `2pBbǤ2b /2p2K
b2KT`2 b2` Q K�Bb T`2+Bb�b 2 /2i�H?�/�b TQbbőp2H- T�`� 2pBi�` BMi2`T`2i�ÏǤ2b 2``ƦM2�bX Pb
�`iB;Qb `2pBbiQb 2 [m�Bb[m2` Qmi`Qb �`[mBpQb /2p2K b2` 2MpB�/Qb �i`�pûb /� TH�i�7Q`K�
/� _2pBbi�X

'LUHLWRV GH $XWRU

Pb �miQ`2b /2p2K +2`iB}+�`@b2 [m2 TQbbm2K T2`KBbb½Q T�`� `2T`Q/mxB` K�i2`B�H T`Q@
i2;B/Q TQ` /B`2BiQb /2 �miQ` �Mi2b /2 bm#K2i2`2K Qb b2mb K�Mmb+`BiQb � 2bi� _2pBbi�X
Pb �miQ`2b /2p2K ;�`�MiB` [m2 TQbbm2K T2`KBbb½Q T�`� `2T`Q/mxB` };m`�b- i�#2H�b Qm
2ti`�iQb /2 i2tiQ Q`B;BM�Bb /2 Qmi`�b 7QMi2bX AbiQ û �THB+�p2H ¨ `2T`Q/mÏ½Q /B`2i� 2 �
[m�H[m2` `2T`Q/mÏ½Q BM/B`2i�X

�Q �i`B#mB` /B`2BiQb /2 �miQ`- Qb �miQ`2b K�MiāK Q /B`2BiQ /2 mb�` b2m T`ƦT`BQ K�@
i2`B�H 2K Qmi`�b Tm#HB+�ÏǤ2b- /2b/2 [m2 � _2pBbi� b2D� `2+QM?2+B/� +QKQ � Tm#HB+�Ï½Q
Q`B;BM�H 2 � 1[mBT� 1/BiQ`B�H b2D� MQiB}+�/� TQ` 2b+`BiQ +QK �Mi2+2/āM+B�X

J�Bb BM7Q`K�ÏǤ2b bQ#`2 � TQHőiB+� /2 .B`2BiQb /2 �miQ` 2bi½Q /BbTQMőp2Bb MQ r2#bBi2
/� S2`bT2+iBp�bX
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3HUVSHFWLYDV (WKLFV DQG 0DOSUDFWLFH 6WDWHPHQW

S2`bT2+iBp�b Ĝ CQm`M�H Q7 SQHBiB+�H a+B2M+2 Bb � /Qm#H2@#HBM/ T22`@`2pB2r2/ DQm`M�HX
h?2 DQm`M�H Bb +QKKBii2/ iQ ;m�`�Mi22BM; 2i?B+b BM Tm#HB+�iBQM �M/ [m�HBiv Q7 �`iB+H2bX
*QM7Q`K�M+2 iQ bi�M/�`/b Q7 2i?B+�H #2?�pBQ` Bb i?2`27Q`2 2tT2+i2/ 7`QK �mi?Q`b- 1/B@
iQ`b- _2pB2r2`b- �M/ i?2 Sm#HBb?2`X

�HH T�`iB2b BMpQHp2/ BM Tm#HBb?BM; �M �`iB+H2 BM i?Bb DQm`M�H U2/BiQ`b- T22` `2pB2r2`b-
�mi?Q`b- �M/ Tm#HBb?2`V Kmbi 7QHHQr �TT`QT`B�i2 ;mB/2HBM2b 7Q` 2i?B+�H #2?�pBQ`X 1/BiQ`b
�M/ `2pB2r2`b Kmbi K�BMi�BM Q#D2+iBpBiv �M/ +QM}/2MiB�HBiv �M/ K�M�;2 TQi2MiB�H +QM@
~B+ib Q7 BMi2`2biX �mi?Q`b Kmbi #2 ?QM2bi �M/ /Bb+HQb2 i?2B` bQm`+2b �M/ 7mM/2`bX JQ`2
T`2+Bb2Hv- iQ �bbm`2 ?B;?@[m�HBiv Tm#HB+�iBQMb- Tm#HB+ i`mbi BM b+B2MiB}+ }M/BM;b- �M/
T`QT2` +`2/Bi 7Q` B/2�b �M/ `2bmHib- 2i?B+�H bi�M/�`/b 7Q` Tm#HB+�iBQM BM S2`bT2+iBp�b@
CQm`M�H Q7 SQHBiB+�H a+B2M+2 BM+Hm/2 #mi �`2 MQi HBKBi2/ iQ i?2 7QHHQrBM;,

(GLWRULDO 7HDP

h?2 1/BiQ`@BM@+?B27 Bb �TTQBMi2/ #v i?2 a+B2MiB}+ *QKKBii22 Q7 i?2 _2b2�`+? *2Mi2` BM
SQHBiB+�H a+B2M+2 U*A*SVX �Mv +QM+2`Mb `2;�`/BM; +QM/m+i Q7 i?2 1/BiQ`@BM@+?B27 b?QmH/
#2 /B`2+i2/ iQ i?2 .B`2+iQ` Q7 *A*SX 1/BiQ`b b2`p2 �i i?2 rBHH Q7 i?2 2/BiQ`@BM@+?B27- �M/
�Mv +QM+2`Mb `2;�`/BM; i?2B` +QM/m+i b?QmH/ #2 /B`2+i2/ iQ i?2 2/BiQ`@BM@+?B27X

'XWLHV RI WKH (GLWRUV

"�b2/ QM i?2 /Qm#H2@#HBM/ T22` `2pB2r Q7 � K�Mmb+`BTi- i?2 1/BiQ`@BM@+?B27 �M/ i?2
1/BiQ`B�H h2�K �`2 `2bTQMbB#H2 7Q` /2i2`KBMBM; r?B+? K�Mmb+`BTib �`2 #2bi bmBi2/ 7Q`
Tm#HB+�iBQMX

h?2 1/BiQ`b b?QmH/ 2p�Hm�i2 K�Mmb+`BTib QM i?2 #�bBb Q7 i?2B` b+B2MiB}+ K2`Bi-
rBi?Qmi `2;�`/ iQ `�+2- ;2M/2`- b2tm�H Q`B2Mi�iBQM- `2HB;BQmb #2HB27- 2i?MB+ Q`B;BM- +B@
iBx2Mb?BT- Q` TQHBiB+�H T?BHQbQT?v Q7 i?2 �mi?Q`bX

h?2 `2pB2rb b?QmH/ #2 bmTTQ`i2/ #v Q#D2+iBp2 �M/ +H2�` �`;mK2Mib i?�i ?2HT i?2
�mi?Q` iQ BKT`Qp2 i?2 �`iB+H2X h?2 `2pB2r2`b +�MMQi BM �Mv +B`+mKbi�M+2b i�F2 �/@
p�Mi�;2 Q7 T`BpBH2;2/ BM7Q`K�iBQMb Q` B/2�b Q#i�BM2/ i?`Qm;? T22` `2pB2r 7Q` T2`bQM�H
�/p�Mi�;2X



/; ± *XLGHOLQHV

3ROLFLHV� 3URFHGXUHV DQG ,QWHJULW\

h?2 1/BiQ`@BM@+?B27 �M/ i?2 1/BiQ`B�H h2�K �`2 ;mB/2/ #v i?2 TQHB+B2b Q7 i?2 DQm`M�HǶb
2/BiQ`B�H #Q�`/ `2;�`/BM; HB#2H- +QTv`B;?i BM7`BM;2K2Mi- �M/ TH�;B�`BbKX h?2 1/BiQ`@
BM@+?B27 rBHH +QMiBMm�HHv �bb2bb i?2 2z2+ib Q7 DQm`M�H TQHB+B2b QM �mi?Q` �M/ `2pB2r2`
#2?�pBQm`- `2pBbBM; TQHB+B2b �b `2[mB`2/- 2M+Qm`�;BM; `2bTQMbB#H2 #2?�pBQm` �M/ /Bb+Qm@
`�;BM; KBb+QM/m+iX

.2+BbBQMb iQ �++2Ti Q` `2D2+i � K�Mmb+`BTi 7Q` Tm#HB+�iBQM �`2 #�b2/ QM BKTQ`i�M+2-
Q`B;BM�HBiv- +H�`Biv- �M/ i?2 bim/vǶb p�HB/Biv �M/ `2H2p�M+2 iQ i?2 DQm`M�HǶb 1/BiQ`B�H
ai�i2K2MiX S2`bT2+iBp�b@ CQm`M�H Q7 SQHBiB+�H a+B2M+2 rBHH M2p2` +QMbB/2` �M �mi?Q`Ƕb
`�+2- ;2M/2`- b2tm�H Q`B2Mi�iBQM- `2HB;BQmb #2HB27b- 2i?MB+ Q`B;BM- +BiBx2Mb?BT- Q` TQHBiB+�H
T?BHQbQT?vX

A/2MiB7vBM; BM7Q`K�iBQM rBHH #2 `2KQp2/ 7`QK bm#KBii2/ K�Mmb+`BTib bQ i?�i `2pB@
2r2`b +�MMQi �++2bb �Mv BM7Q`K�iBQM �#Qmi �mi?Q`b- �M/ pB+2 p2`b�X _2pB2r2` +QKK2Mib
iQ i?2 2/BiQ`b �`2 bi`B+iHv +QM}/2MiB�H- �M/ `2pB2r2` +QKK2Mib iQ �mi?Q`b rBHH #2 K�/2
�MQMvKQmbX h?2 M�K2b Q7 i?2 `2pB2r2`b rBHH #2 FMQrM QMHv iQ i?2 1/BiQ`@BM@+?B27-
1/BiQ`b- �M/ 1/BiQ`B�H bi�z �M/ rBHH `2K�BM bi`B+iHv +QM}/2MiB�H iQ �mi?Q`b �M/ Qi?2`
`2pB2r2`bX h?2 M�K2b Q7 i?2 �mi?Q`b rBHH #2 FMQrM QMHv iQ i?2 1/BiQ`@BM@+?B27- 1/BiQ`b-
�M/ 1/BiQ`B�H bi�z �M/ rBHH `2K�BM bi`B+iHv +QM}/2MiB�H iQ `2pB2r2`bX

h?2 1/BiQ`@BM@+?B27- 2/BiQ`b- �M/ �Mv 2/BiQ`B�H bi�z rBHH MQi /Bb+HQb2 �Mv BM7Q`K�iBQM
�#Qmi � bm#KBii2/ K�Mmb+`BTi iQ �MvQM2 Qi?2` i?�M i?2 �mi?Q`b- `2pB2r2`b- TQi2MiB�H
`2pB2r2`b- Qi?2` 2/BiQ`B�H �/pBb2`b- �M/ i?2 Tm#HBb?2`X

&RQIOLFW RI ,QWHUHVWV DQG (UURUV LQ 3XEOLVKHG :RUNV

hQ 2Mbm`2 �++QmMi�#BHBiv �M/ i`�MbT�`2M+v- i?2 1/BiQ`@BM@+?B27 rBHH 2bi�#HBb? bvbi2Kb
7Q` K�M�;BM; +QM~B+ib Q7 BMi2`2bi 7Q` ?BK @ Q` ?2`b2H7- bi�z- �mi?Q`b- `2pB2r2`b- �M/
2/BiQ`B�H i2�K K2K#2`bX

Ai Bb i?2 2/BiQ`@BM@+?B27Ƕb `2bTQMbB#BHBiv iQ T`QKTiHv BMp2biB;�i2 �++mb�iBQMb Q7 2``Q`b
BM Tm#HBb?2/ rQ`F �M/ iQ 2Mbm`2 i?�i +Q``2+iBQMb �M/ `2i`�+iBQMb �`2 Tm#HBb?2/ BM �M
�++m`�i2 �M/ iBK2Hv K�MM2`X

'XWLHV RI 5HYLHZHUV

h?2 `2pB2r2`b b?QmH/ `2bT2+i i?2 +QM}/2MiB�HBiv Q7 i?2 `2pBbBQM T`Q+2bbX h?2 `2pB2rb
b?QmH/ #2 bmTTQ`i2/ #v Q#D2+iBp2 �M/ +H2�` �`;mK2Mib i?�i ?2HT i?2 �mi?Q` iQ BKT`Qp2
K�Mmb+`BTibX h?2 `2pB2r2`b +�MMQi BM �Mv +B`+mKbi�M+2b i�F2 �/p�Mi�;2 Q7 T`BpBH2;2/
BM7Q`K�iBQM Q` B/2�b Q#i�BM2/ i?`Qm;? T22` `2pB2r 7Q` T2`bQM�H �/p�Mi�;2X

S`Bp�i2 BM7Q`K�iBQM Q` B/2�b Q#i�BM2/ i?`Qm;? /Qm#H2@#HBM/ T22` `2pB2r Kmbi #2
F2Ti +QM}/2MiB�H �M/ MQi mb2/ 7Q` T2`bQM�H �/p�Mi�;2X J�Mmb+`BTib `2+2Bp2/ 7Q` `2pB2r
Kmbi #2 i`2�i2/ �b +QM}/2MiB�H /Q+mK2MibX AM7Q`K�iBQM +QMi�BM2/ BM � bm#KBii2/ K�@
Mmb+`BTi Kmbi MQi #2 b?QrM iQ Q` /Bb+mbb2/ rBi? Qi?2`b rBi?Qmi r`Bii2M T2`KBbbBQM Q7



± *XLGHOLQHV /;,

i?2 1/BiQ`@BM@+?B27 Q` 1/BiQ`bX

_2pB2rb b?�HH +QMi�BM MQ T2`bQM�H +`BiB+BbK Q7 �mi?Q`bX _2pB2r2`b b?QmH/ +H2�`Hv
2tT`2bb i?2B` pB2rb rBi? bmTTQ`iBM; �`;mK2Mib- �M/ `2pB2rb b?QmH/ #2 +QM/m+i2/ Q#@
D2+iBp2Hv �M/ +QMbi`m+iBp2HvX

_2pB2r2`b b?QmH/ B/2MiB7v `2H2p�Mi Tm#HBb?2/ rQ`F i?�i ?�b MQi #22M +Bi2/ #v i?2
�mi?Q`bX A7 � `2pB2r2` }M/b �Mv bm#bi�MiB�H bBKBH�`Biv Q` Qp2`H�T #2ir22M i?2 bm#KBi@
i2/ K�Mmb+`BTi �M/ �Mv Qi?2` Tm#HBb?2/ rQ`Fb- i?2 1/BiQ`@BM@+?B27 Q` 1/BiQ`b Kmbi #2
MQiB}2/ T`QKTiHvX 1/BiQ`b rBHH `272` iQ TQHB+B2b �M/ T`Q+2/m`2b `2;�`/BM; TH�;B�`BbK iQ
B/2MiB7v �M/ `2�+i iQ �++mb�iBQMb Q7 TH�;B�`BbKX

A7 � `2pB2r2` /Bb+Qp2`b � +QM~B+i Q7 BMi2`2bi rBi? �M �bbB;M2/ K�Mmb+`BTi U`2bmHiBM;
7`QK +QKT2iBiBp2- +QHH�#Q`�iBp2- Q` Qi?2` `2H�iBQMb?BTb Q` +QMM2+iBQMb rBi? �Mv Q7 i?2
�mi?Q`b- +QKT�MB2b- Q` BMbiBimiBQMbV i?2 1/BiQ`@BM@+?B27 Q` 1/BiQ`b Kmbi #2 MQiB}2/
T`QKTiHv iQ #2 2t+mb2/ 7`QK i?2 `2pB2r T`Q+2bbX

�Mv `2pB2r2` r?Q 722Hb mM[m�HB}2/ iQ `2pB2r �M �bbB;M2/ K�Mmb+`BTi Q` mM�#H2 iQ
T`QpB/2 � T`QKTi `2pB2r b?QmH/ MQiB7v i?2 1/BiQ`@BM@+?B27 Q` 1/BiQ`b iQ #2 2t+mb2/
7`QK i?2 `2pB2r T`Q+2bbX

'XWLHV RI $XWKRUV

�mi?Q`b Q7 K�Mmb+`BTib Q7 Q`B;BM�H `2b2�`+? b?QmH/ T`2b2Mi �M �++m`�i2 �++QmMi Q7
i?2 rQ`F T2`7Q`K2/ �b r2HH �b �M Q#D2+iBp2 /Bb+mbbBQM Q7 Bib bB;MB}+�M+2X lM/2`HvBM;
/�i� b?QmH/ #2 `2T`2b2Mi2/ �++m`�i2Hv BM i?2 K�Mmb+`BTiX � K�Mmb+`BTi b?QmH/ +QMi�BM
bm{+B2Mi /2i�BH �M/ `272`2M+2b iQ T2`KBi Qi?2`b iQ `2THB+�i2 i?2 rQ`FX 6`�m/mH2Mi Q`
FMQrBM;Hv BM�++m`�i2 bi�i2K2Mib +QMbiBimi2 mM2i?B+�H #2?�pBQm` �M/ �`2 mM�++2Ti�#H2X

S22` `2pB2r Bb i?2 7QmM/�iBQM Q7 i?2 DQm`M�H Tm#HB+�iBQM T`Q+2bbX "v bm#KBiiBM; �
K�Mmb+`BTi- �M �mi?Q` �;`22b iQ #2 �M �+iBp2 �M/ `2bTQMbBp2 T�`iB+BT�Mi BM #v `2bTQM@
/BM; iBK2Hv �M/ �TT`QT`B�i2Hv iQ `2pB2r2` +QKK2MibX

�mi?Q`b K�v #2 �bF2/ iQ T`QpB/2 i?2 `�r /�i� BM +QMM2+iBQM rBi? � K�Mmb+`BTi 7Q`
2/BiQ`B�H `2pB2r- b?QmH/ #2 T`2T�`2/ iQ T`QpB/2 �++2bb iQ bm+? /�i�- �M/ b?QmH/ `2i�BM
bm+? /�i� 7Q` � `2�bQM�#H2 iBK2 �7i2` Tm#HB+�iBQMX

Ai Bb 2bb2MiB�H i?�i 2/BiQ`b �M/ `2pB2r2`b #2 iQH/ #v i?2 �mi?Q`b r?2M �Mv TQ`iBQM Q7
� K�Mmb+`BTi Bb #�b2/ ?2�pBHv QM T`2pBQmb rQ`F- 2p2M B7 i?Bb rQ`F ?�b #22M r`Bii2M #v
QM2 Q` KQ`2 Q7 i?2 �mi?Q`bX Ai Bb i?2 `2bTQMbB#BHBiv Q7 i?2 �mi?Q` MQi QMHv iQ +Bi2 i?2
T`2pBQmb rQ`F- BM+Hm/BM; ?Bb Q` ?2` QrM- #mi iQ T`QpB/2 �M BM/B+�iBQM Q7 i?2 2ti2Mi iQ
r?B+? � K�Mmb+`BTi /2T2M/b QM i?Bb rQ`FX h?2 2/BiQ`@BM@+?B27 rBHH `272` iQ TQHB+B2b �M/
T`Q+2/m`2b `2;�`/BM; TH�;B�`BbK iQ B/2MiB7v �M/ `2�+i iQ �++mb�iBQMb Q7 TH�;B�`BbKX

S`QT2` �+FMQrH2/;K2Mi Q7 i?2 rQ`F Q7 Qi?2`b Kmbi �Hr�vb #2 ;Bp2MX �mi?Q`b b?QmH/
+Bi2 Tm#HB+�iBQMb i?�i ?�p2 #22M BM~m2MiB�H BM /2i2`KBMBM; i?2 M�im`2 Q7 i?2 `2TQ`i2/
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rQ`FX

AM+HmbBQM Q7 +Bi�iBQMb BM � bm#KBii2/ K�Mmb+`BTi rBi? i?2 T`BK�`v Tm`TQb2 Q7 BM@
+`2�bBM; i?2 MmK#2` Q7 +Bi�iBQMb iQ � ;Bp2M �mi?Q`Ƕb rQ`F Q` iQ �`iB+H2b Tm#HBb?2/ BM �
T�`iB+mH�` DQm`M�H +QMbiBimi2b mM2i?B+�H #2?�pBQm`X

6�HbB7vBM; Q` 7�#`B+�iBM; MmK2`B+�H Q` 2tT2`BK2Mi�H /�i� Q` `2bmHib BM � bm#KBii2/
K�Mmb+`BTi +QMbiBimi2b mM2i?B+�H #2?�pBQm`X

�mi?Q`b?BT Kmbi #2 HBKBi2/ iQ i?Qb2 r?Q ?�p2 K�/2 � bB;MB}+�Mi +QMi`B#miBQM iQ
i?2 +QM+2TiBQM- /2bB;M- 2t2+miBQM- Q` BMi2`T`2i�iBQM Q7 i?2 `2TQ`i2/ bim/vX �HH i?Qb2
r?Q ?�p2 K�/2 bB;MB}+�Mi +QMi`B#miBQMb b?QmH/ #2 HBbi2/ �b +Q@�mi?Q`bX q?2`2 i?2`2
�`2 Qi?2`b r?Q ?�p2 T�`iB+BT�i2/ BM +2`i�BM bm#bi�MiBp2 �bT2+ib Q7 i?2 `2b2�`+? T`QD2+i-
i?2v b?QmH/ #2 �+FMQrH2/;2/ Q` HBbi2/ �b +QMi`B#miQ`bX

Ai Bb i?2 �mi?Q`Ƕb `2bTQMbB#BHBiv iQ T`QKTiHv MQiB7v i?2 2/BiQ`@BM@+?B27 Q` �bbQ+B�i2
2/BiQ` B7 � bB;MB}+�Mi 2``Q` Q` BM�++m`�+v Bb /Bb+Qp2`2/ BM � Tm#HBb?2/ rQ`F bQ i?�i i?2
DQm`M�H +�M `2i`�+i Q` +Q``2+i i?2 T�T2` �b [mB+FHv �b TQbbB#H2X

�M �mi?Q` b?QmH/ MQi Tm#HBb? K�Mmb+`BTib /2b+`B#BM; 2bb2MiB�HHv i?2 b�K2 `2b2�`+?
BM KQ`2 i?�M QM2 DQm`M�H Q` T`BK�`v Tm#HB+�iBQMX A7 �mi?Q`b ?�p2 mb2/ i?2B` QrM T`2@
pBQmbHv Tm#HBb?2/ rQ`F- Q` rQ`F i?�i Bb +m``2MiHv mM/2` `2pB2r- �b i?2 #�bBb 7Q` �
bm#KBii2/ K�Mmb+`BTi- i?2v �`2 `2[mB`2/ iQ +Bi2 i?2 T`2pBQmb rQ`F �M/ BM/B+�i2 ?Qr
i?2B` bm#KBii2/ K�Mmb+`BTi Qz2`b MQp2H +QMi`B#miBQMb #2vQM/ i?Qb2 Q7 i?2 T`2pBQmb
rQ`FX am#KBiiBM; i?2 b�K2 K�Mmb+`BTi iQ KQ`2 i?�M QM2 DQm`M�H +QM+m``2MiHv +QMbiB@
imi2b mM2i?B+�H #2?�pBQm`X _2/mM/�Mi Tm#HB+�iBQMb BMpQHp2 i?2 BM�TT`QT`B�i2 /BpBbBQM
Q7 bim/v Qmi+QK2b BMiQ b2p2`�H �`iB+H2bX J�Mmb+`BTib i?�i �`2 7QmM/ iQ ?�p2 #22M Tm@
#HBb?2/ 2Hb2r?2`2- iQ #2 mM/2` `2pB2r 2Hb2r?2`2- Q` iQ ?�p2 #22M Tm#HBb?2/ Q` bm#KBii2/
rBi? mM/Bb+HQb2/ `2/mM/�Mi /�i� rBHH #2 bm#D2+i iQ i?2 T`Q+2/m`2b �M/ T2M�HiB2bX

&RUUHVSRQGLQJ $XWKRU

h?2 M�K2- �//`2bb- �M/ p�HB/ 2K�BH �//`2bb Q7 i?2 +Q``2bTQM/BM; �mi?Q` Kmbi #2 T`Q@
pB/2/X h?2 +Q``2bTQM/BM; �mi?Q` Bb i?2 �mi?Q` `2bTQMbB#H2 7Q` +QKKmMB+�iBM; rBi? i?2
DQm`M�H 7Q` Tm#HB+�iBQMX h?2 +Q``2bTQM/BM; �mi?Q` Bb `2bTQMbB#H2 7Q` 2Mbm`BM; i?�i �HH
�TT`QT`B�i2 +Q@�mi?Q`b �M/ MQ BM�TT`QT`B�i2 +Q@�mi?Q`b �`2 BM+Hm/2/ QM i?2 K�Mmb+`BTi
�M/ i?�i �HH +Q@�mi?Q`b ?�p2 b22M �M/ �TT`Qp2/ i?2 }M�H p2`bBQM Q7 i?2 K�Mmb+`BTi �M/
?�p2 �;`22/ iQ Bib bm#KBbbBQM 7Q` Tm#HB+�iBQMX

)XQGLQJ 6RXUFHV

6mM/BM; bQm`+2b 7Q` i?2 `2b2�`+? `2TQ`i2/ BM i?2 K�Mmb+`BTi b?QmH/ #2 /mHv �+FMQrH2/@
;2/X Ai Bb i?2 `2bTQMbB#BHBiv Q7 i?2 �mi?Q`b iQ 7QHHQr �Mv Tm#HBb?BM; K�M/�i2b QmiHBM2/
#v i?2B` 7mM/BM; Q`;�MBx�iBQMbX



± *XLGHOLQHV /;,,,

�HH bQm`+2b Q7 }M�M+B�H bmTTQ`i 7Q` i?2 T`QD2+i Q` �Mv bm#bi�MiBp2 +QM~B+i Q7 BMi2`2bi
i?�i KB;?i #2 BMi2`T`2i2/ iQ BM~m2M+2 i?2 `2bmHib Kmbi #2 /Bb+HQb2/X

6DQFWLRQV

AM i?2 2p2Mi Q7 /Q+mK2Mi2/ pBQH�iBQMb Q7 �Mv Q7 i?2b2 2i?B+�H ;mB/2HBM2b- i?2 2/BiQ`@
BM@+?B27 Q7 i?2 S2`bT2+iBp�b Ĝ CQm`M�H Q7 SQHBiB+�H a+B2M+2 U�+iBM; BM/2T2M/2MiHv Q` BM
+QMbmHi�iBQM rBi? i?2 S2`bT2+iBp�b Ĝ CQm`M�H Q7 SQHBiB+�H a+B2M+2 1/BiQ`B�H h2�KV K�v,

RX AKK2/B�i2Hv `2D2+i i?2 BM7`BM;BM; K�Mmb+`BTiX

kX AKK2/B�i2Hv `2D2+i 2p2`v Qi?2` K�Mmb+`BTi bm#KBii2/ iQ S2`bT2+iBp�b Ĝ CQm`M�H Q7
SQHBiB+�H a+B2M+2 #v �Mv Q7 i?2 �mi?Q`b Q7 i?2 BM7`BM;BM; K�Mmb+`BTiX

jX S`Q?B#Bi �HH i?2 �mi?Q`b 7`QK bm#KBiiBM; M2r K�Mmb+`BTib iQ S2`bT2+iBp�b Ĝ CQm`M�H
Q7 SQHBiB+�H a+B2M+2- 2Bi?2` BM/BpB/m�HHv Q` BM +QK#BM�iBQM rBi? Qi?2` �mi?Q`b Q7 i?2
BM7`BM;BM; K�Mmb+`BTi- �b r2HH �b BM +QK#BM�iBQM rBi? �Mv Qi?2` �mi?Q`bX

9X S`Q?B#Bi �HH �mi?Q`b 7`QK b2`pBM; QM i?2 2/BiQ`B�H #Q�`/ Q7 S2`bT2+iBp�b Ĝ CQm`M�H
Q7 SQHBiB+�H a+B2M+2X

8X AM +�b2b r?2`2 i?2 pBQH�iBQMb Q7 i?2 2i?B+�H ;mB/2HBM2b �`2 /22K2/ T�`iB+mH�`Hv Qm@
i`�;2Qmb- S2`bT2+iBp�b Ĝ CQm`M�H Q7 SQHBiB+�H a+B2M+2 `2b2`p2b i?2 `B;?i iQ BKTQb2
�//BiBQM�H b�M+iBQMbX
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'HFODUDomR GH eWLFD H GH 0iV�SUiWLFDV GD 3HUVSHFWLYDV

S2`bT2+iBp�b- CQm`M�H Q7 SQHBiB+�H a+B2M+2 û mK� `2pBbi� +B2Miő}+� /2 `2pBb½Q �MƦMBK�
TQ` T�`2bX � `2pBbi� S2`bT2+iBp�b �bbmK2 Q +QKT`QKBbbQ /2 ;�`�MiB` ûiB+� M� Tm#HB+�@
Ï½Q 2 [m�HB/�/2 /Qb �`iB;QbX SQ`i�MiQ- 2bT2`�@b2 [m2 Qb �miQ`2b- 2/BiQ`2b- `2pBbQ`2b 2 Q
2/BiQ` +mKT`�K Qb T�/`Ǥ2b /2 +QKTQ`i�K2MiQ ûiB+QX

hQ/�b �b T�`i2b 2MpQHpB/�b M� Tm#HB+�Ï½Q /2 mK �`iB;Q M2bi� `2pBbi� U2/BiQ`2b- `2@
pBbQ`2b- �miQ`2bV /2p2K b2;mB` �b Q`B2Mi�ÏǤ2b /2 +QKTQ`i�K2MiQ ûiB+QX 1/BiQ`2b 2 `2@
pBbQ`2b /2p2K K�Mi2` Q#D2iBpB/�/2 2 +QM}/2M+B�HB/�/2 2 ;2`B` TQbbőp2Bb +QM~BiQb /2
BMi2`2bb2X Pb �miQ`2b /2p2K b2` őMi2;`Qb 2 /BpmH;�` �b bm�b 7QMi2b 2 }M�M+B�/Q`2bX J�Bb
T`2+Bb�K2Mi2- T�`� ;�`�MiB` Tm#HB+�ÏǤ2b /2 �Hi� [m�HB/�/2- +QM}�MÏ� /Q Tȹ#HB+Q M�b
/2b+Q#2`i�b +B2Miő}+�b 2 �bb2;m`�` [m2 Q /2pB/Q +`û/BiQ û �i`B#mő/Q �Qb iBimH�`2b /�b
B/2B�b 2 `2bmHi�/Qb +B2Miő}+Qb- Qb T�/`Ǥ2b ûiB+Qb T�`� Tm#HB+�Ï½Q M� S2`bT2+iBp�b@ CQm`@
M�H Q7 SQHBiB+�H a+B2M+2 BM+Hm2K- K�b M½Q b2 HBKBi�K �Q b2;mBMi2,

(TXLSD (GLWRULDO

P 1/BiQ`@BM@*?B27 û MQK2�/Q T2HQ *QMb2H?Q *B2Miő}+Q /Q *2Mi`Q /2 AMp2biB;�Ï½Q 2K
*BāM+B� SQHőiB+� U*A*SVX Zm�Bb[m2` T`2Q+mT�ÏǤ2b `2H�iBp�b ¨ +QM/mi� /Q 1/BiQ`@BM@
*?B27 /2p2K b2` 2M+�KBM?�/�b �Q .B`2iQ` /Q *A*SX Pb 1/BiQ`2b b2;m2K �b BM/B+�ÏǤ2b
/Q 1/BiQ`@BM@*?B27- 2 [m�Bb[m2` T`2Q+mT�ÏǤ2b `2H�iBp�b ¨ +QM/mi� /Qb 1/BiQ`2b /2p2K
b2` /B`2+BQM�/�b �Q 1/BiQ`@BM@+?B27X

2EULJDo}HV GRV (GLWRUHV

*QK #�b2 M�b `2pBbǤ2b �MƦMBK�b TQ` T�`2b- Q 1/BiQ`@BM@*?B27 2 � 1[mBT� 1/BiQ`B�H
b½Q `2bTQMb�p2Bb TQ` /2i2`KBM�` [m�Bb Qb K�Mmb+`BiQb b½Q Qb K�Bb �/2[m�/Qb T�`�
Tm#HB+�Ï½QX

Pb 1/BiQ`2b /2p2K �p�HB�` Qb K�Mmb+`BiQb +QK #�b2 2K b2m Kû`BiQ +B2Miő}+Q- b2K
+QMbB/2`�` `�Ï�- ;ûM2`Q- Q`B2Mi�Ï½Q b2tm�H- +`2MÏ� `2HB;BQb�- Q`B;2K ûiMB+�- +B/�/�MB�
Qm }HQbQ}� TQHőiB+� /Qb �miQ`2bX

�b `2pBbǤ2b /2p2K b2` �TQB�/�b TQ` �`;mK2MiQb Q#D2iBpQb 2 +H�`Qb [m2 �TQB�K Q
�miQ` � K2H?Q`�` Q �`iB;QX Pb `2pBbQ`2b M½Q TQ/2K- 2K +B`+mMbi�M+B� �H;mK�- iB`�`
T`Qp2BiQ /2 BM7Q`K�ÏǤ2b Qm B/2B�b T`BpBH2;B�/�b Q#iB/�b TQ` K2BQ /2 `2pBb½Q TQ` T�`2b
T�`� Q#i2` p�Mi�;2Mb T2bbQ�BbX
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3ROtWLFDV� 3URFHGLPHQWRV H ,QWHJULGDGH

P 1/BiQ`@BM@*?B27 2 � 1[mBT� 1/BiQ`B�H b½Q Q`B2Mi�/Qb T2H�b TQHőiB+�b /Q 1/BiQ`B�H "Q�`/
/� `2pBbi� bQ#`2 /B7�K�Ï½Q- pBQH�Ï½Q /2 /B`2BiQb /2 �miQ` 2 TH�;BQX P 1/BiQ`@BM@*?B27
�p�HB�`� +QMiBMm�K2Mi2 Qb 272BiQb /�b TQHőiB+�b /� `2pBbi� MQ +QKTQ`i�K2MiQ /Qb �miQ@
`2b 2 `2pBbQ`2b- `2p2M/Q �b TQHőiB+�b +QM7Q`K2 M2+2bb�`BQ- BM+2MiBp�M/Q Q +QKTQ`i�K2MiQ
`2bTQMb�p2H 2 /2b2M+Q`�D�M/Q � K� +QM/mi�X

�b /2+BbǤ2b /2 �+2Bi�` Qm `2D2Bi�` mK K�Mmb+`BiQ T�`� Tm#HB+�Ï½Q b½Q #�b2�/�b M�
BKTQ`i�M+B�- Q`B;BM�HB/�/2- +H�`2x� 2 p�HB/�/2 2 `2H2p�M+B� /Q 2bim/Q T�`� � _2pBbi�X
i2tiBi S2`bT2+iBp�b@ CQm`M�H Q7 SQHBiB+�H a+B2M+2 MmM+� +QMbB/2`�`� � `�Ï�- ;ûM2`Q- Q`B@
2Mi�Ï½Q b2tm�H- +`2MÏ�b `2HB;BQb�b- Q`B;2K ûiMB+�- +B/�/�MB� Qm }HQbQ}� TQHőiB+� /2 mK
�miQ`X

�b BM7Q`K�ÏǤ2b /2 B/2MiB}+�Ï½Q b2`½Q `2KQpB/�b /Qb K�Mmb+`BiQb T�`� [m2 Qb `2@
pBbQ`2b M½Q i2M?�K �+2bbQ � [m�H[m2` BM7Q`K�Ï½Q bQ#`2 Qb �miQ`2b 2 pB+2@p2`b�X Pb
+QK2Mi�`BQb /Qb `2pBbQ`2b �Qb 2/BiQ`2b b½Q 2bi`Bi�K2Mi2 +QM}/2M+B�Bb- 2 Qb +QK2Mi�`BQb
/Qb `2pBbQ`2b �Qb �miQ`2b b2`½Q �MƦMBKQbX Pb MQK2b /Qb `2pBbQ`2b b2`½Q +QM?2+B/Qb
�T2M�b T2HQ 1/BiQ`@BM@*?B27- 1/BiQ`2b 2 1[mBT� 1/BiQ`B�H 2 T2`K�M2+2`½Q 2bi`Bi�K2Mi2
+QM}/2M+B�Bb T�`� Qb �miQ`2b 2 Qmi`Qb `2pBbQ`2bX Pb MQK2b /Qb �miQ`2b b2`½Q +QM?2+B@
/Qb �T2M�b T2HQ _2/�iQ`- 1/BiQ`@BM@*?B27- 1/BiQ`2b 2 1[mBT� 2/BiQ`B�H 2 T2`K�M2+2`½Q
2bi`Bi�K2Mi2 +QM}/2M+B�Bb T�`� Qb `2pBbQ`2bX

P 1/BiQ`@BM@*?B27- Qb 1/BiQ`2b 2 � 1[mBT� 1/BiQ`B�H M½Q /BpmH;�`½Q [m�H[m2` BM@
7Q`K�Ï½Q bQ#`2 mK K�Mmb+`BiQ T�`� �HûK /Qb �miQ`2b- `2pBbQ`2b- TQi2M+B�Bb `2pBbQ`2b-
Qmi`Qb +QMbmHiQ`2b 2/BiQ`B�Bb 2 Q `2/�iQ`X

&RQIOLWR GH ,QWHUHVVHV H (UURV HP 7UDEDOKRV 3XEOLFDGRV

S�`� ;�`�MiB` `2bTQMb�#BHB/�/2 2 i`�MbT�`āM+B�- Q 1/BiQ`@BM@*?B27 2bi�#2H2+2`� K2BQb
T�`� ;2`B` +QM~BiQb /2 BMi2`2bb2 T�`� Q T`ƦT`BQ- T�`� Q bi�z- �miQ`2b- `2pBbQ`2b 2 K2K@
#`Qb /� 1[mBT� 1/BiQ`B�HX

ú /� `2bTQMb�#BHB/�/2 /Q 1/BiQ`@BM@*?B27 BMp2biB;�` BK2/B�i�K2Mi2 �b �+mb�ÏǤ2b /2
2``Qb MQ i`�#�H?Q Tm#HB+�/Q 2 ;�`�MiB` [m2 �b +Q``2ÏǤ2b 2 `2i`�i�ÏǤ2b b2D�K Tm#HB+�/�b
/2 K�M2B`� T`2+Bb� 2 QTQ`imM�X

2EULJDo}HV GRV 5HYLVRUHV

Pb `2pBbQ`2b /2p2K `2bT2Bi�` � +QM}/2M+B�HB/�/2 /Q T`Q+2bbQ /2 `2pBb½QX �b `2pBbǤ2b
/2p2K b2` #�b2�/�b 2K �`;mK2MiQb Q#D2iBpQb 2 +H�`Qb [m2 �Dm/�K Q �miQ` � K2H?Q`�`
Qb K�Mmb+`BiQbX Pb `2pBbQ`2b M½Q TQ/2K- 2K +B`+mMbi�M+B� �H;mK�- iB`�` T`Qp2BiQ /�b
BM7Q`K�ÏǤ2b T`BpBH2;B�/�b Qm /�b B/2B�b Q#iB/�b TQ` K2BQ /� `2pBb½Q TQ` T�`2b T�`�
Q#i2` p�Mi�;2Mb T2bbQ�BbX

AM7Q`K�ÏǤ2b Qm B/2B�b T�`iB+mH�`2b Q#iB/�b TQ` K2BQ /� `2pBb½Q TQ` T�`2b /2p2K b2`
K�MiB/�b 2K bB;BHQ 2 M½Q mb�/�b T�`� p�Mi�;2K T2bbQ�HX Pb K�Mmb+`BiQb `2+2#B/Qb T�`�
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`2pBb½Q /2p2K b2` i`�i�/Qb +QKQ /Q+mK2MiQb +QM}/2M+B�BbX �b BM7Q`K�ÏǤ2b +QMiB/�b
MmK K�Mmb+`BiQ 2MpB�/Q M½Q /2p2K b2` KQbi`�/�b Qm /Bb+miB/�b +QK Qmi`�b T2bbQ�b
b2K � T2`KBbb½Q TQ` 2b+`BiQ /Q 1/BiQ`@BM@*?B27 Qm /Qb 1/BiQ`2bX

�b `2pBbǤ2b M½Q /2p2K +QMi2` +`őiB+�b T2bbQ�Bb �Qb �miQ`2bX Pb `2pBbQ`2b /2p2K 2t@
T`2bb�` +H�`�K2Mi2 bm�b QTBMBǤ2b +QK �`;mK2MiQb /2 �TQBQ- 2 �b `2pBbǤ2b /2p2K b2`
+QM/mxB/�b /2 7Q`K� Q#D2iBp� 2 +QMbi`miBp�X

Pb `2pBbQ`2b /2p2K B/2MiB}+�` i`�#�H?Qb Tm#HB+�/Qb `2H2p�Mi2b [m2 M½Q i2M?�K bB/Q
+Bi�/Qb T2HQb �miQ`2bX a2 mK `2pBbQ` 2M+QMi`�` �H;mK� b2K2H?�MÏ� Qm bQ#`2TQbBÏ½Q
bm#bi�M+B�H 2Mi`2 Q K�Mmb+`BiQ 2MpB�/Q 2 [m�Bb[m2` Qmi`Qb i`�#�H?Qb Tm#HB+�/Qb- Q
1/BiQ`@BM@*?B27 Qm Qb 1/BiQ`2b /2p2`½Q b2` MQiB}+�/Qb BK2/B�i�K2Mi2X Pb 1/BiQ`2b B`½Q
#�b2�`@b2 M�b TQHőiB+�b 2 T`Q+2/BK2MiQb T`2pBbiQb T�`� bBim�ÏǤ2b /2 TH�;BQ T�`� B/2MiB@
}+�` 2 `2�;B` ¨b �+mb�ÏǤ2b /2 TH�;BQX

a2 mK `2pBbQ` /2b+Q#`B` mK +QM~BiQ /2 BMi2`2bb2b MmK K�Mmb+`BiQ U`2bmHi�Mi2 /2
`2H�ÏǤ2b Qm +QM2tǤ2b +QKT2iBiBp�b- +QH�#Q`�iBp�b Qm Qmi`�b +QK [m�H[m2` mK /Qb �m@
iQ`2b- 2KT`2b�b Qm BMbiBimBÏǤ2bV- /2p2`½Q MQiB}+�` /2 BK2/B�iQ Q 1/BiQ`@BM@*?B27 Qm Qb
1/BiQ`2b T�`� b2`2K /BbT2Mb�/Qb /Q T`Q+2bbQ /2 `2pBb½QX

Zm�H[m2` `2pBbQ` [m2 M½Q b2 bBMi� [m�HB}+�/Q T�`� `2p2` mK K�Mmb+`BiQ Qm BM+�T�x
/2 7Q`M2+2` mK� `2pBb½Q BK2/B�i� /2p2 MQiB}+�` Q 1/BiQ`@BM@*?B27 Qm Qb 1/BiQ`2b T�`�
b2`2K /BbT2Mb�/Qb gg/Q T`Q+2bbQ /2 `2pBb½QX
X

2EULJDo}HV GRV $XWRUHV

Pb �miQ`2b /2 K�Mmb+`BiQb /2 BMp2biB;�ÏǤ2b Q`B;BM�Bb /2p2K �T`2b2Mi�` mK `2H�iQ T`2@
+BbQ /Q i`�#�H?Q `2�HBx�/Q- �bbBK +QKQ mK� /Bb+mbb½Q Q#D2iBp� /2 b2m bB;MB}+�/QX Pb
/�/Qb bm#D�+2Mi2b /2p2K b2` `2T`2b2Mi�/Qb +QK T`2+Bb½Q MQ K�Mmb+`BiQX lK K�Mmb@
+`BiQ /2p2 +QMi2` /2i�H?2b 2 `272`āM+B�b bm}+B2Mi2b T�`� T2`KBiB` [m2 Qmi`Qb TQbb�K
`2THB+�` Q i`�#�H?QX .2+H�`�ÏǤ2b 7`�m/mH2Mi�b Qm +QMb+B2Mi2K2Mi2 BKT`2+Bb�b +QMbiB@
im2K +QKTQ`i�K2MiQ �MiB@ûiB+Q 2 b½Q BM�+2Bi�p2BbX

� `2pBb½Q TQ` T�`2b û � #�b2 /Q T`Q+2bbQ /2 Tm#HB+�Ï½Q /� `2pBbi�X �Q 2MpB�` mK
K�Mmb+`BiQ- Q �miQ` +QM+Q`/� b2` mK T�`iB+BT�Mi2 �iBpQ 2 `2bTQMbBpQ- `2bTQM/2M/Q QTQ`@
imM� 2 �/2[m�/�K2Mi2 �Qb +QK2Mi�`BQb /Qb `2pBbQ`2bX

Pb �miQ`2b TQ/2K b2` bQHB+Bi�/Qb � 7Q`M2+2` Qb /�/Qb #`miQb 2K +QM2t½Q +QK mK
K�Mmb+`BiQ T�`� `2pBb½Q 2/BiQ`B�H- /2p2K 2bi�` T`2T�`�/Qb T�`� 7Q`M2+2` �+2bbQ � 2bb2b
/�/Qb 2 /2p2K `2iā@HQb TQ` mK i2KTQ `�xQ�p2H �TƦb � Tm#HB+�Ï½QX

ú 2bb2M+B�H [m2 Qb 1/BiQ`2b 2 `2pBbQ`2b b2D�K BM7Q`K�/Qb T2HQb �miQ`2b [m�M/Q [m�H@
[m2` T�`i2 /2 mK K�Mmb+`BiQ b2 #�b2B� 7Q`i2K2Mi2 2K i`�#�H?Qb �Mi2`BQ`2b- K2bKQ [m2
2bi2 i`�#�H?Q i2M?� bB/Q 2b+`BiQ TQ` mK Qm K�Bb �miQ`2bX ú /� `2bTQMb�#BHB/�/2 /Q �m@
iQ` M½Q �T2M�b +Bi�` Q i`�#�H?Q �Mi2`BQ`- BM+HmBM/Q Q b2m- K�b 7Q`M2+2` mK� BM/B+�Ï½Q
/� 2ti2Mb½Q 2K [m2 mK K�Mmb+`BiQ /2T2M/2 /2bb2 i`�#�H?QX P 1/BiQ`@BM@*?B27 7�`�
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`272`āM+B� � TQHőiB+�b 2 T`Q+2/BK2MiQb `2H�iBpQb �Q TH�;BQ T�`� B/2MiB}+�` 2 `2�;B` ¨b
�+mb�ÏǤ2b /2 TH�;BQX

P `2+QM?2+BK2MiQ �/2[m�/Q /Q i`�#�H?Q /2 Qmi`Qb /2p2 b2KT`2 b2` �i`B#mő/QX Pb
�miQ`2b /2p2K +Bi�` Tm#HB+�ÏǤ2b [m2 BM~m2M+B�`�K M� /2i2`KBM�Ï½Q /� M�im`2x� /Q
i`�#�H?Q `2H�i�/QX

� BM+Hmb½Q /2 +Bi�ÏǤ2b MmK K�Mmb+`BiQ 2MpB�/Q +QK Q Q#D2iBpQ T`BM+BT�H /2 �mK2M@
i�` Q MȹK2`Q /2 +Bi�ÏǤ2b MQ i`�#�H?Q /2 mK /2i2`KBM�/Q �miQ` Qm 2K �`iB;Qb Tm#HB+�/Qb
MmK� /2i2`KBM�/� `2pBbi� +QMbiBimB mK +QKTQ`i�K2MiQ �MiB@ûiB+QX

� 7�HbB}+�Ï½Q Qm 7�#`B+�Ï½Q /2 /�/Qb Qm `2bmHi�/Qb MmKû`B+Qb Qm 2tT2`BK2Mi�Bb MmK
K�Mmb+`BiQ 2MpB�/Q +QMbiBimB mK +QKTQ`i�K2MiQ �MiB@ûiB+QX

� �miQ`B� /2p2 b2` HBKBi�/� ¨[m2H2b [m2 }x2`�K mK� +QMi`B#mBÏ½Q bB;MB}+�iBp� T�`�
� +QM+2Ï½Q- /2bB;M- 2t2+mÏ½Q Qm BMi2`T`2i�Ï½Q /Q 2bim/Q `2H�i�/QX hQ/Qb �[m2H2b [m2
}x2`�K +QMi`B#mBÏǤ2b bB;MB}+�iBp�b /2p2K b2` BMi2;`�/Qb +QKQ +Q�miQ`2bX Zm�M/Q 2tBb@
iB`2K i2`+2B`Qb [m2 i2M?�K T�`iB+BT�/Q 2K +2`iQb �bT2iQb bm#bi�MiBpQb /Q T`QD2iQ /2
BMp2biB;�Ï½Q- /2p2`½Q b2` `2+QM?2+B/Qb Qm BMi2;`�/Qb +QKQ +QH�#Q`�/Q`2bX

ú /� `2bTQMb�#BHB/�/2 /Q �miQ` MQiB}+�` BK2/B�i�K2Mi2 Q 1/BiQ`@BM@*?B27 Qm Qb
1/BiQ`2b b2 mK 2``Q bB;MB}+�iBpQ Qm BKT`2+Bb½Q 7Q` /2b+Q#2`iQ MmK i`�#�H?Q Tm#HB+�/Q-
T�`� [m2 � `2pBbi� TQbb� `2i`�B` Qm +Q``B;B` Q i`�#�H?Q +QK � K�BQ` #`2pB/�/2 TQbbőp2HX

lK �miQ` M½Q /2p2 Tm#HB+�` K�Mmb+`BiQb [m2 /2b+`2p�K 2bb2M+B�HK2Mi2 � K2bK�
BMp2biB;�Ï½Q 2K K�Bb /2 mK� `2pBbi� Qm � Tm#HB+�Ï½Q T`BM+BT�HX a2 Qb �miQ`2b iBp2`2K
mb�/Q b2m T`ƦT`BQ i`�#�H?Q Tm#HB+�/Q �Mi2`BQ`K2Mi2- Qm i`�#�H?Q �im�HK2Mi2 2K `2pB@
b½Q- +QKQ #�b2 T�`� mK K�Mmb+`BiQ 2MpB�/Q- /2p2`½Q +Bi�` Q i`�#�H?Q �Mi2`BQ` 2 BM/B+�`
+QKQ Q K�Mmb+`BiQ 2MpB�/Q Q72`2+2 MQp�b +QMi`B#mBÏǤ2b T�`� �HûK /�b /Q i`�#�H?Q �M@
i2`BQ`X am#K2i2` Q K2bKQ K�Mmb+`BiQ � K�Bb /2 mK� `2pBbi� +QMbiBimB bBKmHi�M2�K2Mi2
mK +QKTQ`i�K2MiQ �MiB@ûiB+QX Sm#HB+�ÏǤ2b `2/mM/�Mi2b 2MpQHp2K � /BpBb½Q BM�/2[m�/�
/Qb `2bmHi�/Qb /Q 2bim/Q 2K p�`BQb �`iB;QbX Pb K�Mmb+`BiQb [m2 7Q`�K Tm#HB+�/Qb 2K
Qmi`Qb Hm;�`2b- [m2 b2 2M+QMi`�K 2K `2pBb½Q gg2K Qmi`Qb Hm;�`2b Qm [m2 7Q`�K Tm#HB+�/Qb
Qm 2MpB�/Qb +QK /�/Qb `2/mM/�Mi2b M½Q /BpmH;�/Qb 2bi�`½Q bmD2BiQb �Qb T`Q+2/BK2MiQb
2 b�MÏǤ2bX

$XWRU &RUUHVSRQGHQWH

P MQK2 2 Q 2M/2`2ÏQ /2 2K�BH p�HB/Q /Q �miQ` +Q``2bTQM/2Mi2 b½Q /�/Qb � b2` 7Q`M2+B@
/QbX P �miQ` +Q``2bTQM/2Mi2 û Q �miQ` `2bTQMb�p2H T2H� +QKmMB+�Ï½Q +QK � `2pBbi� T�`�
Tm#HB+�Ï½QX P �miQ` +Q``2bTQM/2Mi2 û `2bTQMb�p2H TQ` ;�`�MiB` [m2 iQ/Qb Qb +Q�miQ`2b
b2D�K BM+Hmő/Qb MQ K�Mmb+`BiQ 2 [m2 iQ/Qb Qb +Q�miQ`2b i2M?�K pBbiQ 2 �T`Qp�/Q �
p2`b½Q }M�H /Q K�Mmb+`BiQ 2 +QM+Q`/�/Q +QK bm� bm#KBbb½Q T�`� Tm#HB+�Ï½QX
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)RQWHV GH )LQDQFLDPHQWR

�b 7QMi2b /2 }M�M+B�K2MiQ /� BMp2biB;�Ï½Q /Q K�Mmb+`BiQ /2p2K b2` /2pB/�K2Mi2 `2+Q@
M?2+B/�bX ú /� `2bTQMb�#BHB/�/2 /Qb �miQ`2b b2;mB` [m�Bb[m2` Q#`B;�ÏǤ2b /2 Tm#HB+�Ï½Q
/2b+`BiQb T2H�b bm�b 2MiB/�/2b }M�M+B�/Q`�bX

hQ/�b �b 7QMi2b /2 �TQBQ }M�M+2B`Q �Q T`QD2iQ Qm [m�H[m2` +QM~BiQ /2 BMi2`2bb2b
bm#bi�MiBpQ [m2 TQbb� b2` BMi2`T`2i�/Q T�`� BM~m2M+B�` Qb `2bmHi�/Qb /2p2K b2` /BpmH@
;�/�bX

6DQo}HV

LQ +�bQ /2 b2`2K 2M+QMi`�/�b pBQH�ÏǤ2b /Q+mK2Mi�/�b /2 [m�H[m2` mK� /�b Q`B2Mi�ÏǤ2b
ûiB+�b- Q 1/BiQ`@BM@*?B27 /� S2`bT2+iBp�b @ CQm`M�H Q7 SQHBiB+�H a+B2M+2 U�;BM/Q /2 7Q`K�
BM/2T2M/2Mi2 Qm 2K +QMDmMiQ +QK � 1[mBT� 1/BiQ`B�H /� S2`bT2+iBp�b @ CQm`M�H Q7
SQHBiB+�H a+B2M+2V TQ/2,

RX _2D2Bi�` BK2/B�i�K2Mi2 Q K�Mmb+`BiQ BM7`�iQ`X

kX _2D2Bi�` BK2/B�i�K2Mi2 [m�H[m2` Qmi`Q K�Mmb+`BiQ 2MpB�/Q ¨ S2`bT2+iBp�b @ CQm`M�H
Q7 SQHBiB+�H a+B2M+2 TQ` [m�H[m2` mK /Qb �miQ`2b /Q K�Mmb+`BiQ BM7`�iQ`X

jX S`QB#B` iQ/Qb Qb �miQ`2b /2 bm#K2i2` MQpQb K�Mmb+`BiQb T�`� � S2`bT2+iBp�b @ CQm`@
M�H Q7 SQHBiB+�H a+B2M+2- BM/BpB/m�HK2Mi2 Qm 2K +QK#BM�Ï½Q +QK Qmi`Qb �miQ`2b /Q
K�Mmb+`BiQ BM7`�iQ`- #2K +QKQ 2K +QK#BM�Ï½Q +QK Qmi`Qb �miQ`2bX

9X S`QB#B` iQ/Qb Qb �miQ`2b /2 7�x2` T�`i2 /Q *QMb2H?Q 1/BiQ`B�H /� S2`bT2+iBp�b @
CQm`M�H Q7 SQHBiB+�H a+B2M+2X

8X LQb +�bQb 2K [m2 �b pBQH�ÏǤ2b /�b Q`B2Mi�ÏǤ2b ûiB+�b b½Q +QMbB/2`�/�b T�`iB+mH�`@
K2Mi2 K�HB+BQbQ- � S2`bT2+iBp�b @ CQm`M�H Q7 SQHBiB+�H a+B2M+2 `2b2`p� Q /B`2BiQ /2
BKTQ` b�MÏǤ2b �/B+BQM�BbX
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